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icrocontr llers a 
In this_unit, you _wilf revise how to program or code microcontrollers to solve engineering problems . 

. What _i.$ ... a. ... m.ie.r.oe.9:nJroUe.r? ... 
A microcontroller: 

• ·· confains··~Hn:lie.internal ·compone·nts c>ra 
computer on a s ingle chip 

• runs a stored computer program that controls 
a system. 

·····Cttear--p-·"-"-------'-Si_a_ll __ -'-/-Rea~ ally available 

···· ··· Advantages· ·or 
1---microcontrollers 

Economical for 
developin'3 proC:lucts 
and systems 

Have low power 
consumption 

... .. ... Can.be..pr~r.ammed. 

to control products 
and systems 

·-------
Input and output devices 
(pai:ies 178-187L_ 

Barjfware_and software 
The only acceptable microcontroller hardware and 

··· ·proqramrrring··tarrgoag·es·for·Unit··G are·strowrr·irr· 
the table below. 

Hardware Software Programmi~ 
dev;ce family I~ lang11a43e 

Development 
Environment 
(IDE) 

Arduino™/ Arduino™ IDE ArduinoT"' C or 
Genuiao™ or Flowcode Flowchart .. 
PIC® MPLAB® IDE C or Flowchart 

(MPLAB~ C) or 
flowcode 

PICAXE® PICAXE® Editor BASIC or 
Flowchart. 

GENIE® GENIE® Studio BASIC or 
or Circuit flowchart 
Wizard 

----------------
Selectin<a hardware 
devices and system desi<an 

··· ··· ...... (pa/g·e; ·,a8-l90) ~Assemblln<a and operatin<a 

Control hardware ~- a microcontroller system 
(pa<ae~ 174-178) r--"----------'--------=~ (pa<aes 191-192) 

Revising 
microcontroller 

- / system.uor e_ngineers 
~ro<arammin<a techniques 
(pa<aes 193-204) 

Documentation 
(pa<ae 22G) 

System development 
processces 
(pages 221-225) 

I 
Number systems 
(pa<aes 219:::220) 

~Co'"••=-· 
(pages 205-217) 

Structured pro13ram · 
desi<an (page 218) 

-----~--- ... .._._..._._...._ 
------~-~---

Identify any priority areas for your revision. 
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---- -----
You can also refer to the followin<j documents, 

which are kept up to date on the BTEC Nationals 
En0ineerin<j page of the Pearson website: 

• Unit G: Mlcrocontroller Systems for Engineers 
unit specification 

• Unit G: Sample Assessment Material (SAM). 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Co par· g d ·r ere t 
• erocon ro ers 

Mk:rocontrolter5 ·are··avai1able in arrange of specifications: The ·tabletietow 5hows ··s·ome irrrportant ·· 
properties of one typical microcontroller from each family. 

The processor speed 
indicates hew fast the 
system will operate. 

Program memory 
is sp~9e available 
to store the 
software.that .. 
determines how 
the microcontroller 
operates. 

RAM is used to 
store the data used 
by the program. 

Interrupts a11ow the 
normal operation of 
tfie. program fo··"be ··· 
altered in response 
to an event. 

The stack- determines 
the se'luence in 
which some parts of 
a program operate. 

-

Each of the 

considered 
bythis unit 
is available 
in a range o f 
specifications. 

Inputs allow 
. devices; such 

microcontroller. 

Outputs allow 
devices, such 
as light-emitting 
diodes-,--to-
be turned on 
and ·off by-trre·-···-

microcontroller. 

Now try this 

The processor is the primary component of the microcontroller. 
For the Genuind™ family a range ·of·different processors·areused; 
The other microcontrollers are based on specific types of processor. 

Hardware family GenuinoTM PICAXE9 PIO' 

1 Processor ATmega328P PICAXE18M2 Genie 18 PIC18F14K22 

2 Processor 
speed 

16 ··32·· 16/32 16 I 31 

3 Program 
Memor:y 
(kilobytes) 

32 

4"·Rando-m Acces-s- 2048 
Memory (RAM) 

5 Interrupts 2 

·G··Stack- Unlimited·· 

7 Typical £2.39 
processor cost 

8 Digital input Up to 14 
capability 

9 Digital output Up to 14 
ca__pability 

10 Analogue to 6 
f-·· cttgitaHnputs · 

11 PWM outputs 

When the 
mi(frocontroller needs 
to connect to sensors 
that measure analogue 

. .. variables (such as 
temperature), analogue 

.. .. to ~itat conversion-
inputs need to be used. 

2 10 16 

512 256 512 

8 8 10 

·8- -32 ·31 

£2.77 £1.36 £1.61 

Up to 16 6 Up to 17 

Up to 16 9 Up to 17 

10 3 12 

2 8 4 

PICAXE® Genie® DM1'64130-
Cli-1-030 ··· f'GB1IB · -9-f'IGlcit-low-··· 
Project E18 Pin Count 
·Board ·· ·Activity -· ··oemo-Boara· · · 

Kit 

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) 
allows the digital microcontroller 
to simulate an analogue output. 

A microcontroller processor needs to 
connect to· other ·components· in order· 
to become a functional system. The 
most··c:omrrion metlioc:f is-·to Tnse-rt tlie·· · ·· 

microcontroller into a project board 
······· ····· ····· tii".if"<:iontaln5 tiie .. otfier.componeiit5 · 

needed. Boards are available in a 
.rang;; ~f ~p~~ift~ti~~; t~ ~~it th~ 

.... microcontroller ancUts . ap.plication~ 

Using a detailed specification from the internet for one microcontroller, revise the important properties. 
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Project boar s 
-You :can .use micro':'ntroUer. project .boards .. to. easily connect.the microcontroller to.input and output 
devices. Some project boards allow the microcontroller to be programmed on them. 

Project hoards 
······· ······· · ·Breadboard5-provide-·a quick-way to test-a temporary -system; 

• The project boards shown here provide one example for 
each of the microcontroller platforms. There are many 
others available. The different styles of board reflect the 
different uses they are intended for. 

··· ·--········ .. :. • · -At-one end-of the-rafl~;·· the-GENl-f~- board--forms--a .. 
permanent microcontroller system where the user 
connects their own input output ·devices;· At the other end · 
of the range, the E-blocks system is intended to be used 
as part ofa trafriiiiq package. 

174 

Arduino™ project boards are supplied assembled, 
ready to use. Wires are inserted into the header 

sockets on the microprocessor and conneded to 
components on the breadboard. 

The E-blocks system is made up of two 
c~mponents. the programmer and the project board, 
lh1s develop ent board provides an e t . f . x ens1ve ranqe 
o input/output devrces. E-blocks are mt:ended l:o be 
used as F'art of a training package. They uld not 
be built into a worklng system. 

-

Now try this ---------

The PICAXE" experimenter board includes 

a range of input / output devices built onto 
the board. You can connect them to the 
microcontroller via the breadboard using wires. 

---------

The PICkit 3 

system consists of 

the programmer and 

a project board. 

Y~u are designing a device to control an alarm system. List the advantages of using a project board for one of the 
m1crocontroller platforms. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 • . 

Using 0 charts ·-
....... When designing. .a .system,. you . wiU .. use .flo.wcharts .. to.p.roduce .a microcontrolJer program by . .placing . .and. 

connecting symbols. 

Common symbols used in a flowchart 
The shapes of the symbols used· in flowcharts are· specified ·by 55 4058:1987, 150 5807·:1985;· The · 
shapes and meanings of some of the most common ones are shown. 

D 
Terminator - this indicates the 
start or stop of-the -program. 

Process. -::: .a pro.cess.or operation 
is carried out. 

Example of flowchart 

Start-------

Output: this 

tumsallthe ~ 
outputs off fi5'\ 
before the main Vi:/ 
pro'3ram starts. 

Decision: this sin'31e 
symbol combines 
several functions. 
First, it reads the 

analo43ue to di'3ital 
convertor. 
Second, it compares 
this value to the values 
specified. In this 
instance it tests to 
see if the value is less 
than 75. 
Lastly, a decision on 
how to proceed is 
made. If the answer 
is yes the pro'3ram 
flows to the ri'3ht. If 
the answer is no the 
pro'3ram flows down. 

Flow lines: this 
section is a loop 
that causes the 
pro'3ram to repeat 
continuously. ® 

D Call - directs the flow of the 
... program.to.a separate subr.outine. 

0 Input or output - of data. 

--+-- Flow lines - these control 
· the program·sequence: <> Decision - perform one of two actions 

depending on the result oI the decision. 

Call : this directs the pro'3ram 5utn-outine: the 
to the U'3ht1 subroutine. symbols below define 

\ 

the subroutine Ught1. 

Comments: these 
eicplain to a reader 

@ 
I 

Retum: this directs the flow 
of the pf'0<3ram back to a 
position just after the call. 

-----~------_, , Example flowchart from GENIE" 

_ ..... ~----::1111----
-

Now try this 

Record other flowchart symbols that are used to write microcontroller software. 
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Bad a look D Nearly there D Nailed it! D 

ASIC as a programming 
language 

BASIC stands for Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. You can use BASIC to write 
software even if you are not an expert programmer._ _ 

BASIC programs 
BASIC programs consist of five parts: 

Commands - the key words or names given to 
the tasks the microcontroller can perform. 

Declarations - statements that name a 
variable or constant. 

Statements - lines of code that contain a 
complete instruction for the microcontroller. 

Operators - used to perform 
mathematical or logical functions, or 
comparisons. For example, adding two 
numbers, or testing if one value is less 
than another. 

Subroutines - sections of code that can be 
reused in different parts of a program. 

Example of a BASIC program Comments allow the writer to provide information about 
the program. A comment starts with the semicolon(;) or 
apostrophe (') character, and does not affect the way the 
program operates. Comments are coloured green. 

Constante are 

numbers, or ASCII 

text strings, that 
do not change 
throughout the 

~~~i:i~~ :: ~:=~: ~~g:l~~~C c~:~~";eat:ire" cf the :::::-{2) 
• read the. vcltaqe on pin .le .::...!ltc var.iable bl 

program. ~in: ---·~
~dc c.l,bl 

00 ~~~~~ 
____.-@u bl<75 then l.ightl ' if :t:l "-" l""" t:ia" 75 the" l.ight 1 as 'b1', are named 

The If command @r---- --- ---- ------- - - --- - sections of RAM 
allows the program 
to complete if bl<175 then 1.ight2 ' if :tl .is le9s t!l.a::i 175 '(;he:i lig!l." 2 memory where 
different tasks goto 1.ight3 , if cl _;__. greater tha"- 175 t:he:i l.ight: 3 temporary data can 

depending on 
the result of 
the condition 
being tested. In 
this example, a 
comparison between 

be stored. 
1.ightl~=-----------------@ h.i<;h 1 _. •• ·.:..tc:o e n :.ED 1 Commands, such as 'high', are instruction& 

lmc 2 ,,witch cff LED 2 that make the microcontroller perform a 
low 3 

goto beep 

goto main 

• .9Witcr1 cff LED 3 specific task, such as setting the output on 
• make a ,-::::.i.9e a specific pin to be hiqh or low. 

J.ccp 

a variable and a 1.ight2: (!)- ------- -------
number constant is 1ov 1 ' -"Witch off LED 1 Label&, such as 'light 2'' are used to mark a 
considered. high 2 • sw.itch c:i I.ED 2 particular place in a program. The program 

swit.:;h cff LED 3 can then go to these places when directed. low 3 

goto beep 

goto ma.in 
• make: a ~81.9e 

' lccp 

light3: @1--- ------- Whiteepace is a method of inserting blank 
low 1 ' .swito::h c£f :.ED 1 
low 2 • .switch c:ff :.ED 2 

high 3 ' .9W.l.t<:::h c" I.ED 3 
got:> beep@ ' make a ~c13e 
gotc ma.in "' • lccp 

spaces into a program to make it easier to 
read. for example, adding blank lines and 

indenting commands helps identify groups of 
commands. 

beep@- ~ . 
sou::ld s. 4 , 155, 25) Beep IS a subroutine that is 
Goto ma.in used by other parts of the 

program. 

BASIC programming langua<je. 

Now try this 

List the parts of a BASIC program. 

Had a look D • 
-
· .. 

Nearly there D Nailed it! D 

C asa pro ming Jang ra age 
C is a structured programming language that is widely used to write computer software. One of the 
reasons for its popularity is the efficient machine code it produces. 

Parts of a C program 
C programs comprise three main parts: structure, values and functions. 

_ A The structure of a C program refers to the way in which the parts link with each other. The 
V structure must follow the rules of the language. ---

Values include constants and data types. 

Functions are the components of the program that perform tasks. 

Example of a C program 

Comments allow the writer to provide information 
about the program. Comments start with//, and do not 

for repeats a block of code a number of times. In 
this example the- variable pin Number starts at 2 and 
increases by 1 until it reaches 5. The next section of 
code sets the pin with the same value as pinNumber to 
an output and turns it off. for example, when pinNumber 

affect the way t~rogram operates. = 2, pin 2 is set to be an output and turned off. 
void setupO is Q) I I This is a example c.= "' r Gqt"= 
a function that //I t 1.-ill be used ~ qhliqhi; cc!I!!!'.cn :eatu=es o: the language 

only runs when---® vcid ) { 

the program I set the LEJ pins as outputs, the :er() lccp reduces che nUll'.bior c: lines rreede::l 
starts. It is used 3 fQr (iG pinNumber = 2; pinNumber < 5; pinNumber++J { 
to initialise the 4 p ~r:..te:ie (pin..>imtbu, :;c::::c:-:-i; pinMode is the function that set& the microcontroller 

factors, such pin to be an input or output. 

;~ev::~:~e:r:t~~n ;;i~~~o~~:d! ch~i~::7::::~s a.~::::i:i~h: ~~:::et~~nt:ea ~::q:~t:::i::e 0:a~l:~ senscrVal 
Of the int "ensorVal = ac,alo;;Rea·:i (AO) ;@ 
microcontroller. (/) inc lowValue = 75; /I This de:"ines the inceqer value belcw which LED 2 will turn on 

/ in<: middleValue =175; I/ This defines the inteqer value abcve "hich LEl 4 will turn en 

int tells the program 11 This tests to see if the A:J:: value is less than 75 analogRead is the function that 
that the following @ i:" (sensorV~l ~ lowv~:~:> { reads the value of an analogue to 

dir-.ul.,=~-e (2, """"); // This turns en LB 2 digital converter (ADC). In this named variable is 

of an inte<aer type. 
This means it will be 

d.:.Q"- '".:.."" (3, :c.::;;q; I! This turns off LED 3 program the value is read for ADC 
:b;ic:•:;i=i-c :c.::;;q; // This turns cff LED 4 on pin AO, and is assigned to the 

a whole number in the variable called sensorVal. 

range of -32 7G8 // e~!s i~e~~:n::r;:~ ~= ~~~~~e~!u;~c-=qual t~~=;~u~~a_~ 75 an:i less tha!l 1!5 
to 32767. In this dogi::;.:;\=i:e{2, 1::;;;); // Th.iS · ~= c:: LEJ 2 

:ii;i::~:;\=i::e (3, f!I:OE); I I This ;u...-,,,, r ..L 3 

// This t.urns o:f [E[ 

example the variable 
lowValue is assigned 
the number 75. 

// !his L:.ests cc see i: the AD:' value is equal tc It'l.C!'e than 1'75 
else i: (sensorVal >= middleValue) { 

if is a control structure that is -
used to compare two values and 
take a particular action based on 

32 7G8 = 2 15 

:ii-;;o'O~:w:::<.::e (2, :.c;q; 
::i.:..;:_ :.~~i,•r-:..-:e (3, L:~q : 

iigita:;;=i::e (4, s:r:;s:); 

@ toc.e (5,440,250); 

J ) 

11 This turns c:: LEJ 2 

// This turns c!: n:.J 3 
11 This turns en LED 4 

tone causes a sound to be produced on an 
output pin. In this example a note of 440Hz 
is generated on pin 5 for 250ms. 

Now try this 

the result of the comparison. 

C program for Arduino™. 

Rewrite, on paper or on a computer, parts of the program to work to the following new specification: 
The ADC is on pin A2. The value below which LED 2 turns on is 50 and the value above which LED 4 turns on is 
200. The tone should be a frequency of 200 Hz, generated on pin 6 for 100 ms. 
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Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Inp tan 0 tput • ev1ces 
. Input. and.. output devices allow.microcontroller .. systems to react.to, __ and __ change_~ the environment in _ 

which they operate. 

Analogue inputs and outputs 
These are inputs or outputs that are continuously variable·;-·· 

f ll 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

0.012 

E 0.010 

.., 0.008 

i 0.006 

0. 0.004 
8 
~ 0.002 

12 

Temperature change during OA seconds 

0.002 o.004 0.006 o.Jos 0.010 o.ou 
Time(s) Time (s) 

The graphs show how a temperature changes over time. An increase in time corresponds to an increase 
in temperature. If you could measure time to an accuracy of 10-9 99 the corresponding temperature would 
also be measureable with the same accuracy. 

Digital inputs and outputs Modular input/output devices 
These are inputs or outputs that have a fixed range of values. 

.., 
0 
...0 
<+-< 
0 
.... .., 

L 

10 

s 4 
;:l z 

Nu,mb<:r of boles. drill~d 

tep 

Example of 
a modular 
sensor. 

Allow you to a5semble more complex 5Y5tem5 that 
would not_ be p055ible using j u5t di5Crete _ component5. 

Modular devices 

The graph shows the number of holes drilled per step of a 
manufacturing operation. The number of holes always increases by 
1, not by fract"onal amounts. Either there is a hole, or there ·1s not. 

Combine all the 
component5 needed to 
C:Ori-nect directly to the 
microcontroller 5Y5tem. 

YC>i.i only-need to 1:.now 
how to get 5ignal5 
frorii ;-or ta, the 
device. 

Input and output devices 
• Input devices allow microcontroller systems 

to react t.o the environment. 

• Input devices may measure, or react to, 
analogue or digital signals. 

• The data from analogue sensors must be 
converted into a digital format in order for 
rni<:;roc:qntroll<::r.? t,q prqc:ese, the data. 

• Output devices cause a change in the 
environment the microcontroUer operates in . 

-

Now try this 

Discre~e ~l\J>Ut o~tput devices 
A discrete input or output device is one that 
consists .of a single component. 

~ ~ 
low cost may need additional 

components connected to it 

flexible - many may require complex circuits 
applications connected to them 

Identify where sensors are used in your home; for example, in a heating system. Describe what the sensor measures 
and what the output is as a result of this measurement. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 . 

•
•• 

S-witc es 
Ihe switches .revised on this page can be used toprovjde a microcontrollerwith a..di9ital input .. signaL .. 

--- -Switches and---l>uttons --
Switches can have either a toggle or momentary 

action. 
• _ TotatJle __ mea.n5 .thatthe .. switch wil.l __ stay .. in _____ ____ _ 

whichever position it is moved to, on or off. 

--Momentary means-that -the switch changes -

from on to off only while it is being acted on 
-- by -the User: Tfiey-areeitnernormally -on;or -- -

normally off. 

Switches are available with a wide range of 
_ options for the number of.connections they-make 

or break.. The rotary switch shown opposite has 
1-2switches- that -ttJm-on in-·sequencewhen--the · · 

shaft is turned. 

Movement and ··orientation --- --

switches 

Switches and buttons are operated by a person. 
The major dfference in these switches is the type 
of movement that has to take place for t he switch 
to change from being on to off. 

lilt switches and shock. switches can be mounted 

rn -a norizOnfal or vertical -pc>srtron. 

• Tilt switches can p~_ IJs~c:::I _Cl~ _scifc::_ty_ ~-~Yl9.~?~ --- -
---- f~~ -~~~;;:.pi~~ t~~~lng off heaters if they fall over. 

• - Shock switches -react -when---a -movemen-t--occurs -··· 

at 90° to their body of the switch. 

These tilt or shock switches change from 
on to off, or off to on when the object 
moves from its normal orientation. 

---~--_.,,..,,,,_ 

_Mi~r~'.'switc:Jlf!$_ 
Depending on how a micro-switch is configured, 

-- it-may -react·when-two-objects--come together--or-

when they move apart. 

:~~i:l;~~e=n~~ s:~~~-f ::t:=;~~;::::~::~ 
machines. 
The lever-arms Ofl--tlle--top-of--the --micro- - -

switch are available in a wide range of styles 
anct··si:zes·:·Thts-·is-to··a-U-ov;r the···s-witchto· b-e· ·-

mounted in an appropriate location while still 
-i:;e-rni:fable tc» reaet fo movement~· -- -- ·· -- -

Now try this 

Identify a range of situations where tilt and micro-switches are used. 

Micro-switches 
are designed to 
detect the relative 
movement between 

two objects. 
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Visible and inf rared ight-sensing 
• ev1ces 

:hte se.nsors ~e~cribe~ in this page allow a microcontroller to react to, or measure chanl'!leS in the 
in ens1ty of v1s1ble or _1nfrared light. ' " 

Light-dependent resistors 
Lig~t-dependent resistors (LDRs) change their 
resistance depending on the intensity of light 
that hits their surface. 

• In the dark, LDRs typically have a resistance 
of 1 MO. 

• In bricaht licaht their resistance may fall to 
around 4000. 

• It may take several seconds for an LDR.'s 
resistance to chancae in response to light 
intensity. 

Phototransistors and photodiodes 
Phototransistors and phot odiodes react much 
more quickly than lDRs to changes in light. 

• A photodiode works in the same way as a 
solar cell. Light that hits the sensor generates 
a small current. A photodiode will work in 
1 nanosecond or 10-9 s. 

• Phototransistors work by light hitting 
the sensor, which then allows a current to 
flow between the collector and emitter. A 
phototransistor will typically switch between 
on and off in 10 microseconds or 10-G s. 

Inf rared receivers 
Data is transmitted to an- infrared receiver by addin'.3 a code to 
a carrier Si<,3nal, in the same way as a radio is broadcast. ·-The receiver's circuitry removes the carrier si'.3nal, leavin'.3 only 
the code for th-e microprocessor~to process. 

Format 
The exact format of the codes is specified by a 
rancae of protocols. Most protocols transmit the 
data by st:mding specific sequences of high and 
low signals. --

-

Now try this 

An ORP12 LDR. An LDR can be read 
by a microcontroller by converting the 
resistance to a voltage reading. 

Phototransistors and photodiodes can be used 
to detect changes in the intensity of both visible 

and infrared light. 

lnfrared receivers are 
optical sensors that 
receive signals transmitted 

by devices such as 
television remote controls. 

Think about devices or objects th t k f · · · 
happens when the l~vel of li g h~ ch:;g:s :~~:~p~~n1bwlehly1gthh: s~nsorsd; for example, street lighting. Describe what 

1s 1s an a vantage for the user. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 -

Temperature an hu idity 
sensors 

The sensors described on this page can be used to turn on or off devices connected to a 
microcontroller, such as a fan. They can provide information to be displayed to a user on devices such 

as LCD screens. 

Thermistors 
• The resistance of a thermistor either increases (often used to protect circuits) or decreases (often 

used to measure temperature) with a rise in temperature. 
• Accurate measurement using a thermistor can be complex, as the resistance chancae is not linear. 

• Thermistors typically operate in 
a temperature rancae of -50 °C 

to 300°C. 

A thermistor and a BASIC 
program to turn on an output 
dependent on temperature. 

---- ------
Temperature sensors 
• This temperature sensor is an integrated 

circuit that outputs a voltage, which is 
directly proportional to the temperature. 

• A rise of 1 °C will increase the output 

voltage by 10mV. 
This predictable 
performance makes 
it easier to accurately 
measure temperature 
using a microcontroller. 

A temperature sensor to turn 
on an output dependent on the 
temperature. This sensor operates 

·1n a temperature range of -40°C 
to 125 °C. It can be utilised using 
the BASIC program above. 

Now try this 

A DHT11 sensor 
and code for the 
Arduino™ Uno to 
read and display 

the values. 

mai n : 
readadc O, t: 
if t:: >50 i:he."> ?:ll.gh 1 

~n.d if 

qot:o ma.in 

_,_ _________ _ 

Environmental sensors 
• Temperature and relative humidity can be 

measured with a sensor such as the DHT11 
shown here, which produces a c:ticaital output 
si1:3nal that can be displayed on a computer 

monitor or an LCD screen. 

• It measures relative humidity between 
20-80 % and temperatures with a range of 

0-50°C. 

•,•: cj l:o~{) ( 
/ / Tt>.e :lex:: li:u~.3 =caj, the !!l~n!!lcn hwr.::..:1::..t.y a:i.1 -c~r~-:.:i:re va.:u~ 

:ioa: h ~ dtle.readl!umidity(); 
.::. o•: i: • dtle. :•d:~::;;:~:":•;:< {); 

// The !cllc•·.!.!lq l!.ne" -.. :i:.l 1.i!!11=lal' t~e ::ea:11:ig~ ~::cm t.he "en~::r 

i: (isnan(tl i ; i•n"'1(h) I ( 

Ii) !~:~a~ . ~::.::-.-:1~.( .. :~.: i ~d -c..:- :ec:: ~= :. :;. t ::: "); 

Serl.al . p.~.:.;.:. { "2".:.;.= • .id.<.~~· : "l: 
Sec.ul.;-::::..:.:: (h) ; 
Sena.l . ;::~:q· I : "); 
~r-1.al.p.::..rt:: (" :e:;;.·~=ai:. •..:.:~: "); 

Seoal · •=~~: (t); 
S~-r13..l . p:1:-.:-.i:: ( " •C'); 

Using the internet, locate specifications ofthe components shown above to aid your revision and provide reference. 
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ire e 
You_will need to consider several factors when connecting sensors to microcontrollers. 

Signa~onditioning 

This is the process of ensuring that the output 
signal of a sensor matches the input requirements 
of a microcontroller. ReGluirements include: 

• Isolation - this is a barrier between the 
s~nsor <!nd microcontroller to protect it from 
damage. 

• Amplification - this increases the voltage 
output by the sensor. 

• Filterin<a - this is the process of removing 
unwan~d information, possibly from 
interference, from a signal. 

Analogue-to-digital conversion 
Analo<aue signals can take any value; for example, 
it could be any number between 1 and 1.1. Di'iJital 
si<anals have a limited set of values; for example, 
1 or 1.1 witn no values In between tnese. 

Analogue _Analogue to digit11l Digital_ 

rlll&~lli-
When an analogue signal is converted to digital 
the s·1gnal is ass·1gned the nearest dig.1tal value. 

1 4 2 4 2 4 

Time(ms) 

Modular sensor boards 
Modular sensor boards: 

Pulse width modulation (PWM) 

• provide a ready assembled sensor 
complete with all the required 
interfacing circuits 

PWM is a method of encodin<a a si<anal by_ varying the 
length of time a pulse of a set length is on or off. 

This shows an ~ual pulse length. 

• allow the user to focus on developing 
the programs to use the sensors 
rather than constructing the 
electronics needed to turn the basic 
sensor into a working device. 

. g,__?0% ; ~50% 50% 
High - == Low t-~~--'-~~---:-f--~~_J_~~~c::::=:==:=::JL-~~...L~ 

Pulse len-gth :::'.'.! 

20% ,Fl Fl 
r~e~r=s:::::::~======:::;f;.~==========~~~==::::=:=== 

Pulse 1 j Pulse 2 Pulse 3 

e~ See the ultrasonic sensor 
~on page 183 to revise an 

example of a modular sensor. 

This shows the pulse len'3th 
chan9in9 over .3 pulses. 

Puise width moduiation showing 
several PWM signals. 

Serial communication 
Serial communication is a method of encoding 
data by sending a-series of high or low voltac:;es 
in a pattern. Every piece of data sent is made 
up of the same number of bits of information, only 
the sequence of high and lows will change, 

Start BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT Stop 
BIT (I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 BIT 

Start BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BITBIT BIT Stop 
BIT (i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 BIT 

I I L I I I 
Start BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT Stop 
BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 BIT 

Serial signals - The first image shows the set 
.ength :::>f eig1t data bits, plus one bit to indicate 
the start and one tor the stop of each pattern 
T~e second and third images show exarrples of 

data being received. 

Inter-integrated circuit (I2C) 
Serial communication requires multiple wires to 
transmit a signal into a microcontroller but an 12 C 
connection only reG\uires two. 

• One of the wires sends a clock or timing signal. 

• The other wire sends the data signal. 

• The relative levels of the voltages between 
the-clock-and the data signal, and when they 
change, are used to control what type of 
signal is being senf. 

• An 12C allows multiple devices to be connected. 

• The first part of a signal is an address that 
determines where the data are to be sent to. 
The second part of the signal is the data itself. 

-
l'~ow try this 

Many types of entertainment media, such as mp3 files, 
are provided in a digital format. List other types of 
entertainment media that use digital data. 

Bad a look D Nearly there 0 Nailed it! D 

Ultrasonic an 
o entio 

control 
eters 

Ultrasonic and control potentiometers allow a microconfi·olier. t0 .. reac£to: or- measure~ distance and 

p9i;i~icm. _Jh~ gp~rati9119f t;hese devices is described below. 

Ultrasonic sensors 
Ultrasonic sensors use sound to determine the distance between the sensor and objects. 

• -··Ahiiah frec:Juency 50und~ above the range that·· can he heard by humans; is sent out--0y·the ultrasonic-

transmitter. 
• This sound then bounces back -from any object in front o f the transmitter andi5"detected by the 

ultrasonic receiver. 

• The time taken for the 
sound to travel from 
the transmitter to 
the receiver Is used 
to determine the 

distance. 

Ultrasonic sensor with program. 

symbol SIG = C .1 ; This specifies which pin the sensor is connected to 
symbol range = wl ; This creates a place to store the value from the sensor 

main: 
ultra SIG, range ; This reads the sensor and stores the va:Lue in the p:Lace ca:L:Led range 
debug range ; This causes the va:Lue from range to be disp:Layed on a computer monitor 

pause 5 0 ; This is a short delay 
goto main : This causes the program to repeat 

Control potentiometers 
contror potentiometers are 1.rsed to provide a· 
microcontroller with information about a position 

set by a user. 
The user can either rotate or slide the 
potentiometer to a chosen position; for 
.example~ __ to adjust the.volume._ofao audio ... 

amplifier. 

• The output· volt"~ige can · 
be adjusted between 
the supply voltage and 
OV, varying with either 
a linear or logarithmic 

--~c.~.le,__ . _ 

. L9gari.thmi~.J~~ale_$ 
A logarithmic scale increases in orders of 
magnitude; for· example; each· mark on a scale · 
might be 10 times the previous mark. They are 
iisefUrlor-auaro- controls, as fiumaiis perceive · 

relative volume levels in an approximate 

lo'3arithmic scale. -

---------------
Rotary and slide control potentiometers. These can be read 
by a microcontroller using the an.;ilogue to digital command. 

?cloW try this 
Consider how rotary and slide potentiometers are used. Compare their relative advantages and disadvantages. 
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• Optoelectron·c o t t e_v1ces 
Optoelectronics use electricity to_generate light in a variety of ways. 5ome of the most useful types of 
optoelectronics are described below. 

Light-emitting diode (LED)-
LEDs can be turned on and off by setting 
microcontroller output p ins to high or low. They 
are available in two main types. 

Those th_fil_emit visible light. Visibl~ light 
LEDs are often used as indicators. 

Those that emit infrared light. lnfrared 
LEDs are combined with infrared receivers 
to transmit data, as used, for example, in 
TV remote controls. 

Visible and infrared light-emitting diodes, 
with example of BASIC code to turn on a LED. 

--------
7-segment display 
7 -segment displays consist of seven rectangular 
LEDs arranged in the-pattern shown opposite. 
By turning on and off different combinations of 
the LED5, the numbers 0-9 can be displayed. For 
example, the number G is d~splayed as shown. 

7 -segment displays can be controlled by 
attaching them to seven output pins of a 
microcontroller, or by connecting via a Binary 
Coded Decimal (BCD) driver, such as a 7 44 7 
chip. Using a BCD driver reduces the number of 
control pins needed from seven to four. 

Example flowchart to display a 
number on a 7-segment display. 

.;o i d setup () { 

1 main: 
2 High 1 
3 Stop 

start 

let pins = 253 

stop 

Liquid crystal display (LCD) 
LCDs display text and numbers on thin 
plastic displays. 

I/ set up the LCD' s co I umns and rows: 

• The numbers and text can scroll along the 
screen, or they can remain stationary. 

• LCD screens are available in a range of 
colours and may include a backlight. 

• LCDs are controlled by connecting them 
to the output pins of the microcontroller. 
Typically, six pins are used to display the 
full range of characters available. 

I ed. beg i n (16, 2) ; 
I I Pr i nt a message to the LCD 
I ed. pr i nt(" W i nsta r. WHl 602L1 ") : 

1 

---------
~Now try this 

Investigate the methods used to generate a message on a LCD using a platform of you r choice. 

• - . 
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ectrome .. chanic out pat 
This page revises the characteristics and operation of relays, motors and servos. 

Relay 
In the relay, the low current from the microcontroller 
energises an electromagnetic coil. 

+ ---
This magnetism then pulls the armature towards the coil. 

~ 
A moveable contact is attached to the armature. 

- -

The contact switches the electricity supply on or off. 

• ev ces 

A relay can be switched by a microcontroller by 
connecting the coil to a digital 01:1_tput pin. A high signal 
will energise the coil. 

A relay is a device that allows a low 
power signal to turn on or off a higher 

power electrical supply. 

DC motor 
A user can attach a wide range of devices to the motor's 
shaft, which will then rotate. 

• Typically, a DC motor may rotate too quickly for the 
application it is being used in. 

• Gears and pulleys are mechanical methods of controlling 
the speed, direction and torque of the rotation. 

Q Microcontrotlers can be used to vary the speed 
at Which the motor rotates by us1nq t he pulse 

width modulation (FWM) technique revi5ed 011 page 182. 

Servo 
A servo is a device that uses an electric motor to turn a shaft 
through a set number of degrees. A common application of 

A DC (direct current) motor uses 

electricity to spin a shaft. 

a servo is to control the p05iti0n of objects attached tOtti_e ___ _ 

shaft. Most servos have three wires connected to them. Two 
of the wires connect to a power supply and the third is the 
control signal. The duration of the electrical pulse controls the 
position of the servo shaft: 

• A pulse width of 1.5 milliseconds (ms) will cause the servo 
shaft to go to the middle. 

• A pulse width of less than 1. 5 ms makes the servo rotate 
clockwise from the central position. 

• A pulse width of more than 1.5 ms makes the servo rotate 
anticlockwise. 

• Typically, pulse widths of 1 ms or 2 ms will cause the shaft to 
rotate to the ends of the range. 

The effect of different pulse widths 

Now try this 
on the position of the servo arm. 

Identify devices that use relays, DC motors or servos. 

A typical servo 
rotates through 
180° but some 
can rotate 
continuously. 
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e ap t • ices 
Audio devices are used to make sounds when connected to a microcontroller. 

Buzzers and sirens 
Connecting a buzzer or siren to an output pin set 
to high will turn them on~ 

• Buzzers tend to operate at a single fixed 
frequency. 

• Sirens tend to 'warble' .between an upper and 
lower frequency and are typically much louder 
than buzzers, 

Buzzers and sirens are audio output devices that only 
require a power supply for them to generate a noise. 

Piezo transducer 
Piezo transducers of the type shown opposite 
are small electronic devices, typically less than 
1 mm thick, that can be used to play sounds. 

• Rather than simply turning them on as is the 
case with the buzzer, a piezo transducer must 
be supplied with a signa~ that generates the 
function required. 

• Commands such as 'Sound' for PICAXE® and 
'tone' for ArduindM are used. 

• Some microcontrollers, such as the PICAXE® 
and GENIE®, have sequences of sounds that 
play 'songs', prebuilt into them. 

• Due to their low power requirements, piezo 
transducers can often be connected directly 
to a microcontroller. 

Spea,k~r 
Most speakers use electromagnetism to move 
a cone of paper. The movement of the paper 
generates the sound that the user hears. 

• Speakers are a\/ailable in a wide range of sizes, 
typically from Scm to 450cm. 

• Large speakers usually need external 
amplification, as in most situations a 
microcontroller cannot supply enough current. 

• The same commands as for the piezo 
transducer are used to generate the sounds. 

The size of a speaker affects the range of frequencies 
it can generate; the bigger the speaker, the lower the 
frequency that can be produced. 

Now try this 

--~---------------

---

Piezo transducers can 
be fitted to greetings 
cards to play either 
music or speech. In order 
to generate a sound, 
the microcontroller must 
be told the pin that the 
transducer is connected 
to, the frequency of the 
sound and how long to 
play the sound. 

- ---

List five examples where buzzers, sirens, piezo transducers or speakers are used. 

Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 --
Trans_istor outpu_t stages -

A transistor is often used as an interface between a microcontroller and output devices. 

The function of transistors 
Most microcontrollers can supply only a relatively 
low current, typically around 20 mA per pin. 

• An interface is ne~ded if the microcontroller 
controls the operation of a device that takes a 
larger current, such as an electric motor. 

• Transistors can work as an interface. A small 
current applied to one connection of the 
transistor can allow a much larger current 
to flow from another of the transistor's 
connections. 

Signal transistors 
The BC238B is an NPN-type transistor. 
The three legs of this transistor are called the 
base, emitter and collector. 

• The base connects to the 
microcontroller. It controls the 
output from the emitter. 

• The collector is where current 
goes into the transistor. 

• The emitter is where current 
flows out. 

Transistor interface circuits 

Transistor types 
There are many different types of transistor. 

• Transistors vary according to the speed at 
which they .respond and the_amount of current 
they can transmit. Generally, the faster the 
transistor can react then the smaller the 
current it can tolerate. 

• Transistors that operate quickly with low 
currents are called signal transistors. 

• Transistors that control larger currents are 
called power transistors. 

Transistor current gain 
Transistor current gain is the relationship 
between the current flowing into the base of 
the transistor and the current flowing out of 
the emitter. For practical purposes this can be 
expressed as: 

Gain = collector current/base current 

• For the BC238B shown, the current gain is 
approximately 200. This means that a current 
of 1 mA flowing into the base will cause a 
current of 200 mA to flow from the emitter. 

• A Darlington pair is where the emitter of 
one transistor is connected to the base of a 
second transistor. This multiplies the gain of 
each transistor. For the BC238B this would be 
200 x 200, or a gain of 40000. 

This diagram shows a typical transistor interface. The diode, 
D1, is built into the circuit to stop the microcontroller being 
damaged by the output device when the power is turned off. 

Darlington driver 
integrated circuits 
As system designer, you might find 
it convenient to use an integrated 
circuit that combines the 

+ 
81 ~ 
5V~ 

Now try this 

multiple transistors into a single 
component. One version of this 
type of driver is the ULN2003. 
This provides seven Darlington 
pairs in a single 16-pin integrated 
circuit. 

A transistor is required to increase the base current from 
0.7 mA to 500 mA. Determine the gain required. 
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Select· ng har are: ·np t • ev1ces 
__ __ ThetabJebel.owJndicate_s __ typical_parameters .. asso.ciated_with __ inp.ut .. dev.ices~ .. -Tbe.informati.onJn __ tbe __ 

table is taken from a single supplier and gives a range of characteristics for each type of device. for 
-·-···------· --OtJt?!Jt devk:es,---see---paqe-1-89-. ---·----------· ··---- ·· ------··-··-·-···----

P......a:er DevCoe ~ ~ Importance Control Ergonodoe Cost: ·~ tobe. of ""°"' command 
llNMilll.INd wthatlce 

Switche5 On or off Not Po55ibly U5er Important £0.08 Dicaital 
-applicable-- read 

_Diei.tal Button5 On or off Not p055ibly U5er lmporta~ £0.17 Dicaital 
applicable read 

Control Dependent 4700to Po55ibly U5er Important £0.52 Analocaue 
potentiometer on co5t fMQ read 
Therml5tor Dependent -40°C to Not Environment Not £0.30 Analocaue 

on 50ftware 125°C important important read 
Temperature Dependent -:_70°C tQ Not Environment Not £1.18 &!~J.99~-~L 
5en501'5 on 50ftware 500°C important important read Temperature 
Environmental Typically..±. Temp 0°.C Not Environment l'l.lot. £3.87 Sensor 
5en5or 2% to 50°C important important 5pecific 

Ht.imidity-·-
20-90% 

tDR. ---------------········ AtlO lux Dark Not· ··· ·Environment·· Not £0.44 AnalOi2jUe 
20-40k0 re5i5tance important important read 

-At 100 lux- 2 1MO 
-4k0 Ucaht 

Ugfit re5i5tance 
20 

Infra red Dependent Up to Not Environment Not £0.25 Dicaital or 
on 5oftware 30m important important analocaue 

read 
Movement Tilt 5Witch On or off__ Detect5 Not U5er or Not £0.56 Dicaital 

10° chancae important environment important read 
in po5ition 

Micro-5witch On or off Not p055ibly U5er or Not £0.11 Dicaital 

Presence 
applicable environment important read 

Ultra50nic Up to 2cm to Not User or Not £3.59 Lencath of 
0.3cm 450crn important .environment imp octant 171Jlse 

Selection criteria 
The selection of specific input devices depends on a wide range of factors. 

--·· ----•----fol'.eacb.microprocessor .. controlsystem .. there .. will.be . .a.different.set of.priodties,.whicb .. wi!I affect 
how you choose a particular device. As system designer, you will need to balance these sometimes 

-conflictinia factors. for-example, the need for an accurate system may not match with the need for a
low cost system. 

• io f'rovide the best .5oiution you wiff need fo -aiiaiy:se the key performance characteristics of the 
__ i11_pl)~_ devices. You will need to consider the interface between the sensor and the microcontroller. For 
example, the thermistor is the lowest cost temperature sensor but needs the most complex software 

__ t.0 .. 12£'0du_c_e_an .. a.ccurat.e __ temperature __ measurem.ent •... 

• When you have selected the most appropriate hardware devices for your system, you must show how 
···· ·····-·-··· · the components··are··connectec:I using· diaqrams-that·comply with ·appropriate international··-standards; -

__ ml!ll __ lll[lll -~--- -~----- - ------- - --~ ------~---- ------~ ---- - - --- -- - - ------~-- --
__ ___ _ ___ _ ____ __ ___ _______ -.i ____ _____ __ _ __ _ ___ _ ___ _ _ 

Choose one of the components listed above and investigate the range of specifications available. 
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ar are:o tp t • ev1ces 
__ --···---· ... The. tabJe'2elo.w.indicates __ typicaLparamet.ers __ .associated._wjth_o.utput _ _de_\lic.es._Tbe..infor.mationJn __ tbe ________ _ 

table is taken from a single supplier and gives a range of characteristics for each type of device. 
---· ·for--input-devices-,- see--page--~M.-· 

R.84ulred Device ~· ~ CUf'Nlftt Output feature Coet lnt:erfac:e 
output I effect cllmenelone t:oRt .... vieiblllt.y c:ommanc:I 

or .udlblllty 
Optoelectronic Ucaht- 3mm to 20mm Max 2.5V 30mA Vi5ibility - £0.07 Dicaital write 

·emittinca--·- -from-3mcd-·to-·- -
diode 4500mcd 

7:.:5·eqment·-- 8mm to-45mm Max 2.SV 20mA Vi5ibility- from £0.44 ·· -Oi~itat·write 

di5play hicah 12mcd to 
tOOma:t··-···------ ··· · 

Liquid From 5V 1.2mA Vi5ibility depend5 £2.41 Dicaital write 
crystar 52x32X9mm ·orfuser··contro1 ·· -w· multiple 
di5play pin5 

Electromechanical Relay From 6V for 60mA for Able to 5witch up £0.56 Dicaital write 
19X19X15mm control control to 277V AC and 

tc»m"A:--
Direct From 35mm 3V From 34mA Torque - from £0.54 l:)i<ai~_a.l _ ll\l~i!~--
current lonca, 20mm 8.2-acm orPWM 
motor diameter 

Servo From 4.8V Not Torque - £3.10 PWM 
23X12X29mm 5pecified 1800_gcm 

Audio Buzzer From 12mm 4--8V 30mA at Audibility- £0.50 Dicaital write 
dia~ .7.mrn hicah 5V re50nance __________ 

frequency 3.1 ± 
0.5J;:t:tz .. 

Siren From 12mm 12V 280mA Audibility- £5.82 Dicaital write 
dia, 42mm- sound pres5ure 
Ion ea level 105dB at 

.12.VDQ'.100.cm. 

Speaker From 50mm 2V 250mA Audibility- £1.33 Frequency 
dta -resonance·· and-· 

frequency amplitude 
-450 kHz, 86-dB 
at 1 kHz 

P+ezo -F-rom-1-2 mm--· 12V -2-mA-- -Audibility·-=-7-5-dB £0~72 -5-quare--wave· 
tran5ducer dia, 1 mm high 

··-·· ___ Selection criteria 
The selection of specific output devices depends on a wide range of factors. 

• ror each microprocessor control system there will be a different set of priorities, which will affect 
how you choose a particular device. As system desiianer, you will need to balance these sometimes 
conflicting factors. For example, the need for an accurate system may not match with the need for a 
low co~t ~Y$~m . . 

• To provide the best solution you will need to analyse the key performance characteristics of the 
···---output··d-evices; Yov·-wiH--need--to-consider-th-e·-power-required··to·drive -th-e--d-evice;-For·example;--a-·--··· 

siren may require 280 mA, whereas the maximum current available from a microcontroller output pin 
- -- -migne--p-e--c5nry· -~o-rr1A:·· ·· -------- - -------------- --- ------------

~ ___ Wtii::11 yqu hciye se:lc::_c._t.~~Jh~ _rnc::>stappr9pr,icit.e: .. hei.rc:l.~Cire: c:l.e:ll'.ic:;~sJqr_ YC?.l!r .. ?~.t.~111. you must show how 
the components are connected using diagrams that comply with appropriate international standards. 

Choose one of the components listed above and investigate the range of specifications available. 
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Generat·ng a system 
Once you have selected input and output devices_ for your system design, you must decide how to 
connect them to the control hardware. 

Schematic diagrams 
A schematic drawing uses a range of symbols to represent the input / output components of the 
system. To make sure that all users interpret the drawing in the same way, the symbols used must 
comply with the set staridaras--

appropriate to the country the 
system will be used in. In the 
UK, for example, 558888 and 
553939 set the standards to 
be .used. 

A. range of British Standard 
symbols for common input 

and output devices. 

Ci:rcait diagrams 

Switch 

LEO 

-=-
~ ~ 

Switch 
SW2 

Buzzer 

Potentiometer 6-<r-
I 

- ~~ Th'm'"'' f 

Speaker 

-----------------
To specify connections between input, output devices and control hardware the system designer 
draws links between each component. 

IC1 
GENIE 08 

-------------
Connections 
When the system designer produces the circuit 
diagram the connections between components 
often overlap. 

• The diagram needs to indicate if these 
overlapping lines represent physical joins 
between the connections. 

• Where the connections join, a dot is drawn in 
the middle of the joint. 

Now try this 

PZ2 

Circuit diagrams can be drawn manually 

using pen and paper, or generated 
using computer software, as shown. 

(2:1 ov 

-------------

+ Wires not 
connected 

Wires are 
connected 

The approved convention of showing 
overlapping wires on a Computer
A1ded Design (CAD) drawing. 

-----------
Identify the schematic symbols for at least five input and output components not shown above. You should ensure 
that the symbols conform to the appropriate international standard for your locality. 
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Safe use _f typ·ca e ectronic tools 
As _system __ desiqner,_.you_will __ need _smalt.to.ols . .toassemb.le __ microcontr.oller . .projects __ and.you __ will __ also __ 
need a source of electricity to check that they work correctly. You must work safely with these tools. 

Power supplies and sources 
All microcontrollers -and most input/output devices 
are designed to work from low voltage and low 
currents. As the system designer, you must make 
sure your system is not connected to voltages or 
currents that are too high, as this could damage 
the compgn~nt_s. Any power supplies !!Sed should 
conform to the relevant safety standards. 

If THE MICROCONTOLL.ER SYSTEM INTERFACES WITH 
HfGH VOLTAGE DEVICES; YOU-MUST- TAKE APPROPRIATE 

PRECAUTIONS. 

Small hand tools 
The tools shown here are -all designed to work 

Electricity can be supplied by 
power supplies or batteries. 

on low voltage S)l5tems and must not be used 
where-high voltages-·are-present:.You--shoutd-use -
the tools only for the function they are designed 
for; This will minimise anyheaTtffan<::rsafefy r isks. 

You can use tools such 
as these to assemble 
the microcontroller and 
input I output devices. 

JJ~c:i:w;()st~f~C: .. 4~,;c:Jt.~~g~ 
(E50) precautions 

5ome--of the comJ:ionents u-s·ee::rin microcontroller 
systems can be damaged by static electricity. 

If you are using these components, take steps 
to.remove .. any .. static .charqe •.. for. example, .. the 
equipment shown opposite allows static charge 
to be condu-cted safetyto earth-; 

Electrostat"1c discharge equipment is used to 

prevent damage to components. 

---------------------------
Describe the hazards that these small hand tools could present and how to prevent any harm to the user. 
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Assembling _and_o erating a 
microcontr ler-s-yste 

This page revises methods of prototypinta circuits. 

Breadboards 
_Abreadbq~rd_provide~a .quick method of 
assembling prototype circuits to test their 
performance. 

• Connections are made between components 
by pushing wires into t he holes on the 
breadboard. 

• Take care when using some components on-
a breadboard as they could be damaged by 
electrostatic discharge. 

&,..5_ee page 191 to revise electrostatic 
~discharge (E5D) precautions, 

------.-----
Input/output modules 

~put/output modules are available for some 
development platforms. -

• A module provides a ready-made assembly 
of the components required to connect the 
hardware with the microcontroller. 

• T"he process of connecting modules varies 
from platform to platform but all are very 
simple. Thi~e_§lse of assembly allows you to 
focus on writing the control software. 

• Usinq modules can be more expensive 
than using discrete components. 

The breadboard can be used to connect a LED to 
an Arduino™ Uno board. The rows in green show four 
separate rows of holes used to connect the circuit 
to a power source. The blue section shows how 
columns can be joined together: 

An Arduino™ radio module ready to be 
connected. All the user has to do is align the 
connecting pins and push the module into place. 

- Prototyping boards 
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Preassembled prototyping boards are available 
forsome development plat forms. 

• These provide the system designer with a 
range of input and output devices. 

• If the actual device the system requires is not 
present on the prototyping board, you can use 
a device tnat functions in the same manner to 
check that the software will work. 

On this PICAXE® experimenter board there are four different 
out'.ut LEDs. These could be used to simulate any ~our 
devices that simply need to be turned on to make them work. 

Now try this 

If you were to design one of these experimenter boards, name three input and three output devices you would want 
to be built onto the board. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 • L g·cat r: 

Nailed it! 0 

ro ra • 1 es --an error check· 
On this page you will revise how to start to protaram a PICAXE® microcontroller using BASIC software. 

5ee page 194 to revise C(.)mpiljng ancl debugging. 

Connecting to microcontroller 
hardware 

~ Sdm1gs 

Whenloqicator·opens:· 

• First check that the software can connect 
to the hardware. This is controlled by the 

____ setting~~~QW shown here. 

• Choose the type of PICAXE® microcontroller 
yottwin tJ5e -and wnere the programming lead 
will connect to the computer. 

• If there are any proplems withthe settings the 
drop-9()Wn rT1e:n1Je. Will be care:y, showinca where: 
the problem is. · · · · 

Creating and managing program files 
Once the hardware is connected you can start the 
software writing part of the project. 

- PICAXE Type 

i-1 PICAXE-18M2 
II ,_.. Show more PICAXEtypes 

r-- Oieck PICAXE type comeded 
L qxt I OlJpU Table 

1-cor.t POil L--... 1 CO-N-5 AXE_rrn_P_ICAXE __ u_s_e_3..., 

I L Refresh COM ports 

1- Comgue cm test 
Device Naiager 

-SiTUmon~·~------· H PICAXE-18M2 3 ;_, SiTUmon Options 
Logicator set up. 

Decide whether to write in BASIC or using a 
.flowchaJ!t,-J:lowGhal!t-s-l:iave-a~e§tricted-set-of-

commands and can be complicated for large 
programs. 

The developm~nt of a microcontroller system will 
be an iterative process with a number of different 

Select the type of program to create 
g s-As 

_ v.§r!:>iQl1!:>.9U.h~~f'l'.'.Qqr~m.!:?~.ing_prQg!,Jc:;:~4, __ !2_gJf; __ _ 
is important to use a logical and easy-to-follow 

... system .. of.naming and saving fi!es.Anlterative . 
process is one that refines ideas to develop the 
best sotut1on; 

u •Gi:! CO!T!f'UIV • Programs(O:) •~Ar .. • Studentl 

Fie-~ecpllinationl23Jan2016 

Soveostype: !llAg(_filc<j"J>osj 

You will thentype in the-program. 

Synta;,c/er:ror checking 
Having written the program, carry out 
syntax checking-; lnlogicator the F4 key · 
will check the syntax of the program. 

• If any errors are present a message will 

b~ displ.:iy~id. ingic:;.:iting "the: type, .ariid 
location, of the error. 

• Once a Ii the errors have been corr-ected a 
successful message is displayed. 

Now try this 

Create and manage files. 
Save the file 

0 

: Jcee:p ehe: led o:tf" :!or 1 .second 

- --
- - - - -~·- -

Keep the led on for 1 second 

Syntax ••r-or on line 7 ot/befOl'e position 16 

EM"Or: synt:ax error 

Syntax checking ensures that the 
structure of the program meets the 
'rules' of the programming language. 

Describe 'syntax error' and explain how syntax errors are detected. 
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I E® an Log· cator: 

194 

• SI ulat·on, com iling-an 
eh g ing 

This pa<ae completes the sequence of operatic:>ns needed to program a PICAXE® microcontroller using 
BASIC software. See page 195 to revise creatinca procaram flies and error check.inca. 

Simulation 
When the syntax is correct you can check that the program performs as required. This can be achieved 
by simulatinca the circuit. 

• Logicator provides two modes of simulation. The program can either run from start to finish, or each 
line of program can be run step by step. This is the method shown here. 

• The graphic display of the PlCAXE® chip also provides an indication of what is happening on each of 

the microcontroller pins. , '~""' ,,,.,,, '"" ,, "'"" ,,,,,,, ,,, """" ' _, '"" """'0 , 

Compiler status window 
Line: 7: Column: 1 INS 

Program download status 
Line: 7: Column: 1 INS 

Data download status 

CodeExplore-r 

''il· ~- ~ ~· Debug 

Venebles Decm>al a;.,.,. 
r pinsB 0 00000000 

r ::~e 0 00000000 
0 00000000 

outp1~C 0 000000[0 
dirsB 1 OOOOOOC1 

f'- dirs C ~ 000010[0 
I'* ~ OCIOOOOOO 
~_,.,. 0 OCIOOOOOO r;::, 0 00000000 

0 0000000) 
1_"'2 0 0000000) 
.__wl 0 0000000) . _ ... 0 0000000) 

- s_a-5 a 00000000 

--"" 0 00000000 - m 
7='v:;;:-

Now try this 

Explain the meaning of 'software compiling'. 

Compiling, downloading and live testing 
The program can now be compiled. The Workspace 
Explorer window provides information about the progress 
of compilation. 

• If any problems occur the message displayed allows you 
to identify the corrections needed. 

• If everything is correct the window will display the 
message PASS. 

• The program is then sent to the microcontroller, where 
you can check the real-life performance of the system. 

Monitoring/debugging 
• The Code Explorer window of Logicator allows you to 

inspect a range of information about how the program 
interacts with the microcontroller. 

• If the system does not perform as required this will help 
debuca the software to ensure it functions correctly. 

Consider the role of the designer and the 

:Jperation performed by the microcontroller: 

Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 --PLA ®. . . Microchip, 
program files-and error-checkin-g-

On this page you will revise how to start to procaram Microchip, PICldt 3 and MPLAB®. See page 196 

to revise simulatinca and debucacainca. 

Start_ing a Microchip _project 
As there is a large range of microprocessors available from Microchip, you have several choices to make 

at the start of a project: 

• the type of project to be made 

• the specific microcontroller chip that will be programmed 

• if specific-hardware is available to assist with debucacainca 

• the type of hardware that will be used to procaram the microcontroller 

• the specific compiler that will be used to produce the code that will be loaded onto the 

microcontroller 

• the name for the project and the where to store the files produced. 

Managing program files 
The next stage of the process is to add the 

header file. 

• The header file provides the program with 
the details needed to interface with the 

microcontroller. 

• The source file is the program the system 
designer writes. 

- 111::1 - - - - - - - - -

8 ·- Mcroc:hip and MPLAB LED FLASH 

e .. ~ Header Files 
• ; 1 .. ~ htc.h 

ffi·· Important Files 

®·· Linker Fdes 

8 · ~ Source Fies 

··--·- hijd!§·• 
Header and source file menu. 

---------- -----------------
~8~-~-~-U:::D-~ 

· "'a Pro)ectl)pe: Aoplcati:Jn.eonflo,ram: defatt 
s •o.m 

l 
.P!C19'18,. 

e~ - ~ollX9CDE 
8 , 0 'I'! • - 'jj' ~T-

10 

11 ~ 

12 1 
13 
14 

'* 1~ 

void &ain(void) { _, ~~:::u~c::::\d\vl. J6'tir\l 
un~iqned i~t: delay; ·~ 

TRISCbu~. :-::.:~.:: • O; 

delay - 11250; 
whi.le (!) { 

'-S-m.bled. Cld<O> ....... loodS-
9 °"'" 1424{1111C!O)l»>a 

t=::::_ .... 
•o.o.UNd:Ttt>S1•••.,,•,. c0x""> 

8 &;;i ......... 8192(0x2000)....-ds 
I • .., 

s " ~~OQl'eml.lsed;J6(0;24)Free:8156 (0x1FDC) 

@ P!Ckil3:8L.R.1S0971065 

~ti i'ii ~Rescuces 

Syntax checking Project dashboard 

Syntax checking and projec dashboara 

Creating program files, 
checking syntax, and 
connecting to hardware 
As you type in the program code, hints, 
tips and possible errors are indicated 
by symbols replacing line numbers. This 
interactive help allows you to correct the 
code as you enter it, rather than waiting 
until the end. The project dashboard, 
shown on the left, tells you that the relevant 
hardware is available for sending the 
program to. It also provides details of the 
choices made during the opening options . 

------------------ ------------
Now try this 

Explain why it is an advantage for the system designer that code is checked as it is entered. 
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This paqe continues the sequence of operations needed to program a Microchip microcontroller using 
the MPLAB® X. See page 195 to revise creating program files and error checking. 

Simulation 
When you have finished writing the program: 

• you can test it using the project properties 
menu 

• select the simulator option rather than the 
hardware programmer chosen during the initial 
set-up options. 

Simulator 

Hardware Tool: 
~ . Hardware Tools 
r oerco 3 
;· ··Q~ PICkit2 
~H>O PICkit3 
, L .. FN: PICkit3 -

OPM3 

·OORealICE 
·Oi;) 

!;l · ~ · Microchip Starter Kits 
, f-- .. o Starter Kits {PKOB) 
; ffi·· legacy Starter Kits 
El-~ Other Tools 

'· .. ·oo Licensed Debugger 

---- ----------------- ---~-----

_Mol\itoring/debuggiJ\g, d.ownloading and UvE! te,:iting 
If simulation confirms the system performs as 
expected, the program is made and transferred 
to the connected microcontroller. A feature of 
the Microchip PICkit 3 is that the program can 
be stored onto the programmer. This then allows 
the PICkit 3-;;roqrammer to transfer theprogram 
to multiple microcontrollers at the touch of a 
button on the PICkit 3 hard~~. 

Connec::-cing 'CO MPIAB PICki"C 3_ •. 

:::::-::i;: ;~~:;1~;";0~d~n&bled - VDD = s.000000 vo11'.o . 

Device ID ~•Vi•ion = 4 

Proqr&!ZIDinq _ . _ 

Proqr&mminq/Verify comp1ete 

Microcontroller 
programmed. 

----ml-- --------- -------- ~------

Now try this 

Explain why it is an advantage to be able to transfer programs directly from the PICkit 3 hardware. 
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IE~.: progra es 
On .. this.page.you.wilLrel.l'ise .. how.to s.tart.to.pro13ram . .a .. GENl.I:® .. microcontroller .. usingprogrammingeditor .. 
software. See page 198 to revise simulation and page 199 to revise compiling and debugging. 

Connecting to microcontroller 
hardware · 
• If the CO"!J'Uter system is not ~.nnected to 

the GENIE® microcontroller, a troubleshooting 
routine can be .run .. .This will.automatically set 
up the computer system for correct operation. 

• ·· When -th~n:~ompoter· system is connected~ · · 
the menu tells you the type of GENIE® 
mICroconfroller availabre··ana offers ·afrumber ·c;r· · 
options aboutwhat to do .next'. 

When the GENIE® programming editor loads, one of 

these windows will be shown in the program tab. 

0 ._,mNClcrlmibe~~ .. 
~UID.1p11hi!!m .... 
fw:l.SScr..alcala, 

'fown.t._,_,_ai*• 
CZl'l'll!da:l..iMYCll"!fkq 

=-.~~~ 
... ~ ... .it~ t:-Aa291tmd•hdp.-au~aid 
._,,,~anlldlln---

~--Rmd--*~-....... e.a.t 

__ ...... 
~Q:t::cr.fR .... MDi•trr 
~ .. ~ ... 

Genie not 
connected 

Creating and managing program files 
onc:e·-the-11araware ·is connected ·yo1Tcan -sfart· writiii1.fthe -5oftwa.re: · 
• Select the .c::orrect GENIE® micrQc.ontroller tq prod1Jc:e ~ fk>wc::h~rt for. 

lll:=;~~.-beerl 
Qd;bm;bdmltd~. 

. .................... ~ 
'- 
=~O'tft 
h-...~~~ 
....... rm- .. ~ 

M -.U.. 
wa:t\lQl"~~•ltnn ....... °'.,.,,._.,, 

.... ~ 
onnlt.ecl;lllq.ant_.,. 
ofhCll'ftll:2d~. 

~--:::,-:=... 

Genie connected 

Save the flowchart, remembering to use logical systems for file-naming and saving. 

• Produce the flowcliart By i:tragg1nq symbols from the gallery onto the drawing area-. 
Customise these symbols to create the r~uired action by right-clicking on them. 

Produce the file. 

118llliaocrlnnlerhoalhe~--

~~~~~JmplltS~- ~ 

~NJ (1Nred) DO 

H 
~Al (1Nred) Dl 

~"2 6dwed) 02 

DS 

06 

07 I 

No-INtdlyour-

· ~ 

:".:;:::' ..... 
5 lrCJuts, 8~ ll(O-Q7) __:J ===" . 
Select the type of microcontroller 

to write a program for 
Save the file Draw the flowchart 

Now try this 

Explain one advantage and one disadvantage of using flowcharts to program a microcontroller. 
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GENIE®_: simu ation 
___ Qn:_this page y.ouwilLre~ise __ b.ow __ t _o_simulate __ a _p_roqram_ onaG.ENJEll> microcontroller using programmin 

editor software. See page 199 to revise compiling and debugging. g 
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SimUiation 
When---you--have drawn a-flowchart, check t hat it works as expected. 

• With a G~NIE® flowchart there is no need to check syntax errors, but check that the program is 
appropriate for the connected microcontroller using the program menu . -

• The simulation displays the state of each of the Inputs / outp.uts for_ eacb__step__af thellowcbart 

• As the program runs, each symbol on the flowchart becomes highlighted. You can pause the . 
pro~am at any-stage t -o consider what- is· happening with the flowchart-and mtcrocontroller:-

• __ If !~e__p~(;)_"'r~!11 _c;t('.)~~ ~_9t_ function as expected, edit the flowchart to correct the problem . . 

. - - -~ x 

~-..m---.s 

(?)~ ... ~-=~= 
~""the~. 

!;'.":,C:::":-ofan-.,ut 
Odtm ho Clmebullm ID go bode. 

Simulation running 

-

Mow try this 

Simu\atio~n:. _J&lil•IJ 

~llpmts--.S 

(V Tl'e~-..!"""'"lhe
olale oftho-~rciut..iaut:iut
ll!J'*Grlh"*"....,,,..,. 

:...&r::-;-ofon"114 
OdtmlheelmebutlDntDgobodc. 

Simulation pau~ed ~t I~ 

------

Explain why a program should be simulated before being downloaded to the microcontroller. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 --ggin eb • 1ng _an I ®:co G 
This __ page __ complete_s _the __ sequence _of __ ope.rations_needed __ to __ p_roqram_a_GENJE® _ _microcontroller~--- __ _ 

See page 197 to revise creating program files and page 198 to revise simulation. 

Compiling, downloading and live 

testing 
__ Wb~11 ~Im1.,1l~tiPnha~ __ be_1;:n_ i;;qm_pl~ted: _ 
• the program can be sent to the 

microcontroHer -

• as system designer, you can inspect the 
- correct operation of the physical system. 

The program window shows the prog"ess 
of the download and confirms com-p\et1on . 

Debugging 
-- -The Oebuca -L-ive-optionallows yoo to -inspect 
the current state of inputs and outputs of the 

· ·ni1crocontrot1e·r: · -·---
• As the _pr:c:>gr;JITl __ run~. the symbol on the flowchart 

becomes highlighted in sequence. The inputs and 
outputs .associated with _the symboLare_ shown as __ _ 

red 0 (off) or iareen 1 (on). 

• If the microcontroller system does not operate 
as expected, this will help you identify where any 
probfom5- --~freso that you can correct them. Highlight shows State of output 

current step at current step 

--------------------------
Monitoring 
If required: 
-• - yo11can -expandthe---range of inputs and -outputs ·---

• you can examine the values of analogue sensors and variables, 

as shown opposite 
• you have a usefuUacility.in .the ability to.slow down the.speed. 

that the program runs at. The controls for this feature are 

shown below. ---

. -~ ... ,.,, 

------

Monitoring. 

........ ~-~ .... I! (jj_ ..... ._ ............ 

Monitoring speed. 
Monitoring of multiple factors. 

Explain the advantages of a Debug Live system. 
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Onthis page you wilTrevise fiowto"5tait p-rogramming an Arauln-oT>;CDno~ -see- ·page· zono- revise 

simulation and testing. 

Connecting to the microcontroller 
The tools menu is used to: 

-- • -- 5elect--the--type-of-board-thatis--beinq--used--

• see how the microcontroller connects to the 
computer 

• . select the.type of ext;ernal pro.gram111er t.o be .. 
used; an external programmer allows more of 

-- the-pro.al'am- space on the microcontrol-let" to 
be used. 

When the Arduino™ programming editor 

is started this screen is displayed. 

Archive Sketch 

Foe Encoding & Reload 

Serial Monitor 

Board: • Arduino Uno" 

Port "COMl.S" 

Programmer. "AVRISP mlcll" 

Bum Bootloader 

Arduino AVR Boards 

ArduinoYun 

I • Arduino Uno 

-~------~---------~ 
--- --- -- Creating--an4-managing --p:rognm files -

Arduino™ programs are called sketches. 

I sketch 

A template for i sketch.automatically appears, with the 

... e.~~e:11~i~l-- ~~g~igr:i~ ~ll'e.Ci_c:jy ~e:fir:ie:ci: _ If the program needs 
to include any libraries these can be selected from the 
Include H.l:n·.a.ry.menu .. Ihe sketch can .then .be. saved. __ 

·1oid .e1e-cup() { 

//pU'Cyour.,er:cpcodehcre,r:orunoncc: 

void loop() { 

//pu-cyour:caincodchere, r:orunre~a'tedly: 

A sketch template 
File Ed~ lltr<i;lt Tools 1-!tfp 

Yerily/Compile 

Upload Ctrl•U 

Sketch template and Include 1·brary menu 

Up\oodUsingProgrammer Cbt+SMl•U 

Export compil<d BU..ry Ctrl•Alt•S l 
Show Sketch Folder Ctrl•K • IMWtU.., .~~~~~ 

void J 
11 id 

VOld.l:! Addfile. .. 

//putyourmaincodehe:re, torun a;:ea.~ 

Include library menu 

-- ---,·-syntax·-·clfecking· II Thill turn:3 tM LED cocir.e~ed to pill.13 en 
//D:1.1:l 1111.lcuU1.eproqru:i,.ait for 1,.ec:ond 

200 

! . .When _ _yQu .h~ve fin.i~he_d_writinq the -~-ketcl:iJt ha.s_ to. be .. ve.r.Ule.d _ 
to ensure the structure is valid. If there are any problems with 

- -the way the pr~ram--has--beenwritten the software wilt show . . 
where, and what, the problem is. 

• In this example, the system designer has incorrectly written 
'high' as opposed to the correct 'HIGH'. The line with the 
error is hiqhlighted and t he error messa'3e indicates what 
the proble!!!_ is. 

• Once the sketch is correct the 'done compiling' messag~ 
-will be shown, - .. 

--

Now try this 

Syntax checking uses the 
Verify I Compile option. 

Explain what a library is in relation to the Arduino™ platform. 

;~ i:~ ~u:: :: ~~::=~~~ f~~ ~1:e!~n~!! 

Verification error 

Verification and 
compilation complete 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 • 

rd ·no™ Uno: simulation an 
testing-

This page completes the sequence 
of operations needed to program 
an Arduino™ Uno. 5ee page 200 to 
revise creating program files and 

error checking. 

a testsimulationclrcult 

~ l!J ~: 1-4 .,._ Sirnuk1tor time: 00:00:09 

....... 
····· 

Simulation ... .. 
There is no simulation facility in the 
Arduino™ programming environment. 

• The sketch can be simulated 
using other software or online. 

• The free website Autodesk 123D 
Circuits (https://123cl.eircuits.io) 
allows you to construct a model 

. . . . . . . ~. . . . . . 
~~~~-+-.,..--~:--=----~::~::~ 

.. 
····· .. 

.. 

........ 

.. 

.. 

. . 
...... ... of your input I output circuits and 

use your own code to simulate the 
operation of the complete system. 1 (Arduino Uno R3) " 

+ UplOMl&Run 

Online Arduino™ simulation 
using Autodesk 123D Circuits. 

.. .. ----- ------
Compiling, downloading and live testing 
Once the simulation confirms that the program 
performs as expected, the Arduin_o™ microcontroller 

can be programmed. 
• When you dick the upload icon, the program is 

verified, compiled and sent to the microcontroller. 
If this process is successful the image on the right 

will be shown. 
Note that, depending on the simulation method, it 
may be quicker to te~t the ree;1I circuit_than run the 
simulation. To test the real circuit, all the hardware 

must be available. 

Compile and upload complete. 

- - - - -- -~ ..,.,- 9'11." 

Arduino_and_C_explainalion_1_Jan_24 

·~·:::i d loop() { 
:::.:.:;::.;.::_·,i=:~ eee . ::.::;:: ); II ~u=n ":he !.EZl cor.nect:ed t:o pin 13 oo 

:ie:~~· (lOOO): f I ...-ait. for 1 ~e:cond. 

'i::.;::.:~::.;\.:-:..:e (B, ::·K); // -;urn. U:.e I.ED conne:c-r;e:c:i ~o pin 13 a!! 

j':!:.-1:· (1000); /,'"Wa i.:: for 1 :e:co:id 

------- -----------
Now try this 

Explain how Arduino™ circuits and programs can be simulated. 
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lowco e a d E- lock: czeatin 
and- anaging progra • es 

On _this ~age ~ou will revise how to use flowcode to program a PfC© microcontroller. See page 203 to 
revise s1mulat1on and page 204 to revise debugging. 

Connecting to microcontroller hardware 
ffowcode differs from the other software you have studied because it 
allows you to program a range of microcontrollers, rather than a specific 
manufacturer's. 

.-~e first stage of using Ffowcode therefore is to select the target 
m1crocontroller range and _specific model from that range. 

• At this stage there is no need to have the microcontroller hard~are 
connected to the computer. 

Choose a target in flowcode. 

------- ------- -------
Creating and managing program files 
At the start of the project, select the input and output devices. 

• This adds a physical model of the device that will be interactive 
during a simulation. 

• It will also make sure the appropriate code is available to control 
the device. 

• As well as conventional input/output devices, flowcode provides 
models for a wide range of other devices; for example, Bluetooth 
and RFID. 

• The program is saved through the file menu. Flowchart production. 

-- - -. -- -- ------ ------- -- --- ,,. 

Creating program files 
Produce the flowchart by d ragging the flowchart 
symbols from the menu onto the drawing area. 
flowcocre works differently from many flowcharting 
methods in that you do not need to draw the 
connections l:::ietween tfie symliols. As you place the 
symbol in position, the software automatically adds 
the connections. Right-clicking on a symbol allows its 
properties to be rnodified. 

-----

Now try this 

·--- .. T0<u'1Plid<(EB088) ·--~ -""°"" 
-fl~ild(El!OH3x4) 

- • •-(Cobif) 

Select input devices 

Select output devices 

----
. Exp.lain why the ability of Flowcode to program multiple t ypes of microcontroller is an advantage for the system 

designer. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

0 code an E .. loc simulation 
This .pag.e revises_ the_ simulation needec:Ltopr.ogram a_PIC~_ microcontroller usinqflowcode . . See page _ 
202 to revise creating and managing program fifes and page 204 for debugging. 

Simulation 
Flowcode offers a different--approa-ch to simulation compa.-ed with-other software you have studied. 

• ft provides a choice of 2D or 3D representations of the target output device instead of showing 
the state of the l'rlicrocC>ntroller output pins. 

• _ first, __ sel_ect_the type __ of_ device to simulate~_You __ then __ configure.tbe __ .device_ (e~q.. ___ 1:1y _cboosing .. the_ --
colour of the LED) and specify which output of the microcontroller controls the device. 

When-·ttre-·simutation is· run~·-the··modetofthe ·object·witt-Petrave in·a -similar-way ·to ·the··object--it·-
represents. For example, a LED will become brighter when it is turned on by the microcontroller. 

ct:Hetfl!lh 
$PORTB 

XAxis 
7.000000 
No 
Rl!Jht 
r oofffF 
l"Ffffff 

Flowcode build options. 

Compiling, downloading and live testing 
Ffowcode se-ric:fs tne program t-o the microcontroller in --
three stataes. 

• All thre~ stages can be completed in a single step, by 
5electing 'Compile to chip' . 

This converts the visual image into C, then into 
- ·assembly;·tnen tohexaaecima1··ana; ·finally;·--sends this-

code to the microcontroller. 

- ,..-i:;;; ·;-lt;;~~~ti~;~ i~-t; compile the code to one of the 

__ intermediate ___ staca-es. This .. allo_ws _tbeexpertsy.stem __ _ 

Project Options. .. 

Compile to C ... 

Compile to HEX... 

Compile to Chip .•• 

View C ... 

ViewASM. .. 

Compiler Messages 
designer to refine the code to add features or refine 
the way the program operates. Compiler Options. .. 

flowcode simulation. 

------------- --------------et.-
Explain one advantage and one disadvantage of Flowcode's methods of simulating a system. 
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co e an_ ock: 

~;s pa~e !~etes the seq!~~~!fo~needed ro proq~~ PI~ m;c!~~e' "';"~ 
OWCQ_ e. Sf:::_t:: _ pag_~ 202 to revise _c::r6.1)ting _.;inc;:j rnan~gingprggr:-~llls a11_d pag~ ?Q~ to revise simulation. 

__ M~nit'!ring/t.l,eb1.1_gging 
Flowcode offers several extra -fe~t~-res compared to other pl~tf~r~s. 
• Some of the E-blocks are-available with Ghost technology built into them to anal 

system performance. yse 

• :·host -te~iiriology reads file actual ptiy5ica1 vaiues of the pins on H1e mlcrocoiitrolier 
• n~ can d1~play them on a simulated oscillc:>?C()pe on the _user's computer. 

This allows accurate analysis of complex tasks. 

Chp 

@ 
osi-..._. 

.[ 
21M 1"' 

Flowcode ghost scope and chip 

In the--imaqe. above, -@ is. the_ flowchart that is bein'3---run on the microcontroller. 

® sho_ws_the status ':~the individual pins on the microcontroller. In this instance th d 
square indicates that pin 33 is high:- - - • e re 

The speed at which the flowchart runs can be altered by dragging the slider, shown at @. 
The oscilloscope --dispiay that5how5 how the piri'sstatus-- chaiiges is shown at@; 

---- -------
- - - - - mlli - - - -

Now try this 

Describe the function of an oscilloscope. 

Had a look 0 • r·cie t 

Nearly there 0 . Nailed it! 0 

ractice a e Co • 
l 

c ea t oring 
Comments 
Comments provide information in an easy-to-read format 
that records and explains key features of the program. 

• Introductory comments provide an overview of the 
complete program. 

• In-line comments relate to specific sections of the 
program. 

• Some introductory comments have to follow a style 
guide set by the end users of the software. 

Chip set-up and pin modes 

Style guides 
For example, NASA requires that 
the introductory comments include 
information about the file name, a 
description of the purpose of the file, 
a list of the files used by the program 
and the development history of the 
program. 

For some microcontroller platforms, such as Microchip, the microcontroller must be specifically configured 
to function the way the system designer wants it to by setting the configuration bits. These are set 
only when the microcontroller is programmed and remain in the same state unless the microcontroller is 
reprogrammed. Configuration bits control such aspects as how fast the microcontroller operates. 

Q;J A:1:1=~ u~ v.uue ne~ =s:-::.:.=:i :..~-:::=-; 

~ -::llrt'1 mT <Cl! 

~i:=========~.-n:~~!__~~~~~;c::-~~~~~~::=;~Di~~~~~~~~~~~~1 ~ !Cl! m 

MFLABs X and 

FIC1GF1829 
Configuration 

Bit Menu. 

Pin modes Libraries - declarations 
Libraries are a way of extending the functionality 
of a programming language. 

• The C language has a range of standard libraries, 
defined by organisations such as 150 and ANSI. 

The pins on a microcontroller are the physical 
connections that allow it to interact with external 
components. They can be configured to perform 
different functions at the start of the program by 
the system designer. 

PICAXE-08M2 

+V o • OV (In) Serial In I C.5 ~ 1 C.0 I Serial Cl<Jt (Out I hseroul I 0.AC) 
C 4 ~ 1 C1 (ln/Oul/ADC/TO<Jdl/hS8fln/SRl/t-i2csd) 

(Truell I AOC I Out /(:~~ C.3 • S c:i (In I Oull ADC I TO<Jdl I pwm I tune I SRQ I hi2c sda) 

• Additional libraries that provide specific functionality 
are also available. To make use of these libraries 
they must be added to the program. For example, 
the line #include <stdio.h> allows the system 
designer to make use of standard input I output 
functions. 

The pins for one microcontroller: Fin number 5, labelled 

C2, can be set up to act as a digital input or output, 
ari analogue to digital convertor, a touch sensor, a 

FWM output, a sound output. a latch or a connection 
to an '2C bus. 

Code syntax 
Syntax refers to the set of rules that programs 
must follow in order to be valid. 

• For text-based languages, such as BASIC and C, 
the syntax rules relate to the order of the words 
and characters the system designer enters. 

• For visual-based languages, such as flowcharts, 
syntax rules relate to the ways the symbols are 
connected. 

Now try this 

• A declaration is the method by which the system 
designe:" assigns a name, or identifier, to a 
variable or function. A declaration has the 'specify 
the data' type. For example, 'int wholeNumber' 
declares that the identifier 'wholeNumber' is of 
the integer type. 

Code organisation and structure 
As the programs written by the system designer 
become more complex, it is important to use a 
systematic and logical programming style. How 
you achie•1e this style will vary depending on 
the programming language. A key consideration 
is that the operation program should be 
transparent to the writer, and to potential 
readers, of the program. 

Write a set of introductory comments that provide an overview of a program that you have written previously. 
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Codi g constructs: ·nputs and 
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-The table below and the one on the followinca page illustrate how to achieve a range of input and output 
functions using BASIC and C. 

Programming PICAXE® BASIC Arduino™C 
construct 

Digital - port To configure a pin on a specified port The DDR function configures a port so that the 
level read/write as an input, or output, a command like pins of the port are read or write. 

this is used: DDRB = 8111000 
let dirsA = %00001111 This sets port B such that pins 13 to 11 are write 
This sets pins 7--4 as inputs and pins and pins 10 to 8 are read. 
3-0 as outputs on port A. 

Digital - bit To turn a pin on, or off, a command The pinMode function configures individual pins 
level read/write like this is used. to be either inputs or outputs. 

Let pinsA = %00001111 pinMode ( 13, OUTPUT) 

This turns pins 7--4 off, and pins 3-0 The function above sets pin 13 as an output. 
on. The digitalWrite function is used to turns outputs 

on or off. 
digitalWrite (13, HIGH) 

The function above turns pin 13 on. 

Analogue read To read the value at the analogue to For the Arduino™ Uno microcontroller, all 

8-bit resolution digital convertor, a command like this analogue to digital conversions are performed with 
is used. 10-bit accuracy. 
readadc Cl, bl The function used to perform this is analogRead. 
This reads the value at pin Cl and In order to use the data obtained by the ADC 
stores it in the variable bl. function, the value must be assigned to a variable. 

Analogue read This command reads the ADC with a adcva lue = ana log Read (3) 

10-bit resolution resolution of 10 bits. The function above converts the analogue signal 

readadcl0 Cl, wl on pin 3 to a digital value. It then assigns this value 

This reads the analogue value at pin Cl to the variable named adcvalue. 

and stores it in the wordvariable wl. 

Calibration This command ensures that the value There is no direct equivalent of this command in 
from the ADC is accurate. Arduino™ C. In order to calibrate a sensor the 
calibadc bl maximum and minimum values are determined 

This will provide an ADC reading that using the ADC. The map function can then be 

can be compared to a known fixed used to ensure that these values are assigned to 

voltage. Start and End of the ADC range. 

Tone and sound To cause a tone to be generated, a To cause a tone to be generated, a command like 
generation command like this is used. this is used. 

sound B7, (50,50) tone(7, 440, 500) 

This generates on pin B7 a tone of This generates on pin 7 a tone of 440 Hz for a 
50Hz for a duration of SOO ms. duration of 500ms. 

'Now try this 

Consider the programming construct used for bit level read and write. Describe one situation where the format of the 
PICAXE"' command would be easier to use and one where the format of the Arduino™ c command would be easier to use. 
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The table below continues from page 20G to illustrate how to achieve a range of input and output 

functions using BASIC and C. 

Programming 
construct 

PICAXE® BASIC 1 Arduino™C 

Pulse and 
pulse width 
modulation 
(PWM) 

A command like this configures a pin to 
provide a PWM output. 
pwmout C2, 150, 75 
This command outputs a PWM signal on 
pin C2, with a period of 150ms and a duty 
cycle of 7 5 Hz. There are wizards available 
within the PICAXE® editor to calculate 
appropriate values for the period and duty 
cycle. 
pwmduty C2, 75 
This command alters the duty cycle. 

Serial A command like this causes a serial signal 
communication to be transmitted. 

I 2c 
communication 

serout 7, N2400, (100) 

This command transmits the signal from 
pin 7, at a speed of 2400 baud and sends 
the data 100. 
To receive a serial signal the command 
below is used. 
serin 7, N2400, bl 
This command receives the signal on pin 7, 
at a speed of 2400 baud and stores the data 
in the variable b 1. 

The PICAXE® microcontroller needs to be 
configured as either a slave, or master. This 
is achieved through the commands below. 
hi2csetup i2cs lave %10100000 
hi2csetup i2cmaste r %1010xxxx 
i2cfast i2cbyte 
To read data from an FC device, the 
command below is used. 
hi2cin 
To send data to an I2C device, the 
command below is used. 
hi2cout 

Within the Arduino™ platform PWM is 
referred to as analogWrite. This function 
generates a square wave on the designated 
output pin. 
analogWrite(3, 128) 
This function will generate a PWM signal on 
pin 3 with a duty cycle of 50%. Duty values 
range from 0 (always oft) to 255 (always on). 

In order to use serial communication on an 
Arduino™ microcontroller, it must first be 
configured using the command. 
Serial. begin {speed) 
The function below will transmit the word 
Hello via the serial link. 
Serial.write("Hello"); 

The function below will receive data via 
the serial link and store it in the variable 
incomingByte. 
incomingByte = Serial. read(); 

This function is available through the wire 
library. 
The function below connects the 
microcontroller I2C bus. 
Wire. begin () 
After a range of other parameters are set, the 
function below will send the number 100. 
Wire.write (100) 
To receive the number, the function below 
would be used. 
int number = Wire. read{) 

---~-----~---------------~ -----
-

Now try this 

Investigate the wizard available in the PICAXE® editor to calculate pulse width modulation values. 
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Codin constructs: ·nputs an 
o t uts (GENIE® flowchart) 1 

This page revises the range of input and output functions using GCt\ffc®-;-- contini.ifrig--to page-- 20"9~ 

-----Digital = --porf levei reacliwrite --- - Digitar.=--bifleveTread/wrm~--- ----

0-lle1IPl!af...,__ __ .. URln __ _ 

VlE!!ml. 

-=•--ei~o-

1l'a .............. 11-e~..

~~~~---.;..._ ~ 

115 

D6 

QD I Ql 

t 
Input and output ports are fixed 
and determined by the type of 
microcontroller being programmed. 

Analogue read 8-bit resolution 

1= giption: 

A 

The input symbols allow either an analogue 
or digital signal to be read and assigned to 
a l/ariable. 

Testing the value on pin O 

I 
Q ) ~ s . ~ ;t l • 

~ It I 

~-----~ Itnt: 

_J!_j I 

Turning on outputs 0, 2, 4 & 6 

GENIE® input/ 

output 
configuration: 
the digital symbol 
allows input 
pins to be read, 
and the output 
symbols turn pins 
on or off. 

-----------------
Calibration 

The calibration 
Cancel menu allows 

Sensor you to set 

~AO appropriate 

~Al 
values ·in the 

program based 
~A2 on the readings 

0- EJ displayed. 

----~------------- ---lil--.r~ ----

208 

Whet~er a port is an input or output is predetermined on the GENIE* microcontroller. Explain one advantage and 
one disadvantage of this. 
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This page-revises the range of input and output functions using GENIE®, continuing from page 208. 

Tune Properties 

-----------i-111se--a:n:crparse-width -moCiuiatio-n:-·-·-· -
(PWM) 

Play a ldt.fl or alStnln nuical 11.ne: 

Mode: • Mmio 1(5 Sll!reo () MIO[ 

I Iin!: JI Get rt On 

Chamels: 1 0:07 © 

I 1n1xrt.. I G • 

I 
!El Play 11.ne n the badv'otnl 
D Repeat p1ayiig i.it1 slDRled ,-(requires one piezo transducer) 

G - 4 2 0 

• I 

Pulse Properties 

Trcnnita ~ oulpltpme si!J1al: 
T-,,,e: ~ sr9e ~ Patlan • PV1tt4 

~akJe: 20% 

~ G -2--... - ooICpil 5 

rme: 

1E1 c.itput ii it.! badvlU1d 
0 Repeat 16'1til ta9; stx>pped 

100 

The tone and sound symbols provide 
a menu of different options. 

The pulse symbol allows you to choose 
between a single pulse, a pattern of pulses 
or PWM. Options to configure each of these 

are presented in the drop-down menus. 

Serial communication 

-· - •(11Dta
0
cwi) 

~- .... -........ --
_.,._., ___ _ 

L~ I 

The 12C symbol 
allows you to 
configure the GENIE* 
microcontroller as 
either a slave, or 
master. The menus 
configure the 
software. 

Communication 12C 

l2C Properties 

QmaRcall! NlhanederS I2C ~or !l!!l'150f". 

Mode: 8> senc1 e Recl!i¥e 

G -0 --... {not a pin) 

---... Qow) ---... Mi) 

The serial in and serial out symbols 
present a range of options to 
control their function. 

Practise using GENIE"' to construct a flowchart that sends a single pulse of 100 ms duration. 
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Variables 
A variabte--is a way of storim3--values-within a--proqram ;-Variables-have a - wide-range-of-uses~ for-
example, they can be used to hold data from sensors, or the results of calculations. Depending on the 
-microcontroller pratform beinq usea~-- if numi:>e-r--of different types of varial:ile ~.mn;e available. Tfi<:ftable 
below shows the types of variable available for the Arduino™ Uno. 

Va~ 

Boolean A Boolean holds one of two values: true or false. 

Character-· A single -alphabetic character, such as A, B or C 

Byte An integer number in the range 0 to 255 

Integer An integer number in the range -32 768 to 32 767 

Word --A-n integer number-in the range 0-to 65,53-5 --

float A number with a decimal point in the range 3.4028235E+38 to 3.4028235E+38 

Long An integer number in the range -214 7 483 648 to 214 7 483 64 7 

Doubte -- Generally, a floatirrq mrrnber with twice the precision, but-onUno;-· thesame-asftoat 

5tring A series of characters, such as 'ABC' 

• GENIE® and PICAXE® microcontrollers have a predefined range of variable names; e.g. BO or A. 

• Before variables can be used in C-based programing languages they must be declared. This means 
__ de:fining _.the type ___ of data ___ the_varia_ple will hold, allocating _a __ nameand_ optionaJly_settJng __ an Jnitial.valu_e , ___ _ 
For example, within an ArduinoTM program the following line would declare that 'myvariable' will hold 
integer-type data and is set to a value of 3 initially: 

int my_variable = 3 

--.----snoura-rt-- E:>e:· neeaea ,- if- m~iybe -possible-to-·convert··a.ata- frorff one -typeto--anotner.-for· exampre-;-a-
float number could be converted to an integer. This would reduce the memory needed to store the 
data and would allow the program to run faster. Another common type of data conversion is to change 

in~~~ _j:;9 A?CH c::bara~t:ers anq_ v.ic:;e versa. 

• Data can be manipulated by a range of commands, the number dependent on the microcontroller platform 
u5ed. 

- --- ------ - Arrays---
An array is a programming construct that is used to store variables in a manner that allows them to be 

-- -- ---- ea-sily accessed: A graphical -represffritation -olan array rs shown berow: -

210 

Index ........ 0 -- -2- -3 - -4 

Data 1 st data 3rd data 4th data NULL 

• By referring to the arrays, index number-specific data can be placed into or retrieved from, memory. 
In order to use ifri-array,---ibTiusf_b_e dedare-d: for example;---iiif my:::.ar-ra-y[5l -;;;; T2, ~:f. --6; -aJ; -YlilrGleclare __ _ 

<ilr1 arr(ily _named my_array t() hold ~he four integers 2, 4, 6, 8. 

• The size of the array must be one larger than the number of pieces of data to be held, because the end 
-of the-array must--be indicated-by-the -nul~-character. -This declaration would-result-in-the-followirlq-array. -

1=-1~ - 1: I~ I! l~uu 
• Data can be read from this array by using the command my_array [2] which, in this example, would 

--- ---retrieve--thethira -data element; --the --number--6-. 

The methods shown above for arrays are for C-based programming languages. Research how arrays, or their 
equivalents, can be used in GENIE® or PICAXE® microcontrollers. 
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-- -Compara-tive -a-n<:f5ooie~in --opera-tor5 a-re -often used in combination with microcontroller systems to 

determine the way in which the system _QE__erates. 

Comparative operators 
You will often require software to 

---perform a -differ-ent--set-of--insuuctions
depending on the status of particular 
variables: Comparative operators allow 
the program to compare variables to 
each other or to constants~ and then -
move to different parts of the program, 
depending on the outcome of the 

comparison. 

equal 

not equal I= 

less than < 
more than > 

less -than or equa~ - - < = 

x equal toy 

--x ROt equal to--y- --

x less than y 

x more than y 

xles-s than or--equal to -y -

x mo~~--~~an _()~ ___ e,_qlJcil _~g _ _y 

Boolean operators . . 
Boolean operators control the function of a program by testing the state of inputs or variables. 

The ilnswerj:o the te:stGlt::te:r_111i11e:?_h9w Jb~- ~rqgra._111_ prqc<.;:~£:ls. 
• The B~~le~~ ~~~rators AND / OR combine two inputs into a single output. 

-The -NOT Bool·ean operator reverses the-state -of an input: 

The tables below are called truth tables and sh_(;)\1.,1 v.i~at ~~e (;)':'~Pu_~ state will _ b_~, _<:;l~pen<:liri_g on ~h_e: 
results of the tests performed on the inputs. 

AND OR NOT 

Input 1 Input: 2 Output 

False False False 

True false False 

Input: 1 Input 2 Output 

false false false 

True False True 

Input 1 Output 

True False 

False True 

false True false false True- True 

True True True True True True 

Boolean operators are often combined with comparative operators in a microcontroller program. 

For example, for the four inputs A, B, C and D with values of 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively, a typical Boolean test might be: 

[ If A < B AND C < D do X. I 
In this case, since A (1) is less than B (2) AND C (3) is less than D (4) the 
output is True and X would happen. 

----liD.-
Logic _using digitaUnput ___ . -_Logic using analogue ___ input 

conditions 
For microcontroller systems that make use of When digital inputs are used it is much easier to 

f h · t predict the input values exactly. In this case, the 
analo'2ue inputs, absolute values -O - t e inpu: s may h 

-;i t > more specific comparative operators sue as 
be hard to predict. The comparative opera ors 

-and-- <- atlow--a-wideran-tae-of-values-to- be--usecL----- -- - --= ---= -can-be--usect 

_, - - ~ - - WCI - - - - -

conditions 

Produce AND, OR and NOT truth tables for a range of input conditions of your choice. 
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;~~i::; contt;ol the opera~ion of a program using subroutines, interrupts and delays. Subroutines are 
on is page, and interrupts and delays are revised on page 213. 

Subroutines 
Choose names for subrout ines that reflect the tasks the subroutin; rf 
is wl:!ere:the subroutines are. dedared, and 2 is where-the subroutine':ea::7i~n the ex;mf~es below, 1 
below will play either a 'rock' or ' pop' sound, depending on the state of an input.or use . e program 

Flowchart subroutines 

C functions 

i'lt. inPin = 7; 
in-.: switchState = O; 

Q) ·,•:::ij Rocle() { 

:;:ne (7, 200, 4):} 

(2) .,,cij Pop(){ 

:;::::-;£: (7. 400, 4):} 

c,-:::i::i set.up() 

{ 

pin~'.cde (inPin, Il<PCT ): 

0::::i:i loop() { 
{ 

@ 
@ 

switchState = diqi-::;.lRea:i (inPin): 
if (switchState = 1 ) Rocle; 

if (switchState= 0 ) Pop; 

if pi::C. : =1 then gosub Rock 
® goto main 

Rock: CD 
3ound B •. J, ( 3, 2 ) 

return 

Basic Subroutines 

---

Subroutines are a way 

of g rouping together 
a series of commands 
that can be reused 
by different parts of a 

program. 

---
11 Swit.ch is connected to digit.al pin 7 

11 Variable t.o store t.he st.ate of t.he switch 

11 !his creates t.he funct.ion called Rock 
11 Play a no'te of fre~ency 200 

11 This crea'tes the function called Pop 
11 Play a note of fre~ency 200 

11 Sets the digital pin 7 as inpu't 

/I Read t.he switch 

11 If the switch is en call the Reck function 

/I If t.he switch is off call t.he Pop function 

Example C functions. In C, functions perform the 

same role as subroutines in a flowchart or BASIC. 

1 and 2 are where the functions are declared. 3 
and 4 are where the functions are called or used. -------- --------------------

Now try this 

:~~~:~~rogram above, the functions are defined as being of the data type 'void'. Research and explain what'void' 
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You can control the operation of a program using subroutines, interrupts and delays. Subroutines are 
revised on page 212 and interrupts and delays are revised on this page. 

Calling libraries 
• With the PICAXE® and GENIE® microcontroller platforms the range of tasks that the software can 

perform is fixed. 

• With platforms that use C as the programming language there is a standard range of functions the 
software can perform. These are parts of the standard C library, the contents of which are specified 
by organisations such as ANSI and ISO. 

• As well as the standard libraries, the system designer can add, or call, extra ones to provide extra 
functionality. For example, the Arduino™ library called NewPing makes it easier to work with ultrasonic 
sensors, such as the SR04. 

In order to use the functions provided by any additional libraries, you must specify them at the start 
of the program using this syntax: #include <lib ra ryName> 

Delays and timing 
The speed at which a microcontroller functions 
can sometimes be too fast. For example, a series 
of numbers could be displayed faster than a 
human can perceive an individual number. 

• Delays allow the microcontroller to complete 
tasks in a suitable time frame. Depending on 
the platform being used, delays can range from 
fractions of a second to hours. 

• For some applications you will need your 
proqram to complete time critical tasks. A 
timer is a hardware feature that allows an 
accurate measurement of the time elapsed 
between two events. 

Application 
The image shows a typical control panel for a 
microwave cooker. This control panel links to the 
microwave's microcontroller. This demonstrates 
the application of delays, timing and interrupts. 

• Delays allow the user to set the time when 
they want the microwave to start cooking. 

• Timing determines how long the microwave 
stays on for. 

• Interrupts stop the normal operation of the 
microcontroller program if the door to the 
microwave is opened. 

Now try this 

Interrupts 
• An interrupt is a method of interrupting the 

normal execution of a microcontroller program. 
It can be triggered by a variety of events, such 
as a user pushing a button. 

• An interrupt could be used within a program 
that makes use of long delays. 

• Normally during the delay period the 
microcontroller could not react to any inputs. 

• By using an interrupt you can create an event 
that will terminate the delay and allow another 
task to be performed. 

• Dependent on the microcontroller platform, 
interrupts can be implemented either through 
dedicated hardware input pins or so~ware. 

Programming for 

delays, timing and 
interrupts on a 

typical control panel. 

Explain how delays can be achieved on a platform of your choice. 
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0 : iteration 
-- -- ..... Youcan .use.-loops to.make .. a--proqram .. repeat .. tbe.same-sequence-.of-commands .several.times •.. 

__ Flowchart loops_ __ 
The flowcharts show three versions of 

· ··· t he same program. The unti1··1oop will 
continue the sequence until the input 
changes. The while loop will continue 

... .... J:h~ _?e.5i1:1e.n.~e. .. IJl1J~?? ~b-~. i_n,p_!Jt 
changes. The repeat loop will C:~~ti~~~---

········· the sequence .a .. set number. of times •.. 

Loop until Loopllllle LoopasetnuiDeroftimes 

Loops in flowcharts. 

__ , ___ BASIC.lo_op.s. 
The code shows three versions of the 

·······--·5amef program·written··1rr-e-AStC-;Tne·-··-·--

------------------do 

Let pinsB = bl 
Inc bl 

loop until pine. 7=1 

do 

Let pinsB = bl 
Inc bl 

loop while pine. 7=0 

; Set the output pins to the value of bl 
; Increase bl by 1 

; Repeoot tb.e J..Oop until. pin C7 is hi h 
Loop until q 

; Set the output pins to the val.ue of bl 
; Increase bl by 1 

;Repeat the l.oop while pin C7 is low 

Loop while 

- ~~~il_ l()of' will continu~ until the input 
changes. flie" wfilie loop wlH continue 
unless the input changes. The for - next 
loop will repeat the sequence-; set 
numb..e.r .of times. ___ _ _ For bl = 1 to 100 

;This will :::epeat the loop 100 times 

Loops in BASIC. 

----- ~ :-_ __ ~ --- - -
The code shows the sections of 
c ·programs-that perform ·simifar 
functions to those above. The while 
loop performs the test at the start of 

Jh~ __ lg9_p. Th~.-~9 ... wtiJI~ _ _lqgp _p~.rf9tf'!l? __ 
the test at the end of the loop. 
The for - next. Joop will repeat the 
sequence a set number of times. 

; Set the output pins to the value of bl 

; Add 1 to b. 1 and return to the for command 

Let pinsB = bl 
next bl 

For-next 

~ lm!l _ _ .. ___ mlll!i _ ~ - _ ... -- -~- - _ ... ---~- - ~ ----- ---
1 (Loop while) 
vci c1 loop() I 
in~ ledValue a O; 

while {ledValue <101) I 

POllIB - ledValue; 
ledValue++: 
c1elay (100); 

I 

~ (Loop do while) 
POR.IB n ledValue; 

dela;· (lOO); 

I /3e'C up an i.n'C variable ledValue 
I I While ledValue is < l 01 loop 

11 set pon b to ledValue 
I I increaae ledValue by 1 

II wait so pat"Cern can be SffD 

I I se~ pon; b to ledValue 

11 increase ledValue by l 
II wait to allow the pattern to be sem 

while (ledValue <100) ; I I lihile ledValue ia leaa "Chan 100 loop 

(For - next) 
void loop() I 
for (ill~ ledValae-O;ledVal~Ol:ledValue++) //Repen 100 timea 

{ PORIB - ledValue: //Su pon; b to ledValue 
deloy (lOO); 

} 

-------
llvaiT; :so pattern can .be seen 

Loops in C. 

Using a platform of your choice, explain the differences between loop while and loop until. 
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se enc:e: 

In order for a microcontroller system to interact with its environment, it will need to perform different 
actions depending on operatin.g conditions. This page revises the if else control. 

Using a flowchart to perform if else_ control 
The if function provides two different paths for a proqram 
to follow based on the result of the condition being tested. 

• If the answer to the decision is yes, the blue sequence 
is performed. 

• If the answer is no, the red sequence is performed. The 
no response is the equivalent of the else statement in 
other programminq languages. 

Flowchart if control. 

Using BA.SIC to perform if else 
control 
This program demonstrates the use of the if 
else commands in BASIC. 

• Line 2 tests the state of an input and if the 
answer is true the program moves to line 9. 

• Line 4 is the else command that determines 
what happens if the answer is false. 

BASIC if else control. 

Using C to perform if else control 
This program demonstrates the use of the if 
function in C. 

main: 
if pi:iC. o = 1 then 

gosub flash 

gosub stayon 

qoto main 

flash: 

J.ow B.2 

hiqh B.1 

paus e 500 

low B. 1 

stayon: 
hiqh B.2 

pause 500 

::-::"::. .!:. :.::: but.tonPin ,,. J; 

~ ~ ::. !! :: i.r. :: ledPin_lnrt:.i:on_on "" 6; 
·::~ ::. .:::. ::.::. -: ledPin_boi:con_o!f .. 7; 

·.-_:.:.j ~ !!: t.l.'P () ( 

::;: .::..:.o:.::·'.! ( ledPin_bui:ton_on , : ::?::); 
;:. :-~·: ::: :i.~ (l~in_but::con_o!f, 0:::::::) ; 
:;:::.:.-:..:~'=':i. ~ (butconPin, :~:~· :::: 1 ; 

; Test if i:.i:ic. O is .t.iqh 

; G'oi;o flash if C. O is eq".lal tc : 

; Do the: =ext line if p.:..nc. o is !'.at 1 

; If C. C is not e.cr,;.al t:o 1 ~tayo:l 

; Stop testing pinC. o 

: Return to the start 

; The subroutine called flasr. 

: Tu=:: of ou tpt•:t B. 2 

: Tu=rr o:: .:n.;,tp...:.t. 3.1.. 

: wait. O.S secor..d3 

: 3\'o"'"i tc~ off outp;,:t. i3 • .: 

: go back 'to t.he line qosu.b fla3!: 

; T~e s<lb?:out.ine call~d .sta.~lC:r: 
; T~rr.. o:i outpi..:.t. B.2 

; Waii; O.S se.cond.s; 

; Go back 'to t....°'le l.ine qosub stayo:r:. 

:; :::he p~ t.he pu.!!hbu-r.co'!. :."" ccru:i~ccl!-d t.o 

// che pin ~he er_ LED i .!! con..'le c t:e:i cc 

// ci';e p i.11 che 0-=::E LD i .:i c o:i..'lect:ed cc 

'/ ~et;up pi::L 0 d!! a!l CU'tPU't 

/,' .!l e t.up :s:;!.n-; a.!! an. out;p-Jt. 

'/ :t e::up pl.!' . .'.! <i.! au L'1puc 

G) ~~::; ~~~~;vtte::;n~h~~~<:~~~:::~~:~::::~:: ; e:oo1: ~;, ~~::h::~~~~~:n~:~~:~~:n 
@ is the else function that--(2) 01,~ l _ __ . ;;: ~~~':,~:~.b~o:01;,:0~ 00 

turns· on a LED if the button ~~ ~~ ~:~~:~~~:~~=:==~==:~. ~;;;:;; 11 r..:::. en che LB an p~ .. i is not in the high state. i 

Arduino™ C if control. 

Now try this 

Explain the use of the if else flow control functions on a platform of your choice. 
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switch l 

se uence: 

This page revises the switch case and else if commands. Arduino™ switch and BASIC elseif are revised 
on this p~ge: and _ (?_~IC: swft.qh_ is r.e.\l.i?e:d <:>ri page: 217. 

Using a flowchart to perform switcla case control 
The switch function is similar to the if function except that more than one condition, 

--------- --- --- -:---or case-,--can---be--tested-.--------------- --- --- -- --------------------------- _______________ _____________ __ __ __ ___________ _____ __ __________________ _ 
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Arduino™ flowchart switch case control. In this example, 
the program can follow four different sequences which 
are shown by the colours blue, red, green and brown. 

-------------------Using BA.SIC to perform elseif control 
The~e Is ~ot a dire·ct · equivatent command to ··5witch-1n· BA5tc:-·However;· the elseifcbrtrmi:rna allows 
multiple if commands to be used to achieve the same outcomes as the switch function. 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 

readadc C.l,bl 
if bl <=10 then 

gosub small 
elseif bl>lO and b1<=20 then 
gosub middle 
l!!lseif bl>20 thl!!n 

gosub big 
endif 
goto Diilin 

small: 
high B.4 
low B.5 
low B.6 
return 
middle: 
high B.s 
1ow B.4 
1ow B.6 
:et urn 
big: 
high B.6 
Low B.4 
Low B.s 
return 

; Rl!!ad the ADC and store thl!! value in bl 
; If the valul!! of bl <10 then 
; Goto the subroutine small 

; If the value of bl is >10 and ""<20 then 
; Got:.o the subroutinl!! middle 
: If the valul!! of bl is >20 t:.hl!!ll 
; Goto the subroutine big 
; Stop t:.esting bl 
; Ret:.urn t:.o t:.hl!! start:. 

; The subrout:.inl!! small 

; Goto line 5 
; The subrout:.inl!! middle 

; Goto line 7 

; The subroutine big 

; Goto line g 

BASIC elseif command. 

- - - .. - _. ·- ~nli ~ - - - CQI - 38 RS 

Explain the use of the switch flow control functions on a platform of your choice. 

Bad a look D Nearly there D Nailed it! [J 

Control pro gr 
Sl!Vitch 2 

seq ence: 

This page revises the switch case function in BASIC in the ArduinoTM platform. Arduino™ switch and 
~A51 C: ~l?eif ar~ revis~d on paqe: 21 G, 

Using C to perform switcla case control in BA.SIC 
The program shows how the switch case function is used to contr:::>I the sequence the program follows. 

void lcop{) { 

im: sen30rReadinq = anal::lgRead {MI): 

I /The map function below conver~ all the pos:u ble val~ f:c.:. the AX c.:: one of 3 values 
0

, 

j)~t~~/tensorRe411inq, sensorMin, ~erlS!Jt, 0 , 2 ) ; 
1 or 2 

®case O: 

digitaliirite (:mallValue, HIGI!): 

digitaliirite (JBi.ddleValue, LOW) : 

digitaliirite (bigValue, LOW) ; 
break; 

@case 1: 

digitaliirite (SJllllll.Val.ue, LOW) ; 

digitaliirite {middleValue, HIGH): 

:ligitaliirite (biqValue, LOW) ; 
break; 

@case 2: 

:ligicaliirite {-3.lVal.ue, LOW) ; 

digitaliirite (middleVal.ue, LOW) : 

digitaliirite (bigVal.ue, HIGH); 
brealc; 

delay (1000) : 

} 

Help files 

11 do t!u:i i: ~ =~ ~~ is small 
I I !his turn3 0111 the :small LED 

I I This tllnl3 off the middle LE:l 

I I !his turns off the biq LED 

I I !his retur!l3 the proqrU\ to the lllllaloqueRead :function 
I I do this if the sensor readi.nq i3 illl the middle 
I I !his turns of:f the Slllall LED 

I I this turns on the middle LED 

I I 'thi3 turns off thl!! big LED 

I I !his returns the proqram to =he analoqueRead function 

I I do this if the sensor readi.ug is biq 

I I !his tu= ott the small LED 

I I !his tu..~ ott the llliddle LE:l 

I I Ibis turns on the biq LED 

I I This retur113 the ProQrDI to :Jie analogueRead function 

I I delay in between reads !or stability 

The program above shows how the switch case function is 
used to control the sequence the program follows. G.) 1s 
where the switch .:unction is called. @, @ and @) show 
the three cases t-hat could be followed_ 

System desig-ners ·neea to -be able fo extraet iriformatiori about using this-type of coirimana-from the
help files available for the microcontroller platform. Part of the help file for the switch command is 
shown below. 

U-ke if statements, -switch .. -.-ease-controls-the-flow--of-proqrams by--allowinq-proqr-ammers to--specify -
different code that should be executed in various conditions. In particular, a switch statement compares 
the vatue-of a variabte to the vatues specified in case statements.-- When a case statement is found 
whose value matches that of the variable, the code in that case 5tatement is run. 

Determine why the break; command is needed for the program. Information about this can be found within the 
reference section of the learning part of the Arduino™ website. 
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re program 
You can use pseudocode, flowcharts and decision tables to structure a microcontroller program. 

Pseudocode 
Pseudocode allows you to plan the structure of a microcontroller program with a focus on the operating 
requirements rather than the programming language. It is written in simple everyday language such as: 
Wait until a switch is pushed 

The equivalent function written in C is: 
If digitalRead(7, 1) then 

There is no formal definition for the structure of pseudocode but common notations include: 

Input, output, while, for, repeat-until and if-then-else 

--------------~--Flowcharts 
There is no official structure for flowcharts. Flowcharts use symbols specified by BS4058 or IS05807. 
The shape of each symbol is related to a specific command or function. 

Common flowchart: &ymi7ol& to 554058 and their meaning 

~ TerminaVinterrupt 

D Process 

0 Decision 

0 Connector 

oloop 

-------Decision tables 
A decision table models the rules that a microcontroller 
program must follow. A decision table consists of four sections. 

Conditions are the inputs to the system. 

Actions are the outputs from the system. 

Condition alternatives show all the combinations of 
inputs that are possible. 

Action entries show what outputs are activated for 
each combination of inputs. 

Decision table for an alarm system 

Alarm turned on y y 

Sensor activated y 
Conditions 

Day time y 

Night time 

Sound alarm x 
Actions 

Flash light x 

y 

y 

y 

x 

Start 

GIOn? 

y 

Wa1tl s 

Conditions 

Actions 

Connector lines 
between the 

symbols control 

the sequence of 

the program. 

Condition 
alternatives 

Action entries· 

------------
The table shows that if the alarm is 

'.:urned ori, and a sensor is activated 
and it is daytime, an alarm will sound, 

and a light will flash. If the same events 

happen a:: nignt only the ;ight will flash. 

Now try this 

Construct a flowchart to run an alarm 
system similar to the one described 
above. Refer to flowchart symbols 
approved by BS4058. 
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binary 

al to 

This page revises how to convert between the decimal and binary systems, and revises the terms bits 
and bytes. 

Bits and byt~s 
• Microcontrollers operate using the binary, or base 2, number system. 

• -- -A Pinary number is---represented--by-a series- -of Pinary-di-gits;which--is--where -the term-t:Jits··ori-gtnates·;-

A bit can store only two possible values, 0 or 1. 

• When eight bits are written in sequence they become known as a byte. 

-- ---- •---A-byte---can---store--256-different--v~-values. 

• The table below shows the equivalent decimal value of each bit in a byte. 

Moet ef.entlcant 
bit: 

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 

Binary 27 2G 2s 24 23 22 

Decima1 ·t2e-- -s4- -3-2- '16 8 4 

I.east 51tanttlcant 
bit 

bit 1 bit 0 

21 20 

2-

The. most..signifk=ant .. bit .. is .. bit -7rwhich. has.-the v.alue .of2..7 .. or.2x.2.x.2.x .2x.2..x2x2 or .128~--

Consider the number 156. In the decimal system 156 means (1x102) + (5x101) + (6•10°). 

In the binary system the number 156 would be the same as (1 x 2 7) + (1 x 24 ) + (1 X 23) + (1 x 2 2) or 10011100. 

bit 7 bit 6' bit 5 bit 4 

Value 2_7 2G 2s 24 

1 0 0 1 

.. 15-6-.. . 

Divided by 2 78 

Divided by 2 39 

19 

Q_i_yid~c;J __ b.y 2_ _9 

Divided by 2 4 

Diilidecf'i:iy 2 ---- 2 

Divided .by 2. 

Divided by 2 0 

Binary number 10011100 

i'h'e~ di~ide by. 2·; a~d write the answer below C7 8). 

If there is no remainder, write 0 on the right. 

If t here is a remainder, write 1 on the right. Repeat 
the process until you arrive at zero. 

finally, write out the remainders from bottom to top 
to give the binary conversion of the decimal number. 

bit 3 bit 2 bit'1 bit 0 

23 

1 

22 21 20 

1 0 0 

0 (last digit of binary number) 

0 

0 

0 

1 (first digit of binary number) 

Converting a decimal 

number to a binary. 

Convert these decimal numbers to binary: 
131, 172, 94. 
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This page revises how to convert between the binary and decimal systems and revises the difference 
between parallel and serial connections. 

Binary to decimal conversion 

Draw the table that shows the _eowers of 2 and their decimal equivalent. 

Next, enter the binary number below this table. 

Wherever a binary 1 has been written, copy the decimal value above t he bit into the cell below. 

finally, add up the decimal numbers. This gives the decimal equivalent of the binary number. 

first -. 1::8 1~: 1:: I~ 1!3 
27 26 2s 24 

128 64 32 16 
Second -+ 0 0 

27 26 2s 24 

128 64 32 16 
1 0 0 1 

Third -. 128 16 

Last -. 128 + 16 - 8 + 4 = 156 

-----------------
Parallel and serial connections 
Serial and parallel transmissions are two methods 
of se_nding binary data along wires, or connections, 
between components. 

• A serial connection sends the data along a 
single wire. 

• A parallel connection sends the data along 
multiple wires. 

The diagram shows a parallel connection with 
eight wires, which allows one byte, or eight bits, _ 
to be sent at the same time. Parallel transmission 
can send data faster than serial, but parallel 
connections are more complex and costly to 
manufacture. 

-----
Now try this 

23 

8 

23 

8 

1 

8 

I!' 
22 

4 

22 

4 

1 

4 

CLOCKj _r 

Convert these binary numbers to decimal: 10001101, 0011111 o. 

F2j 1:0 
J2 

21 20 

2 1 

0 0 

21 20 

2 1 

0 0 

Converting binary numbers to decimal. 

-------
SERIAL 

RECEIVE 
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Project analysis 
-_To_belp..make .. your microcontroller . s:yst.em..s.ucces.sful,. . .yo.u .m.ust_make . .an . .accur.ate .. analysis __ of the 

client brief. 

Example of a design brief 

Scenario: A garage owner has asked you to develop a prototype alarm system to make the garage more 
secure. This will help to decide if a complete working system is viable. 

Client brief: TL Garage is a car repair garage. The garage uses a range of expensive equipment that 
the owners are worried could be stolen. Because the garage is in a residential area, the local council will 
not allow a burglar alarm to be installed that would disturb any neighbours . The owner of 
the garage has identified three main areas that they would like to be monitored by an alarm system. 
mliifilil!R!iiiiiiiii is between two walls, . The garage owner would like a warning to be 
displayed if a car or person comes into this entrance. There is a to the garage. The garage owner 
would like an to be triggered if the when the alarm is 

There is a secure storeroom. The garage owner wants the ~t~o~b;e:====~~~~=:~ 
iiiilfiiili[Dlii~iiiiimift. The garage owner has allowed you I your investigation 
and has allocated a budget of for you to purchase any extra equipment that you may need. 

Analysis 
A5 system designer, first make sure that you understand what you are required to achieve. 

Tliis-invoTiies··extractingtne··c:riticarrnformatio-nffom· tlie-·cnent-brief~--you··must--taK.e -1nto-·accoffnt··wnat·----· -
the system is required to do and any restrictions that are imposed. 

• One approach is to identify the technical elements of the design brief and classify them into 
r~uirements and restrictions. In the example above, requirements are hiqhJiqhted in , and 
restrictions are in . Other key pieces of information are underlined. 

• ··As wetl·as i·nformation ·that··is ·ex-plicitty·provi·aed by the· ctesiqn·brief;··yo1J may·nee·c::Ho con·sider··1fan5r 
relevant information is missin.g from the brief and what assumptions you need to make. 

Production of a technical 
specification 
from the analysis of the design--brief you then 
need to produce a technical specification. 

-The s-pecfficati-on wiH-·need to consider- two main ·-- -
components of the project: 

What does the software need to do? 

What does the hardware need to do? 

Creation of a test plan 
rrom the ·techriical speeificatiO"n a test plan can-
be developed. The plan should clearly set out: 

• What is going to be tested? 

• How is--it -goinq-to be tested? 

• When is it going to be tested? 

• What are the pass I fail criteria? 

• How-will the-results of the test be. used? 

At this stage you may realise that you have 
missed something from your analysis or 
specification. This would then prompt the 

A critical element of the technical specification 
. . will . .be .to allocate measureable .. periormance -

criteria to all of the requirements given in the 
--design brief; 

------- - analysis > specification > test plan cycfe "fo"be " 

Now try this 

rt;:pe;ate;q .llr1~il ypu are 5-~tie,fie;d th.:it _cill aspects 
have been considered. 

Produce a design brief that includes requirements and restrictions for a situation of your choice. 
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s ste • es nan rogra 
pla ·ni-ng 

System design and program planning requires a structured approach. 

Selection of control hardware 

Use your time efficiently, as the ~ompletion of most projects is time critical. 

Select hardware platforms that you have experience using, provided they are able to meet the 
needs of the client brief. 

Select and justify the input I output devices to be used, using ones that you are already familiar 
with. Although the specification of the components needed will vary from project to project, the 
method of interfacing them to the microcontroller and the software functions needed to operate 
them should remain reasonably constant. 

Consult suppliers' catalogues to find available products. 

Refine your choice by confirming more specific factors, such as: 

• Will the device perforrnas required? The product data sheet should be able to answer this. 

• Will the device interface with the hardware platform? Again, data sheets will be useful. 

• Can the cost of the device be met by the budget? This will probably need to be 
revisited as you develop your design. 

• Will the device be available to use 
within the time scales of the project? 

O~en. sourclng components from other countries can reduce 
their cost, but they may take too long to arrive. All of the 

factors above need to be balanced to arrive at the most 

Design of input/output circuitry 
appropriate choice of device to use. 

Consider the physical connections avail.;!ble on the microcontroller itself. 

Use manufacturers' data sheets to find details of what each connection pin does. 

Determine what connections will be required between each component to allow the system to 
function as required. 

Simulation You can find PIC"' pin out sheets online. 

Some CAD systems, such a-s- Circuit Wizard;altow you 
to simulate the interaction between the user-written 

- software and the hardware system you have designed. ----i 

Design of the progra1n--structure ----------
Choose the most appropriate structure.to solve the particular situation the design brief relates to. 

If the design brief consists of multiple different elements it can help to consider them as 
separate tasks, with their own demands and solutions. 

Once you have implemented and tested these individual 
solutions, you can assemble them into the complete system. 

- At this stage, assess the interactions between 
the various components and amend if necessary. 

Q,..See page 218 
O~covering a range of 
techniques for designing program 
structures. 

-----------------

Now try this 

Identify any input/output components listed in this Revision Guide that you need to be familiar with. Make sure you 
have a working knowledge of their attributes before the controlled assessment task. 

Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 
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When, as the system designer, you are ready to start constructing the hardware elements of the 
_____ -· --· proje:ct,_ you \,\/ill need. ~C>. c:icce:?.~- information about how to connect the components. 

Jlccessing information __ 
• The breadboard view is easy to understand when few components 

are invo~ved. 

• The schematic diagram becomes more useful as the complexity of 
· the Circuit increases·:· 

• Text instructions are useful on their own or in s1:1pp()ry; ()f cjiac;:,rcilTl~·-

llssemhly and connection of physical components 

Information may be available as 

an image, a sc ematic or text. 

HC-SR04 COnnections 

VC£:+5v 
GND=Oll 
Trig = input from Mlaocontroller 
Echo = Output to Mlcrocontroller 

Text instructions 

--ASsem&ieeacfi ___ of the inputs, and associated outputs, as separate circuits on breadboard. 

-Ensure.the-connections. af'e.cOf'rect,ttien · test -·t11eir -performance . usin~ -·themicf'ocontroller •.... 
When the circuit works, record the connections accurately. 

When all the separate inputs and output5 work· individually, test tfie ·complete system tO 
ensure there is no unexpected interaction between components and/or software. 

You can then create ~permanent circuit. 

Program autl\Oring Developmenbfflesting and 
You can convert your intentions. .into the working ·refining 
program. Whe11 testing and refining th«e microcontroller 

.. -- ·· -·Make -adjustments·-·until"tlie ·p-rogram performs -··--·-····- system yo~ sho~i~:i"'~onsider -the benefits of 

as expected. .c_h~no:Jinej1.1!:>t _c:m~- P~.r.~m~~r. at a time. This 
• Add appropriate annotation as you construct will allow the effects of the change to be more 

tbe code. clearly understood. 

• Check the formatting of the program to 
··- ·· ensur-ethat a· thira ··party·could upcfate the 

code at a later stage if required. 

Now try this 

The annotations should explain to a reader the 'how 
and why' of the code. 

The breadboard diagram above uses different coloured wires to connect components to the microcontroller. 
Explain why this may be an advantage for the system designer. 
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ste test· an perati n 
When you have completed the development of the individual elements that make up the system, you 
must combine and test them to form the complete working system. 

Operation of the finished 
system 
Check that you have not JDt roduced any 
unintentional changes while combining the 
individual elements that make up the system. 

• Consider combining just two elements at 
a time (rather than combining all elements 
in a single stage) and testing the results 
to ensure the system still works as 
expected. 

• The advantacae of this approach is 
that you can more easily identify any 
interactions between elements that can 
cause problems. 

• A disadvantacae is that it may increase 
the time required to complete the working 
system. 

Carry out the test plan and record 
results 
Follow these general principles to test your 
microcontroller system: 

• Plan to test all the features of the system in the time 
available. 

• Subject the most complex elements of the program 
to the most vigorous testing. 

• Test analogue sensors across the full rancae of the 
variable they will measure. This should include at least 
the maximum and minimum values, with an appropriate 
number of intermediate readings. 

• Where possible, record (\Uantitative measurements 
of the variables as well. 

• Record the purpose of each test, the data used to 
perform the test and the expected and actual results. 

Description of the system operation 
Having completed the testing of the project, describe how the system operates. This explanation should 
provide the client with specific details of the components used, what function they perform and how 
the microcontroller interacts with them. An example is shown below for an automatic night light. 

The level of light is measured using a 5ilonex light-dependent resistor, model NORP512. This LDR 
has a resistance of over 1 mO in the dark and around 1 kO in bright light. Using a multimeter, it was 
detennined that the resistance of the LDR was around 100 kO when the light level was 40 lux. 
Through experimentation this was determined to be when the night light should turn on. 

The LDR is connected to the analogue to digital convertor on pin 23(A0) of the Arduino™ Uno. 
At this light level the ADC gives a value of 180. The reading of the ADC was stored in the integer 
variable called Ughtlevel. The program performs a conditional test on this variable to determine if 
the value is above or below 180. The program reads the value of the LDR every 10 seconds. When 
the value is below 180; i.e. dark, the digital output pin 15(PB1) is turned on. Connected to this pin 
is a light-emitting diode, specifically a TruOpto 05W5DKA132A-5T 10mm White Diffused LED. The 
LOR and LED are arranged in such positions that light from the LED does not reach the LDR. This 
prevents the continuous oscillation of the state of the LED. Details of the connections between the 
components and the microcontroller are shown by the schematic circuit diagram. 

Analysis of test data 
Analysis of test data should: 

• Confirm the system operates as 
expected or 

• Identify the reason(s) for any 
divercaence from the required system 
performance. 

Mow try this 

Evaluating the completed system 
As system designer, your evaluation of the project should: 

• Identify both positive and necaative attributes of the 
system. 

• Provide the client with an objective overview of how 
well the system performs. 

• Suggest areas for future development. 

Consider one feature of a system you have developed and describe its operation. 

Had a look [ ] Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

ction o • ev1_ enc_e ro 
Below is a guide to the evidence required for the assessment of the unit. 

Production of a technical specification 

• Interpret the design brief to produce a set of operational requirements. 

• Consider how users of the system will interact with it. This interaction should enhance the user experience. 

Production of a test plan 

Consider from the outset how to confirm that the system meets the demands of the client brief. 

• Devise a logical sequence of tests with objective success criteria predetermined to compare system 
performance to. Also take into account how the system will perform when unexpected events occur. 

Selection and justification of input and output devices 

• Select input and output devices to meet the demands of the system. 

• Provide accurate descriptions of the input and output devices that justify the reasons for their selection. 

Production of system connection diacarams 

Develop diagrams and associated annotation to detail how input and output components will interface 

with the microcontroller. 
• Use technical descriptions and drawings that comply with appropriate standards to convey the information. 

Production of the initial desican for procaram structure 

• Break the program into components that link together logically to form the complete system. 

• The initial program design should take into account how to handle unexpected events. 

Production of annotated copies of all code 

• Use a range of constructs to produce efficient code with the ability to handle unexpected events. 

• Annotate the code in a consistent manner that demonstrates your understanding. 

• Structure the program so that a third party could update it effectively. 

Recordinca of test data and analysis 

• Record the results of a range of tests carried out on the system. The tests should include the 

simulation of unexpected events. 
• Compare the results of the tests to the demands of the client brief and make judgements about the 

extent to which the program meets the client requirements. 

Production of an audio-visual recordinca of system operation 

• Record, using audio-visual equipment, the system functioning. The recording should demonstrate how 
the system provides an enhanced user experience and handles unexpected events. 

The recording should also show a thorough understanding of the relationship between the hardware and 

software, using accurate technical terminology. 
'V 

Production of a structured project loca 

• Check that your records show that you followed a structured approach to the development process. 

• Use accurate technical terminology to describe the activities carried out. 

Check that entries in the project log are concise and justify any changes made to original design intentions. 

At the end of each assessment period, plan and prioritise action points for the next session. 

------------------ ---------Now try this 
Produce a simplified version of the guide (for quick reference) that includes only the topics not the descriptions. 
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Had a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

0 r •t 6 set task 

Creating and monitoring a task plan - Anal · b · f f 
recordin and ·ust"fyi -··• / ysing a r1e or product 

~.,:a~:~: ~·;; brief ~ See p•q: , 2~d31 nq ch,mqes / ;:;';;,r;;e;: •;~:7}~'.';,~; 

~ Set task Selecting input and output 
devices, formulating a system 

~ skills design, proposing connections 
Recordlney-a sys~m- - --,------.......J.... and planning a program structure 
in operation and test See- pages 23·4::.:236 
outcomes; with commentary 
See pages 240-241 

Worknow 

System testing and results analysis 
See pages 238-239 

The-processof--developing a-pr-ototype microcOAtrol-ler system
to solve an engin~ering problem might follow these steps: 
@: Read a task brief: 

~Create a project time plan and use it to mc:mitor progress 
and record changes. 

-~Analyse the -brfef--for product- requtrements and use it to ----
g~nerate a technical specification for the system complet" 
test planfor suitability of-the final solution---;- ' mg a 

~ Sel~ and justify input and output devices and formulate an 
m1t1al design system, proposing 5ystem connections and planning 
a program structure. 

~Assemble your hardware, author your program and annotate 
your co-de. _ 

~Test you~ system against >'our plan and record the outcome 
of each test. An~lyse test results and -evaluate your system-for 
conformance aga1rist the t~chnic;al specification . 

~Mak~ an audio-visual recording to demonstrate your solution 
in opera-t10n and -tes-t-ou-tcomes,-with- explanatory commentary. _ 

Now try this 

System assembly and programmima 
See page 237 

Check the -Pearson 
-website-- -
This section ie, desigri~9 to 
demonstrate the skills that 
might be needed in your 
assessed task. The details 
of-tile actual assessed task 
may change so always make 
sure you are up-to date-. -
Check the Pearson website 
for the most up..:to-date 
Sample Assessment 
Material to get an idea 
of th.§ 2to,l_cture of _youi:__ 
assessed task and what 
this requires of you. 

---------
Visit the Pearson website and find the · · 
t he latest Unit 6 Sample Assessment :a~;~a~~:;~~,i~~~a~i~~u~~~ materials for BTEC National Engineering. Look at 

• The structure of your set task, and whether it is divided into parts 

• How much time you are allowed for the task, or different parts of the task 

• What briefing or stimulus material might be provided to you 

• Any notes you might have to make and whether ou are II d · 
assessment y a owe to take selected notes rnto your supervised 

• What you might need to take into the assessment, e.g. a calculator 

• The activities you are required to complete and how to format our r . 
hardware and software; the specification and length . d / h esp~nse:5, e.g. on a computer with appropriate 

require or t e aud10-v1sual recording. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

ea 
Here are some 
examples of skills Scenario and client brief 

--involved- when -
reading a scenario 
·and ctient-·brret 

The -scenario and client brief--are--us-ed as examples--to -show-the-skills-you- need; -
The content of a task will be different each year and the format may be different. 
When reaGii-iig--·-.;;·5c:er1arie>--a-11a··aient--b-rie¥:---

• read it.several times 

• underline key information to help you focus on the most important aspects. 

i=o,;; thed,efow scenario anddieiifbrief; the task: mlghfbe, fore:Xampie, to-deslgri-;--
a??<::r:ril?le:, _pr-9gr<!ll"rl _ <!1nd_J~?t. -~- qi,Ji:z_ g~-l"rl~JQ l"fl~~t. __ t.b~ ~~_qu_i~~l"rl~ll:t.~ __ gf the client 
brief, following appropriate development processes and using a microcontroller. 

Scenario 

You are employed as a software engineer by a games manufacturer. The games manufacturer 
wants to develop a quiz game that follows the format of the TV game 'On the Buzzer'. You have 
been presented with the client brief to develop a system that will tell the quiz master which 
person was first to push the buzzer. 

Client brief 

Tooley-Lober Games are a public limited company based in the UK. They sell a range of 
traditional board games and children's toys. The market for these products has become 
saturated and they are looking for ways to develop new income streams. 

The company has agreed to a licensing arrangement with the TV programme 'On the Buzzer' 

Read the 
scenario and 
client brief 
carefully. 
As system 
designer; 
you need to 
understand 
what you need 
to achieve. 

to produce a game that allows up to four players to answer questions of the same style as the program. 

The marketing director of the company has determined that an electronic method of indicating which 
player was first to push their button is likely to increase sales as it will become a unique selling point. 

When the g_uiz master starts reading the question the first player to press their button will have 
the opportunity to provide an answer. Once the first person has pressed their buttori the 
other player's buttons must become Inactive. 

Pressing the button must clearly indicate to the quiz master which player was the first to press 
the button. 

Identify the 
operational 
and technical 

elements 

Having pressed the button the player Is allowed 10 seconds to answer the question. 
The system must indicate when this period of time has elapsed. 

The quiz master must be able to control when the players' buttons are active and be able to .@§fil 

the system when an answer has been provided, or the time available to answer has run out. 

Client name: Tooley-Lober Games 

of the brief. 
What does 
the software 
need to do? 
What does 
the hardware 
need to do? 

• Task planning and system design changes made 
during the development process 

• Interpret a brief into operational requirements 

• Design a test plan based on operational 
requirements 

• Select and describe appropriate input/output 
components and how they will work together 

• Design the program structure 

--

Now try this 

• Produce a functional system 

• Annotate a program or code to demonstrate 
understanding 

• Test the system and analyse the outcomes from 
testing 

• Produce an audio-visual recording of the system 
in operation of no longer than three minutes 

IJ'm· : To revise analysis of the brief, 
U look at pages 221 and 232. 

Suggest two or three factors you will need to consider when designing a product that might be used by children. 
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Creating a task a 
:er~ __ are_some examples __ of_ skill_s_irwoJved when cre!'lting _a 5b_ort_project time_plan.J.Jse the plan_ to __ _ 

onitor your progress and record changes to your original design, providing details of any issues 

----you.-encounter-anGl-justifyint;t the- solutions -you-discover. 

- ~.~-~-=-=-.. -.- -._ 
1~$1mple iesponse extract_~ 

-.....-,,_, i ""---L-""'----- _ II ... -

Consider what each stage 
requires and how it breaks 
down into specific tasks, 
allocating time to each part. 
You should demonstrate a 
logical and iterative approach 
to the design process. Make 
sure that your action points 
show forward planning clearly 
linked to the specific context, 
with consideration of what 

has happened in the previous 
session. 

228 

PROJECT TIME PLAN FOR THE TASK. 

Task planninia and system desiian cha~es e.ia.: 

• structure~ approac~ to carrying out an iterative development 

• ~oi::ess,_ m appropriate o_rder, ~sing technical terminology 
JUS~1ficat.1on of changes with logical and prioritised action points 
I will review previous activity and plans, making notes and, if 

~ppr~priat~, ta~ photographs, of significant events, recording 
how and why . I will record progress and produce well-defined 

logical and prioritised action points to plan the next stage. ' 

Analysis of the brief e.g.: 

• analyse the scenario, bac!::.;3round information and product requirements 

• ~se the analysis to generate a technical specification and 
interpretation of the brief into operational requirements 

• test plan with parameters that are designed to confirm a full 
functioning system including unexpected events y 

• I will... 

System design e.13.: 

• hardware input and output device selection, appropriate for the 
operational requirements 

• description of microcontroller interface to hardware 
• use of technical terminology and industry standard conventions 

program design linked logically and coherently including the 
handling of some unexpected events ' 

• I will ... 

System assembly and pro9ramming e.g.: 

I 

• program quality - a range of appropriate constructs that have been 
used correctly ... 

• annotation to be ... 
• the program to be well-organised, structured and formatted so that 
• I will... . . . 

System testing and results analysis e.g.: 

Now try this 

Make sure you interpret 
the brief into a set of 
cohesive operational 
requirements, not just 
a repeat of the client 
brief, considering also 

enhanced user experience. 

Ensure your ideas are 
feasible and fit for 
purpose, consider"lng 
unexpected events. 

Use appropriate 
technical terms for 
your annotation. 

Make sure you optimise 
your solution, ensure 
the proposal is informed 
and justify your choices. 

j : I will ... 

S}'5-tem in operation e.g.: 

Complete the detail for the plan above, then consider the 
time to allow for each of the stages. Use the information 
on timing and marks from the latest Unit 6 Sample 
Assessment Material and Mark Scheme on the National 
Engineering page of the Pearson website, to guide you. 

t • I will ... You should give a balanced and thorough 
commentary, with a sound rationale. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

rogress 
Project log Here are some examples of _skills 

involved when you have completed 

an initial plan and monitor your 
progress towards the deadlines 

you have set. 

Use a project log for each stage of design to record your: 

• general comments 
• issues encountered and solutions, with justification 

• action list for the next stage. 

General comments 

13/6/17 
factors that need to be considered: 

The project revolves around a game, which could mean children will 

use it. What does this mean? 
The product should be easy to use, it should appeal to childre..Vadults. 

20/6/17 
The project will use a PICAXE® 28X2 chip programmed using BASIC. 
This is available, I am familiar with its use and it provides sufficient 

input I output connections. 

The record reflects what the microcontroller system is required to 
perform, as outlined in the client brief. Your technical specification 
should detail how the customer's operational requirements will link. 
together to create a functioning and coherent solution. 

In this extract recording 
progress, two sections of 
the task brief have been 
recorded. By stat"1ng the 
date, you can follow an 
appropriate order. 

The record reflects the 
context in which the 
microcontroller system 
operates, as provided in 

the scenario. 

----- ------ -

Issues encountered and solutions. with justification 

I had been waiting for a yellow switch part number 34-123A to 
arrive but was informed by an email from the supplier that it would 
not be available for another 10 days. I do not think I can wait this 

long so I will have to think about what to do. 

Issues encountered and solutions with justification 

Due to unavailability of the switch I planned to use, I will replace it 
with one that I already have access to. This will allow me to continue 

testing and development. 

------ ------~-em--
Now try this 
Compile a list of the resources available for you to use at your centre. It 
may be useful to Include a focus on the availability of input and output 
devices, as these may be critical components. Having this information 
in advance will help you to be prepared and use your time well. 

In th.1s extract, the ·issue has been 
identified but there is no solution, 
and the record is not concise. 

In this extract from an 
improved response, the issue 
encountered is stated and 
the solution is justified. 

Make sure that you complete 
log entries for each activity. 
This may mean you need to 
move on from some tasks even 
when you want to do more 
work on them. Make sure your 
next points of action are well
deflned, togica1 .;ind priorit ised. 

In the example above, a delay 
was caused by the unavailability 
of a component. This type of 
delay can be eliminated by 
making use of resources that 
are already available. 
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onitoring changes 1 
-:bis_pa<:Je anGLthe n~xt -contain _examples of learner_ evidence with su'Jgestions about bow_ they could be _ 
improved. Four versions of a program are given below. 

39 

~ 40 
u 
42 
43 

39 ® -to 
u 
42 
43 

41 @ 
i2 
43 
44 
i5 
i6 
47 
4S 
49 

42 @ 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

Quiz Huoeer: 
if pine. 5-0 chen Quiz Huoee.r 
lov c.o, c.1, c.2, C.3 -
if pinC.6"'1. ehen high B.6 reeuzn el."e end.if 
if pinC. 7•1 chen hiqh B. 7 ret:uru el.se end.if 

Quiz Haaeer: 
if p°inC.5 '"() "Chen Quiz Haaeer 
low c.o , c.1, c.2, c.3-; c.5 
if pine. 6•1 "Chen hiqh B. 6 ree= el"e endif 
if pi.nC. 1~1 "Chen high B. 7 ret:w:n el"e endi:f 

Quiz Haner: 
if pine. 5 -0 "Chen Quiz !fa3-i::er 
l.ow c.o, c.1 , c.2,c.3 -
if pinC.6-1 t:hen high B.6 

reeurn else endif 
if pi.nC. 6 -0 Chen high B. 7 
pause 5000 

QW.z_Haaeer: 
if pi.nC.5-0 "Chen QW.z_Haseer 
lov c.o, c.1, c.2,c.3 
if pinC.6-t "Chen high B.6 
reew:n el.se end.if 
if pi.nC. 6-0 Chen high B. 7 
ree= el.se end.if 

There is evidence of iterative 
development from version 1 to 4 

In this extract, annotations allow a 
third party to interpret the code. 

'Wait: for t:he quest:ion cc be answered 
'Turn of.f t:he players light: 
'If. ti>e an.sver is correct: shov "Che correct: llght: 
'l:f ehe answer is .i.ncorre= show ehe incorreee light: 

'Wait: :for t:he quest:ion eo be ansvered 
'Turn off t:he players light: 

'l:f ehe answer is eorre= shov che corre= light: 
'If che ansver is incorrect: show t:he incorrect: light: 

'li'aic :for "Che queseion co be answered 
'Turn off ti>e players liqhc and quiz ~eers bueeons 
'If t:he anaver is correct: show ehe correct: light: 
'Display t:he correct: ~:r l.ighe tor S seconds 
'Go back co reading players but:t:ons 
'If ehe an.swer is incorrect: shov Che incorrect: light: 
'Display "Che incorre= anave:r l.igbe for S seconds 
'Go back co reading players but:t:ons 

'Wait: for "Che queseion eo be answered 
'Tw:n off ehe pl.ayers light: a:1d quiz ~t:ers bueeons 
'If Che answer is eorre= show ehe correct: light; 
'Go back co reading pla~·ers buecons 
•If ehe answer is incorrect: show "Che .i..'leorrece light; 
'Go back co reading players but: cons 

When logging changes, you need to make sure 
that you justify the changes made to your 

pr~gram to demonstrate your ability to apply 
logical reasoning 

Microcontrollerhardware and s-oftware 
Th~ only acceptable mic rocontroller hardware and programming languages for 
Umt 6 ~re shown on page 172. Always check you have the up-to-date details 
by looking at-the specification 011 the Pearson website. Jn this skills section 
examples of developing a solution in respotise to t he br ief are given using ' 
sel~cted har~ware and software. If you are developing your solution using 
a different m1croco_ntroller platform, you should follo w the same approach. 
Take the software instructions and apply t hem so t hat you can perform t he 
~ame functions in t he microc;:ontroll~r p latform t hat you are using. 

------ .. -- -------- -----------ail)ll:t 
Look at the changes that have been made to the examples above. Write a justification for these changes. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! D 

.-.-----n •toring changes 2 
J1_ere_ are_ some examples of sug<:Jested_ cbanges .. for_impro_vement .. that __ could _be logqed.Jn __ reJation to 
completion of a test plan to test the suitability of the final solution. You will also need to analyse results 

-to assess how far -the res11lts -show--that the-system meets--the-elient -brief. -

Here are some extracts from test plan templates. A technical 
specification should be brought together from a client brief and 
be used to help complete a test plan to test the suitability of 
th f I I t· Ch h Id b I e 1na sou ion. anges s OU e ogged and justified. b,, 11 - -

These te2ts were fi!_lanned before the s)t12_tem was im12.lemented. ~\t 
Test Purpose of test Test data Expected result Actual result Comments and 
no. justification 

1 To determine Player 1 A buzzer will sound Just touching I had forgotten 
if the system button is if a player uses a the wire to the some inputs 
performs as pushed. button. A light will button worked could be touch 
expected when come on, showing the same as sensitive, so the 
a single player which player pushing the hardware interface 
button is pushed. pushed. The QM switch. Play connections need 

will determine if the continued with amending. 
answer is correct and intervention from 
play will continue. the QM. 

These test s were devised in res;z.onse tQ tb.e s~tem beln~ modlffed to sQlve eroblem:z. 

1a To determine Player 1 
if the system button is 
performs as pushed. 
expected when 

" a single player 
button is pushed. 

.--- - --- ~ ;;,,= reip;~~e extract · 
: !~~rove~ - __ -~ . - . -- -

The program should Problems with 
function only when touch sensitive 
a player actually inputs were no 
pushed their button. longer an issue. 

T his extract from Test 1a indicates that the 
changes made solved the problem but there 
is no reference to how this was achieved . 

This allows me to 
develop the rest 
of the system. 

These tests were !:if.evised Jn resrzonse to the S)t§_tem bein~ modified to :2Qlve tzn2blems 

Test Purpose of test Test data Expected result 
no. 

1a To determine if the Player 1 The program should 
system performs as button is function only when 
expected when a single pushed. a player actually 
player button is pushed, pushed their button 
using the modified and not as a result 
connections shown in .. of wires just being 
schematic diaqram 2. touch sensitive. ...._ 

~ 
This improved extract presents the same results but supports and 
justifies the comments with reference to other related evidence. 

Now try this 

This photograph shows a visual record of the system in operation, as part 
of the evidence needed for test outcomes. It includes a panel that holds 
the lights that come on when a player pushes their button and a light to 
indicate if the answer is correct or not. The input/output devices have been 
labelled to show which feature of the program they relate to. Suggest 
how the labels could be improved to make it clearer for the viewer what is 
being demonstrated. 

Actual result Comments and 
justification 

Problems This allows me to 
with touch- develop the rest 
sensitive of the system, as 
inputs were the results of this 
no longer an test now match 
issue. what is reeiuired. 
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na ysing_ a _:brie! for product 
- r-equirements-

You need.tOconsider the operationairequirem.el1t5 arising from a client brief. 

. sample notes extra'ct 

Client brief 

• UK based 

• up to four players 

• QM starts reading the question 

first player to press their button 

• other players' buttons must become inactive 

These operational 
requirements have been 
brought together from the 
client brief on page 227. 
Underlining key parts of 
the client brief can help 
you focus on the most 
important aspects when 
determining how you will 
design the product. • must clearly indicate to the QM which player was the first to 

press the button 

• the player is allowed 10 seconds 

• system indicates when this period of time has elapsed 

QM controls when the players' buttons are active 

• QM resets the system 

This extract from a sam I 
to be interpreted into ~ :;;s~onse sh.ows how a client brief is starting 

Sam.pi~ response extract 
. o operational requirements It is a 

~~:~1 ~1~ ~:;;~~~~:: ;:a;:fi~=ht~ee;e;:ltoints such as 's~mething will 

f:2ctQl"5 t hat n~eg t Q 2~ ~n~ig~r~ 

The project revolves around a game, which 
could mean children will use it. 

The company is based in the UK so the 
product should comply with UK standards. 

No detail is provided about the desired 
size of the product. 

There are up to four players and quiz 
master. 

Push button inputs are required . 

When the quiz master starts reading 
players' buttons must work. ' 

Once one button has been pushed other 
p layers' buttons must stop working . 

A 10 second timer is needed. 

The quiz master must be able to control 
the system. 

Suggest a possible output device that could be 
used to signal the end of 1 O seconds. 

-
1me progresses. ~~ 

Wh~t gQes this mean? .. 
Th~ proc:luct should be easy to use and should appeal to 
children a.nd adults, if p05sible. Ergonomically, a range 
of hand sizes should be able to work the controls. 

85 EN 71 applies to electronic toys so the content of 
this should be observed. 

Most board games are a similar size so it would make 
sense to ensure the product fits in a standard box. 

Probably playel"5 will sit around a playing board so 
e~ch one .will need a separate button. The quiz master 
will need information from the players' buttons. 

This suggests they must not work before then. 

If the buttons are pushed at very similar times the 
system will need to work quickly. 

At the end of 10s something will need to happen 
maybe a light or sound? ' 

All the players' buttons must connect to the quiz 
master's device. 

R.emember that there is a time limit for developing the 
complete system. You will need to balance the features 
available on the output device with the time it will take 
to incorporate it into the system. The KISS principle is 
someth'1ng to consider (Keep It Simple, Stupid). 

'I 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

C_o p eting a__test plan 
From the analysis. .. of..a brief, you need to produce a .technical .. specification ancLcomplete a plan .for .. 

testinia the suitability of the final solution. 

~~To revise system testing, 
V~ look at pages 238-23B. 

Technical specification 
The project will use a PICAXE" 28X2 chip programmed using BASIC. This is available, I am familiar 

with its use and it provides sufficient input I output connections. 
• The system will be battery powered. This will reduce cost, increase portability and ensure safety. 

• Push to make switches will be used by the players to show they want to answer a question. This 
will stop all other players' buttons. The number of players can vary so the system should not 

depend on all four players pushinq switches. 

• Lights will be used to indicate which player has pushed the button first. 

• Sounds will be used to indicate when 10s has elapsed. The time will start as soon as a player 

pushes a switch. 
• The quiz master will use switches to control the system. 
• The system should be designed to fit into a conventional size box for a board game. 

Sample response extract 

Test Purpose of test Test data 

no. 

1 To determine if the One player's 

system performs as button is 

expected when a sinqle pushed. 

player button is pushed. 

Remember that you can amend or add 
requirements as the project develops. 

Expected result Actual Comments and 

result justification 

A buzzer will sound if any player 
has pushed their button. A 
/iqht will come on to show Here is an extract from 

which player pushed. The QM a test plan template, 

will determine if the answer is with an example of 

correct and play will continue. planning how to test the 

2 To determine what I will connect There should be a random ~ 
system, in appropriate 

happens if two or more a switch so outcome for which player ~ detail. You can also 

players push their all four inputs is allowed to answer the 
consider responses to 

buttons at the same are triqqered question. 
unexpected events. 

time. at once. 

.3 To determine how Jong Time between Less than 1 second 

the system takes to button 

react to a button beinq pushed and 

pushed. light on 

4 To determine the Duration Within 10% of expected time 

accuracy of the time of LEDs 

delays built into the and buzzer 

system. staying on 

5 To determine if the All Accurate indications .given all 

correct seeiuence of combinations the time. 

lights and sounds occurs of players 

when the quiz master and riqht 

dete1TT1ines if the answer I wronq 

is correct or not. answers Compare features on related products. Mi ht the g y -
generate suitable ideas to enhance this product? 

Suggest an addition to the system that considers enhanced user experience. 

I 
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Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! O 

or latin!J_a syste esign 
~~n Y..Q.~ have ana_!ysed a brief1 _yQ1,1 __ ri~~-d to select our in · 
1mt1al desiqn for the system Below are e~~~-- -i~-- - -Y --- -- -- PIJ~ _Clll_c::f ~IJ~Pll~ ~-~Vl_C::te~ e1ri~JQ1"rnulate an 

. selectinq the component. . p s of the components selected and some reasons fo-;:-

I will use the 28X2 microcontroller. 

I will use the 28X2 microcontroller. I have used 
this before and it is available. It has the capacity to 
connect more input I output devices than I plan to use 
Having the ability to connect more devices will allow . 

me to add enhanced features if I have sufficient time. 

&•To revise system design and 
program planning, look at page 222. 

In this extract from a response, 

appropriate hardware has been selected 
but the choice has not been justified. 

In this improved extract, comments are given 
that justify the selection of components. 
Reference is made to the po5sibility of 
adding enhanced user experience. You need 
to focus on the es5ential requirements 
before adding additional features. 

- sa~pie respo~s~ -extr~ct . ----- ....... _~ 
... :mi - 3lm - - -

'jj_ - - • - - - ll_ 

I will use ~7.5mm lever micro-switch player inputs. 
These switches are hardy enough to withstand some 
abuse by the kids playinq the qame. 

I will use micro-switches for the player input. This is 
because they are momentary action switches that 
do not _latch when pushed by the player. They have a 

. mecham~_I life expectancy of 10 mi llion operations, 
so durability would not be an issue. 

In this extract from a response, the 
appropriate hardware has been selected 
but appropriate technical terminology has 
not been used. 

This improved extract makes use 
of technical terminology and is an 
appropriate style for a technical document. 
It ju5tifie5 the selection of hardware and 
uses industry standard convention5. 

This extract shows a list of components required 
to construct the proposed system, using a 
typical industry standard convention. Using part 
numbers means the specific components are clear. 

~om12onent descri~iQn 
. 

UP Part number HQ,_ Cost Micro-switch 3 7. 5 mm lever ........ Total 

Miniature toqqle switch SPST On-Off 
2470-156 4 £0.63 £2.52 

RED miniature red push switch 
0125-156 1 £0.69 £0.69 

5 mm ultra red LED diffused 320mcd 
0030-156 1 £0.48 £0.48 

5 mm oranqe LED diffused 320mcd 
0486-157 1 £0.18 £0.18 
0858-157 4 £0.08 

5 mm super bright qreen LED diffused 320mcd £0.32 
0884-193 1 £0.08 £0.08 6 V electronic buzzer with 20 cm lead 

PICAXE" 25 x 2 chip 
3588-601 2 £1.05 £2.10 

PICAXE
1111

/Genie
1111 

compatible 28-Pin PIC Prototype PCB kit 
5002-698 1 £6.32 £6.32 
7127-658 1 £3.59 £3.59 

Total £16.28 

Now i:ry this ------------------- ---- ----
The proposed system makes use of LEDS. Write a short paragraph to justify their selection in the style shown above. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

roposing system conne_etio_ns 
Here is an exampJe of the initial c:lesi<an proposals for the hardware comp_onents_of the project . 

A 

T Battery 
I 4.SV 

A 

SW! 
I ..c:Le I 

SW-BUITON 
Player I Button 

B c 

System connections dfataram 

D 

F 

Filename: circuit design 

G 

BUZZ2 
Buzzer 

D6 
Diode-LED 

'Sr.. 

Title: On the buzz.er game cootroller 

H 

BUZZI 
Buzzer 

Generated in PICAXE• VSM (www.picaxevsm.com) 
by: <NONE> Rev: <NONE> 

E F G R 

DI 
~ 

Diode-LED 

02 
~ 

Diode-LED 

D3 
-) 

Diode-LED 

Diode-LED 

Date: 
19/6117 

Time: 
11:45:21 

P3fe~f 2 

The diagram is my initial design for the system. 5W5 is the onioff control for the whole system. 
The power connections for the microcontroller are not shown as this makes the diagram clearer. 
5W1-4 indicate if a player pushes a button, as do LEDs 01-04. 5W6 allows the quiz master to 
allow the system to proceed once a question has been answered. 5W7 and 8 indicate if the 
answer is right or wrong. The two buzzers indicate when a queetion has been answered and 
when the time allowed to answer has elapsed. 

In this extract from a response, the diagram makes 1C 

clear which player use5 each button, but does not 
specify whic'i LED is a5sociated with each player. 
Adding this information would improve the response. 

Describe how you would annotate the diagram to link each player with an LED. 
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Planning a progra str cture 

Outline plan for program structure - decision table 

Player 1 p ushes button ./ 

Player 2 pushes button 

Conditions 
Player 3 pushes button 

Player 4 pushes button 

Answer correct ./ 

Answer incorrect 

Turn on p layers' LED ./ 

Sound q uestion answered buzzer ./ 

Actions 10 seconds delay ./ 

Turn on correct answer LED ./ 

Turn on incorrect answer LED 

Sample ~esponse e~tract 

Outline plan for proeram structure - pseudo code 

• Wait for a player to push their button (usinta the If 
command). 

• When a player has pushed their button, turn on their 
LED and a buzzer to indicate they have answered 
(usin13 the hi13h command). 

Wait 10 seconds for the answer (usinta either pause 
or wait command) . 

• The quiz master decides if the player's answer is 
correct or incorrect (usinta the If command). 

• If the answer is correct, turn on the correct 
LED (usinta the hi13h command). 

• If the answer is incorrect, turn on the incorrect 
LED (usinta the hi13h command). 

• Go back to the b~inninta and start ataain. (Use 
either a loop or subroutine and return command) . 

Rules 

./ 

./ ./ 

./ ./ 

./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Here, the engineer has offered a proposal for 
both what to do (wait) and how to do it (If 
command). This approach of 'what and how' 
will make constructing the complete program a 
more straightforward process. 

Here, the plan offers two possible methods 
of achieving a delay. The engineer could 
add comments indicating how they would 
choose between the two options. 

Here, the engineer has again provided evidence for 
'what and how' but has not considered how long 
the LED should stay on for. The plan could improve 

by adding the details shown below: 

If the answer is correct, turn on the correct LED 

(using the high command). 

Wait three seconds (using the pause /wait command). 

Turn the LED off (us·1ng the low command). 

This evidence would be improved by 
considering how to handle unexpected events. 

Use ~he design brief to describe what sort of unexpected events might occur that this proposed structure does not 
consider. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Sys e asse 
progra 

You wffl need to :a55em'ble-ftie 'tiarc:lware .. eie-menf c;r 
Y91J.r ?.Ql.1Jti9n _ C11'1~ 111fl'i~f3-.. YOIJl'. Pl"Q'01"?.~·--- _ 

Q~ To revise system assembly, coding 
G"'.Miil and testing, look at page 223. 

main: , set port b to outputs 
let dirsB = 255 , set oort c to in-outs 
let dirsC = 0 

Annotations are essential to 

Remember to include the full text of your explain how your program works. 

program in your task booklet, including the 

file path and line numbering . 

----- ------ - -------
Q~ Revise annotating 
G"'.Miil code on page 224. 

'Has player 1 pushed their button 
'If they have light their LED 
'Give them 10 seconds to answer 

Choose sensible names for your variables 
and subroutines. 'Ten_ seconds _answer' is 
much clearer than 'subroutine_3F'. 

'Move to next player 

21 if pine. 2=1 then 
22 High B. l 
23 gosub ten_seconds_answer 

24 end if 
25 
26 if pine. 3=1 then 
27 High B.0 
28 gosub ten_seconds_answer 

29 end if 

Program checklist 
Make sure your code: 

Remember, any changes to your code and 
debugging should be logged ·1n a change 

template like the one on page 230. 

Q-Revise debugging a program 
(7'_Mii1 on pages 194, 19G and 199. 

• is annotated 
- i~ --~,~~~i~-~;itt~~ with sensible variable and subroutine names. 

- - - en - _. - ~ • ----- --- -- ----
Look at the code above. Write suitable annotations for this code. 

2 Write code that will prevent the buzzers from operating before they are 

activated by the quiz master. 

You can use any language 
or platform you are 
comfortable with. 
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SySte testing 
To complete system test ing and results analysis, you will need 
to test your system and make modifications if required. /;J.'m To revise system testing, 

\.I'. look at page 224. - ~--~~-.,,,- - . 
·[~a~~i-: r!!e~~se !ftrac~,· 

1 Player 1 switch 

2 Quiz master correct I incorrect answer 

3 Quiz master decision made 

4 l£D to indicate player 1 has pushed 

5 Li13ht to indicate 10 seconds has 
elapsed (LED has been used instead 
of buzzer because of noise bein13 
annoyin13 durin13 tests.) 

In this extract from a response, the photograph and text 
clearly describe the hardware for the system Re b 

6 Green L£D to indicate correct answer 

7 R.ed LED to indicate incorrect answer 

The program and hardware performs as I 
expected, so it gives me confidence to 
expand the system for all four players. 

to describe h t · mem er 
ow your est was structured and the actual 

results. Make sure you link the judgement of conformity 
to :he client brief. 

Testing -checklist 
Make sure that: 

In this example response, a problem and 
solution has been identified as a result 
of structured testing. You need to 
record solutions and tests in your logs. 

I then connected the four player input switches and 
their associated indicator LEDs. However, pushing 

switches left to right caused the LEDs to come on ri1i3ht 
to left. The section of pro13ram below caused this. 

If pinC.0=1 then 
hi'3h B.O ' Has player 1 pushed their button 

' If they have li<;3ht their LED 

~ reversing the outputs, such that 1 links with D, 2 links 
with C, and so on, the display looked better. The code 
was modified to solve the problem. 

If p1nC 0 =1 !;hen ' Has player 1 pushed !;heir Putton 
hrgh B .3 ' If they have light their LED 

- ---------Now try this 

• your test results demonstrate that thorough 
and structured testing has been carried out 

• your judgement of conformity links test results 
to the client brief. 

Suggest a method other than a LED to 
indicate which player has pushed their button. 

2 For one of the sample response extracts, write 
a judgement of conformity that links to the 
client brief. 

Bad a look D Nearly there D Nailed it! 0 

Res ts analys·s 
Having completed developmental testing, the system is _ready_ to analyse to_ ensure it performs as -
required. 

The image shows how the L£Ds light up when a player pushes their button. The first row 
shows from left to right what happens when players 1-4 push their buttons. The second row 
shows the LEDs when the correct answer is given. The final row shows the L£Ds when an 
incorrect answer is '3iven. The LED indicators all respond as required to player inputs. 

Thi5 extract from a response demonstrates that structured testing h.as 
been carried out on the LED indicators, as all possible combinations of 
results have been considered .and evidenced. 

I thou'3ht there would be a potential problem if more than 
one player pushed their button at exactly the same time. 
To test this, I connected all four player inputs to a sin'31e 
switch. I operated the switch ten times. There was a 
reasonably random result of which player's light came on. 
The results were player 1 = 40%, player 2 = 10%, 
player 3 =20%, player 4 = 30%. 

The client brief requires 'a system that will tell the quiz 
master which person was first to push the buzzer'. I think 
my system will not '3ive any player an advantage over the 
others due to the particular input button they use. 

Now try this 

In this extract from .a sample response, 
the test results include the simulation 
of some unexpected events. Players 
pushing their buttons at exactly the 
same time could be considered an 
'unexpected event'. 

You should clearly link your 
judgement to the brief. 

Suggest one more possible unexpected event. Describe how you would simulate this and test a system's response. 
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Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

Recor • ng a sys e • 1n o eration 
· _Qnc::~_;t;h~ .?~t~.IT! .. i? .. <::Prri~L~1&YQIA .W.iU . i:i~.~c:l .t.Q pr:<:>41J.C::E'l . C!.ri~1.14iQ:-yi~1,1~t .r~Qr_gjn9 _ _that shows how 
solution meets the ree\u1rements of the desican brief. ----- -·· ·-· ···· ···· ... .. .YQUT 
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Plan for content of recordine 

I need to ensure I cover: 

. To revise a system in 
operation, see page 224. 

In this extract from a response the plan f t • or con ent of the record' 
meets what is required in the video, taking a sensible approach. ing 

• un erstandin13 of the relationship between • a functionin13 system that meets the client brief d 

• consideration of user experience hardware and the pro13ram 

• understandin13 of how the system operates • the use of accurate technical terminoloiay. 

Detailed plan for content 

Section 

1 Introduction to me 

2 Overview of system hardware 

3 Function of player inputs 

4 Function of quiz master inputs 

5 Function of system outputs 

Content 

In this extract 
from a response, 
the recording 
has been 

6 What happens when player 1 13ives correct answer, with commentary 

broken down 
into a logical 
sequence. Make 
sure you know 
how much time 
you have and 
allow enough 
time to show 
how the system 
operates 

7 ~at happens when player 1 13ives incorrect answer, with commentary 

8 Video of players 2-4 '3iving correct answers 

9 Video of players 2-4 13ivin'3 incorrect answers and provide 
evidence of 
meeting the 
client brief. 

10 ~ile sections 8 and 9 are bein'3 recorded visually, audio comments 
will cover user experience, how the system operates and relationship 
between hardware and software 

Plan for sections G and 7 of the video What happens when player 1 gives an answer 

Video content Audio content 

Push button A micro-switch is used for better user experience 

Buzzer sounds and player light comes on The program keeps the buzzer on for O. 5 seconds 

Wait 10 seconds for buzzer to sound The player LED will stay on until the QM acts. The colours 
again used for the LED make the user experience more familiar. 

Quiz master selects correct I incorrect A to13'3le switch is used to provide two alternatives with 
answer one input. 

Quiz master pushes answered button A pus~-to-~ake switch is used so it will be ready to use 
next time without any user action bein13 needed. 

Correct or incorrect LED comes on Green correct, Red incorrect, LED stays on for 1 second 

System resets System is ready for next answer 

- -
Now try 1his 

Suggest how the planned content for sections 8 and 9 
could be completed within 70 seconds. 

The pro".1ram wiH cake at least 13.5 seconds for 
each player t:o provide an answer You may want 
to_ cons1oer If both chese sectlons need r:o show 
evidence for all three players. 

Bad a look 0 Nearly there 0 Nailed it! 0 

ecording a commentary 
Wt:t<::n pla1111i11g_. Gll'.1 G1t,14i<:>::-Yi~1J<1l recordin'3, your commentary should ;.hQW that you understand how your 
system operates. Make sure you use accurate technical terminolotaY throu13hout. 

------------ --------

Section 2 audio transcript <overview 

Qf system hardware) 

'This is my flnal working 5ystem. The 
player buttons are attached to the 
plock of wood at the back. The micro
switches are labelled 1-4 for players 
1-4. The yellow card in the front of 
the ima13e holds the indicators for 
when a player an5wers and the correct 
/incorrect LEDs. I have included a 
stopwatch to display timing.' 

In this extract from a response, the addition 
of labels to the components ensures the 
viewer is dear about the function of each 
part. The phone is being used only as a 
timer: Balance the time you spend arranging 
the hardware with the time available and 
meeting the requirements. 

--~----- -----
Section 7 audio transcript <what happens when 

f?layer 1 13ives incorrect answer1 
'As you can hear, 10 seconds after player 1 pushed 
their button the buzzer came on. When the quiz master 
pushed the answer button the red incorrect LED ca~e 
on. This shows this part of my system meets the client 
brief. The question answered button is a bit flddfy for 
the quiz master to operate in this prototyf'e. but it 
should not be too hard to re50lve this issue.' 

In this extract, the evidence anc:I commentary has been 
linked back to the client brief and has considered user 
experience. Both of these are requlrerrients. However, 
remember that you need to use technical terminology 

during your recording. 

------------------~---·-·----
This evidence presented does not make use of technical terminolo~y, or ~he relationship between the hardwar~ and 
software. Rewrite the commentary for section 7 to include the relat1onsh1p between hardware and software, using 

technical terminology. 
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Ans'W'ers 
Unit l: Engineering Principles 
1. Laws of indices 

(a) 1 (b) ~ (c) 16 

2 xt (a+b) 

3 3 

2. Logarithms 
(aH 

(b) p 3 = 8 => p = 2 

(c) 10&8=~ 

2 (a) log., (52) =lo&, 25 

(b) log., (2 x 9) =log., 18 

(d) 16 

(c) log,. (43) - log, 8 =log, et)= log, 8 

3. Exponential function 
1 128000 
2 4.47 v (2 d.p.) 

4. Equations of lines 
1 x + 3y + 9 = 0 

2 y=~x+5 

5. Simultaneous linear equations 
1 y = -1.37 

x = -4.11 
2 y =2.10 

x= 1.54 

6· Expanding and factorisation 
1 x2 + 12x-12x-16 = 9x2 -16 
2 (3x-2)(y-4) 

3 
3V(V,- VJ 3V 

U} + V)W, - V) - <V1 + Y) 

7. Quadratics equations 1 
x = 0.2 metres 

8. Quadratics equations 2 
12.8 seconds 

9. Radians, arcs and sectors 
1 Arc length = 2.09cm (to 2 d.p.) 

Area of sector= ~1tcm-2 or 4.19cmJs2 

2 0.45 r~d. There are 0~:5 sectors in a circle of stock 

matenal = 13.96. Therefore, 13 complete sectors could be 
formed from one complete circle. 

10. Trigonometric ratios and graphs 
1 8(0) B(radians) sine 8 cosine 8 tan 8 

0 0 0 1 0 

30 rt/6 0.5 0.866 or4 0.577 

45 4 0.707 0.707 1 

60 " 0.866 or4 I 3 0.5 1.732 

90 " I 0 2 - 00 

135 3n 0.707 4 -0.707 -I 

180 1t 0 -1 0 

270 3• -I 2 0 - 00 

360 21t 0 1 0 
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2 lOcm (i.e. it is an isosceles triangle with two equal sides and 
two equal angles) 

11. Cosine rule 
(a) PR= 18.9cm (3 s.£) 
(b) the size of LPQR = l.15rad (3 s.£) 

12. Sine rule 
ll.3cm 

13. Vector addition 
Magnitude= 127N 
Direction = 140 (above the horizontal) 
Sense= +ve (where left to right is taken as the positive direction) 

14. Surf ace area and volume 
1 18.47m3 (2 d.p.) 
2 volume is 23 = 8 times bigger 

15. Systems of forces 
Fr Reaction force exerted 

by the slope 

30° 

Fr Fricti~nal force preventing 
the object from sliding 
down the slope 

Fg Force acting due to 
gravity on the object 
Fg =mg= 10 x 9.81 = 98.IN 

16. Resolving forces 
Magnitude= 24.29N 
Direction = 25.170 (anticlockwise from the vertical) 

17. Moments and equilibrium 
The plate is not in static equilibrium. 
"LE'v = -7.22N (where vertically up is +ve) 
"LF'h = 15.33 N (where left to right is +ve) 
'LM = 22.4 Nm (where clockwise is +ve) 

18. Simply supported :beams 
~v: 12 + 62 - 45.33 - 28.67 = 0 (where vertically up is +ve) 
.<.d"b-0 

'LM=O 

19. Direct loading 
8 333 333 Pa or 8.33 MPa 

20. Shear loading 
24.32MPa 

21. Velocity, displacement and 
acceleration 
(a) a= -l.75mfs2 
(b) 150m 

22· Applying the SUVAT equations 
(a) The boat decelerates at 0.4ms-2. 
(b) v = 4m/s 

23. Force, friction and torque 
1 329.08N 
2 17.5Nm 

24. Work and power 
1 2000N 
2 5.25kW (2d.p.) 

25. Energy 
1 377.69MJ 
2 v = 12.13m/s 

26. Newton's laws of motion, 
momentum and energy 
1 39m/s 
2 v = 7.6m/s 

27. Angular parameters 
1 0.534 x 106 w 
2 1263.31 J (2 d.p.) 

28. Mechanical power transmission 
1 84.2% (3 s.f.) 
2 VR= 30.67 

MA= 16.3 
Efficiency= 53.1% (3 s.f.) 

29. Sa:bmerged sarlaces 
1 90497N or 90.50kN 

2 2m 

30. Immersed ))odies 
740kg/m3 

31. Fluid flow in tapering pipes 
31.25m/s 

32. Beat transfer parameters and 
thermal conductivity 
17280W 

33. Beat transfer processes 
Conduction requires contact between atoms or molecules 
to transfer heat in the form of kinetic energy. The vacuum 
establi hed in the walls of the flask means that there is no 
medium through. which heat can be transferred by conduction. 

Convection requires a fluid in which to establish a convection 
current to transfer beat energy. Again, the vacuum established 
in the walls of the flask means that there is no fluid medium 
through which heat can be transferred by convection. 

Radiation transfers heal energy through cleclfOmagnetic radiation, 
which is able to tmvel throucll a vacuum. However, the internal 
walls of the vacuum flask b~ve a highly reflective coating to reflect 
back as much of this electromagnetic radiation as possible. 

34. Linear expansivity and phases of 

matter 
100.15mm 

35. Specific heat capacity, latent and 
sensible heat 
2679kJ 

36. Beat pamp performance ratios 
2.22kW 

37. Enthalpy and entropy 
Internal energy (U) is the energy present in an amount of a 
substance and comprises the potential energy stored in atomic 
and molecular bonds and the kinetic energy present due to the 
random vibrations and movements of atoms and molecules. 
However, this is only part of the total energy, or enthalpy, 
contained in a thermodynamic system. Enthalpy includes 
both internal energy (U) and the work energy (p V), which can 
be thought of as the work that the substance has done on its 

surroundings. 

38. Thermal efficiency of heat engines 
0.19or19% 

39. Thermodynamic process parameters 
294357Pa 

40. Gas laws 
208.15kPa 

41. Current flow 
1 J=l.5Xl0-3A 
2 2 days 

42. Coulomb's law and electrostatic 

force 
1 F = -5.39 x 102N (2 d.p.) 
2 Two identical charges of 1.15 x lo--0 coulombs, separated by 

20 mm, produce a repulsive force of 30 N. 

43. Resistance, conductance and 
temperature 
1 3.33 x lo-30c-1 (3 s.f.) 

2 0.01 siemen 

44. Types of resistor 
Any of the following make this type of resistor unsuitable for 

high specification uses: 
• they have poor stability over time 
• the resistance value can change if voltages close to the 

maximum rating are applied 
• they are susceptible to changes in humidity 
• the nominal resistance values may change during soldering. 

2 5.0MQ with a tolerance of ±5% 

45. Field strength 
1 10 x 103N/C 
2 E=~= 7.5x103V/m 

46. Capacitance 
17.70 x io-12 F or 17.70pF 

47. Capacitors - non-polarised 
Each terminal of the capacitor is connected to a conducting 
sheet; e.g. metal foil. The dielectric must be an insulator to 
prevent leakage of charge from one plate to the other. 

48. Capacitors - polarised 
Correct terminal connection is required to avoid breaking 
down the insulating oxide layer. It may be indicated by any of 
the following: painted arrow, with + or - pointing to relevant 
pin, a red dot next to positive pin or one lead longer than the 

other 
5V 
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49. Ohm's law, power and efficiency l 
1 For the graph see page 56. 

Current 

Forward 
bias 

--===-+--"'-----•Voltage 
Re ~r.-.e 

bias 

An ohmic resistance produces a ·traighc line graph wheap.d. V 
is plotted against current I The Jine _passes through lbe origin 
and its gradient is the resistance R The diode plot of P' againstl 
is not a straight line that passes through the origin and therefore 
does not conform to Ohm's Jaw o is not an ohmic device. 

2 / = 13.63A 

50. Ohm's law, power and efficiency 2 
1 P = JTrpor power to remain con tant. if voltage increases by 

4 then the current would reduce to a quarter of its original 
value. 

2 Efficiency = 60% 

51. Kirchoff's voltage and current laws 
5Q 

52. Capacitors - charging and energy 
0.02C (2 d.p.) 
N a te: this is the maximum charge. Capacitors charge I discharge 
exponentially so the capacitor would need to charne for an 
infinitely long period of time to charge it to ma..~um capacity. 
See pa.,.oe 54 and 55 for a more p ractical approach. 

53. Capacitors - networks 
1 Capacitors in parallel will produce the greatest capacitance 
2 23.96µF (to 2 d.p.) 

54. Capacitors in circuits - the time 
constant 
(a) 0.0264C (b) 220s 

55. Capacitors in circuits - RC 
transients 

37.3 x l0-6F or 37.3µF 
2 A capacitor i normally considered fully charged after 5 -r, 

which would give a Total charge time of 5 x 5 = 25 seconds. 

56. Diodes - bias and applications 
The diodes, AC supply and DC load are arranged as shown. 

+ 
l 

Load 

+ 
Load 
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During the first half cycle the diodes shown red allow current to flow 
around rbe circuit. The two other diodes are in reverse bias mode and 
therefore no cum:m flow through them. D uring the second half of 
the cycle the other two diodes allow current Lo flow through the kiad. 
whilst the opposite diodes are now in reverse b ias mode. 

57. DC power sources 
ll.37V 

58. Resistors in series or parallel 
694.39Q 

59. Resistors in series and parallel 
combinations 
23.89Q 

60. Resistors and diodes in series 
1383Q 

61. Capacitors in series or parallel 
2.2 x 10-4c 
4.4 x 10-4c 
5.5 x 10-4 c 

62. Capacitors in series and parallel 
combinations 
1.13 x 10-4c 

63. Magnetism and magnetic fields 
12000A/m 

64. Permeability 
ll.06T 

65. BIB curves, loops and hysteresis 
A significant cause of energy loss that limits the efficiency of 
transformers are hy teresis losse · caused by the magoeti ation/ 
demagnetisation cycle.. The amount of energy Jost as heat is 
proportional to the area inside the hysteresis loop when plotted as 
a BI H curve. Materials with an extremely narrow hysteresis loop 
a.re chosen for use in transformers to minimise these lo. es. 

66. Reluctance and magnetic screening 
837661/H 

67. Electromagnetic induction 
0.12m 

68. DC motors 
The commutator feeds electric current to each of the motor coils 
in turn as it rotate as part of the armature. The s tationary spring
loaded carbon brushes maintain contact with the commutator as i1 
rotates. 
The armature comprises the drive shaft, commutator and coils 
wrapped around a laminated Iron core. The armature jg the driven 
component of the motor and rotates in bearings to reduce friction 
lo es. 

69. Electric generators 
Increases in the following will increase the emf generated: 
• the .number of turns in the coil 
• the speed of rotation 
• the strength of the magnetic field in which the coil rotates. 

70. Inductors and self-inductance 
0.0991 

71. Transformers and mutual inductance 
95.8V 

72. AC waveforms 
62.5Hz 

73. Single phase AC parameters 
155.56V 

74. Analysing AC voltages using phasors 
v = 29lsin(l00rot + 0.351) 

75. Reactance and impedance 
(a) 377Q 
(b) 610mA 

76. Rectification 
The 240V AC supply would first be reduced to 5V AC using_ a 
step down transformer. This must then be chan~ed to D~ usmg a 
full wave rectifier circuit with an output smoothing capacitor. 
The bridge rectifier circuit with smoothed output shown below 

would be suitable for this application: 

DC i~O\\ RL output 

The smoothed 5 V output voltage would look like this: 

v~ , ' ,' \' \ ~ OV ' '.• I 

77. Your Unit 1 exam 
Your notes on the Unit 1 exam, always referring t~ the latest 
Sample Assessment Material on the Pearson website for an 

indication of assessment details. 

78. Showing your working 
165.5kN 

79. State and describe questions 
A slip ring is connected to each end of the rotating ~oil inside the . 
alternator. When the coil rotates and cuts through lines ~f ~agnetic 
flux an emf is generated in the coil and so between the slip ~gs. 
Stationary spring-loaded carbon brushes maintain contact with 
each slip ring as it rotates. This allows the emf generated to be 
transferred to the output terminals of the alternator. 

80. Explain questions . 
A hair dryer operates on the principle of forced convection, 
where a fan is used to move air over a heated element. Heat 
energy is transferred to the air by cond~ct!on as it J?asse_s over the 
element. A continuous supply of cool rur is heated m this way. 
This process differs from conventional convection bec~use the 
movement of air is not caused by the variation in density caused 
by local heating and expansion but is forced using a fan. 

81. Find questions 
I.17m 

82. Calculate questions l 
85.49m 

83. Calculate questions 2 
1716N 

84. Solve questions 
0.199 

85. Draw questions 
V1 =90 

' 
' 

' 
' ' ' 

' 
' 

By measurement from diagram: 
Magnitude of resultant phasor = 147 
Phase angle (below the horizontal) = 32° 

86. La'bel questions 

UT5 

Stress 

Limit of 
proportionality 

Strain 

87. Identify questions 
thyristor 

2 variable capacitor 
3 Zener diode 

88. Synoptic question l 
0.993 or 99.3% 

89. Synoptic question 2 
0.213 or 21.3'% 

Point of 
failure 

90. Using the formulae booklet 
v = ve<-vt) is across the capacitor 
v: is initial voltage across capacitor 

tistime 
-r is time constant of the circuit 

2 F= 4~2,.i 
Fis the force between two charged particles 

q
1 

is charge of first particle 
q

2 
is charge on second particle 

Ea is permittivity of free space . 
r is the distance between the particles 

3 F= pgAx 
F is hydrostatic thrust 
p is fluid density . 
g is acceleration due to gravity 

A is area . 
x is the distance from the free surface to centroid of the 
submerged plane surface (the point at which average pressure 

acts) 
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Unit 3: Engineering Product 
Design and Manafactare 
96. Design triggers I 
Example answer: 

1 Market pull - led by ever-changing fashions within the 
industry and consumers copying the designs within the large 
exclusive fashion houses 

2 Technology push - due to the \'ery competitive nature and 
tight regulauons of FI racjng. the team ' rely on research and 
development into new technologie to gam an advantage over 
their rivals. 

3 Combination of market pull and/or technology push -
mobile phone manufacturers are heavily influenced by market 
pull and use product reviews.. feedback and market ~ea.rch 
to ensure their products meet basic customer expectations 
of functio~ity and aesthetics. However. technology push 
also has an lDlponant role in providing unique selling points 
that can give manufacturers a competitive advantage over 
their rivals: e.g. -ihe mclusion of digital cameras in mobile 
phones and, more recently, the introduction of mobile virtual 
personal assistants were both the result of technology push. 

97. Design triggers 2 
Answers might include: 

1 As small children tend to put toys in thefr mouths during 
play. all the materials used in the manufacture and packaging 
of the product shouJd be non-toxic. 

2 As toys are often dropped or thrown during play. any corners 
or edg~ should be rounded off co reduce the risk of causina 
injury should they come into contact v.ilh another child. "' 

3 Exposed mechanisms or moving parts should be avoided, as 
they ma. present a trappmg hazard to children's hands or 
fingers during play. 

98. Reclacing energy 
Answers might include: 

• Using a virtual design environment reduces the need for 
?rodu~ing ?bysical prototypes and mock ups, which nre energy 
mtens1ve. time consuming and expensive to produce. 

• Using a virtual design environment reduces the likelihood 
o! costly design error· by enablmg thorough testing of each 
Vlrtllal component in itu prior to mlUlufacture. Any problems. 
such as clashes with other components, can be addressed 
quickly with minimum additional expenditure of energy, time 
or expense. 

99. Hybrids and energy recovery 
systems 
Answers might include: 

• Typically, hybrid vehicles achieve better fuel economy than 
a conventional ' 'ehicle that uses just an internal combustion 
engine. 

• Hybrid vehicles produce lower levels of harmful emissions than 
a conventional vehicle that uses just an internal combustion 
engine. 

100. Sastainability and cost over prodact 
life cycle 
Answers might include: 

1 Minimismg the volume of the product by supplyine: il as a 
flat ~a~k- minimises.storage, transport and packa~ costs. 

2 Mtn~mg packaging reduces the amount of packaging 
materials used and so increases sustainability. 
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IOL Bigh-valae manafactaring and 
designing oat risk 
Answers might include any two of the following: 
1 • insulated sleeves on pan of live and neutral pins to prevent 

acciden lal contact with fingers as plugs are inserted 
• an integral fuse providing overload protection and 

disconnecting the electrical current when the maximum 
safe current is exceeded 

• a cable clamp prevents wires from being pulled out of the 
plug and exposing live conductors 

• during in ertion into a socket. the slightly longer earth 
pin opens sbuttcrs that usually cover the live and neutra.l 
conaecuons so that even small fingers can't touch live parts 

• the plug has to be disconnected from the maills fo order 
to access the screw that secures the cover. This prevents 
removal of the cover whilst the plug is connected and 
prevents the exposure of live part inside the plug. 

2 A :3-Pin plug has the characLeristics of a commodity product. 
It IS cheap to buy and is manufactured in hjgb numbers (low 
value, high volume). 

102. Systems, eqaipment and interfaces 
fndividual response, depending ou chosen field of study. 
For example, the system used Lo operate anti-lock brakes on a 
motor vehicle is shown below. 

1 The driver presses the brake pedal. 

2 A piston pushes brake fluid out of the master cylinder. 
3 Pressurised brake fluid activates the brake callipers, which 

force the brake pads into contact with the brake disc, slowing 
the rotation of the wheel. 

4 A sensor monitors the rotation of the wheel. If trus detects 
that the wheel is about to lock up then a signal is sent to the 
ABS system. 

A microcontroller in the ABS system receives a signal from 
the sensor that the wheel is about to lock up. This triggers a 
response from the ABS system. 

6 The microcontroller operates a valve that redirects brake fluid 
into an accumulator, relieving the pressure in the fluid and 
releasing the brakes. 

7 Almost immediately after this, the microcontroller closes 
the valve into the accumulator and pumps the fluid out, 
re-pressurising the system and re-applying the brakes. 

8 Steps 6 and 7 repeat several times a second until the sensor 
detects that the risk of locking up the wheel has passed. 

103. System compromises 
Individual response, depending on chosen field of study. 

For exa~ple, ?~ the gro~d many aircraft are de-iced by spraying 
them with de-rcmg chemrcals. In the air this becomes impractical. 
Instead, waste heat from the engines is redirected into the wings 
and used to maintain a leading edge temperature above ooc 
preventing the formation of ice whilst the aircraft is in fiigh; 

104. Eqaipment specifications and cost 
effectiveness 
Individual responses. For example, using a systems approach to 
design allows manufacturers in the automotive industry to carry 
out concurrent product development in areas such as: powertrain 
(engine and gearbox), chassis and structural components, body 
and interior styling. This work is often done in global centres of 
excellence, using specialist teams of engineers and designers. Only 
when all these separate elements are integrated into a complete 
system design is a new model born. 
Motor vehicle manufacturing takes a similar approach, 
with major systems such as engines and gearboxes being 
manufactured in specialist plants situated across the globe. These 
are only brought together when they arrive in the assembly plant 
that manufactures finished vehicles, so great care must be taken 
to ensure they will fit and function seamlessly together. 

105. Mechanical properties 
Example answer. 
• Hardness. High hardness will allow the drill cutting edge to 

slice through less hard materials, such as mild steel. 
• Toughness. High toughness will allow the drill to re~ist b~t~e 

fracture if subjected to impact or shock loading whilst drilling. 

106. Physical and thermal properties 
Example answer: 
• Physical property - high melting point to prevent the 

material from melting when exposed to the high temperatures 
encountered during re-entry. 

• Thermal property-low thermal conductivity to limit the 
transmis ion of heat and insulate the main body of the capsule 
from the high temperatures encountered during re-entry. 

107. Electrical and magnetic properties 
Example answer. . 
Reluctance. Tue pre ence of a magnetic field will cau e magnetic 
flu.'< Lo fl.o"' around a path of least magnetic reluctance. By using 
a hielding material with low reluctance. magnetic flu.-x will flow 
through it in preference to high reluctance air and so can be 
redirected away from and around the area being sbielded. 

108. Advanced materials 
Example answer: . 
A super elastic smart alloy such as nitin~l co~d be used m_spectacle 
frames to eliminate the need for mechanical binges otherwise 
required to allow the arms to be folded. An additional be_nefu is that 
if the frames are accidenral.ly sat or even stood on they will suffer no 
permanent damage and simply spring back into shape. 

109. Surface treatments and coatings 
Example answer: . 
Maximum corms.ion protection would be provided by hot ~p 
oalvanisml! the chassis an.d then applying a further protectwe 
layer of s~cialist chassis paint. 

llO. Labrication 
Exam.pie answer. . . . 
• Many of the bearings in an engine rely on lubrication provided 

by pressuri ed engine oil to prevent metal on metal coot~ct 
that would otherwise cause rapid wear and premature failure. 

• Circulating engine oil prevents bearings and other moving 
parts from overheating by carrymg away ~eat from the~. . 
Circulating engine oil removes small parucles of metallic debos 
away frommovmg parts where they might o~rwise ~au e. 
damal?e. The debris is then removed from the CJICulat111g Oll by 
the oil filter. 

111. Modes of failare of materials 
Example answer: 
Any metal, including the alloys used in turbine blades, that is 
required to operate at high stress levels and elevated temperatures 
is likely to be affected by creep. A major contributor to the 
gradual plastic deformation that characterises creep is gradual 
movement between the material crystal grains where they meet 
at grain boundaries. To help eliminate this effect, turbine blade 
manufacturers have developed manufacturing methods to cast 
creep-resistant turbine blades in a single crystal so that no grain 
boundaries are present. 

ll2. Mechanical motion 
Answers might include: 
Linear motion: hydraulic ram, linear actuator, solenoid. 
Rotary motion: prop shaft, gear, sprocket, pulley. 
Reciprocating motion: engine piston, reciprocating saw. 
Oscillation: pendulwns used to measure time. tuning forks used 
to measure frequency, most forms of unwanted mechanical 
vibration are caused by oscillation. 

113. Mechanical linkages 
Individual responses. For example, the linkage that operates a 
windscreen wiper. 

ll4. Power soarces 
Responses might include: . 
I Internal combusuon.engine: providing the mechanical power 

to drive a mobile generator. 
2 Lead acid battery: providing high current electrical power to 

drive a fork lift truck. 
3 Photovoltaic cells: providing electrical power to operate a 

pocket calculator. 

115. Controlling power transmission 
Individual respons~ For example: 
Tensile testine: machine. A tensile testing machine is designed 
to main tarn a-constant strain rate ill a material sample whilst 
monitoring the applied tensile force. 
Sensors. Positional ensors monitor the position and movement 
of the cross heads on which the jaws are mounted as they move 
apart. Load sensors monitor the force being exerted on the 
material sample during the test. 
Controllers. The signals from the sensors are processed by a 
microprocessor (often interfaced with a PC) . This not only 
records all lb:! te t data. and automates lhe generation of graphs 
and standard test reports, but also controls the actuators used to 
apply the tensile force during the test. 
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Actuators. A hydraulic cylinder or ram is commonly used to 
provide the necessary force to move the cross heads apart and 
exert the required load on the sample during testing. 

116. Processing metals 
Individual responses. For example: 
The.most cost-effective method would be to produce the cross 
~o.nal profile of the bracket in long lengths, using extrusion. 

lnd1v1dual brackets would then be cut and drilled. 

117. Pow der metallurgy and additive 
manufacturing 
Answers might include: 
Co~n~ts produced by power metallurgy have no sprues.Jlash 
or JOtnt lines that have to be remo ed in secondary operations. 
Components can be manufactured using a combination 
of met~c and non-metallic materials by controlling the 
compos1t1on of the powder mix. 

118. Joining and assembly 
Example answer: 
Brazing is usually used in lhi type of application. Brazing is 
carried out at a lower temperature than welding, o avoia; the 
effect of heat distortion on thin-walled c-0mponents. 

119. Processing polym ers 
Example answer: 
In~ec~on moul~ng~ us~y used in this type of application. 
ln;ection mouldmg ls swtable for high volume thermoplastic 
c~mpo?entswitb complex shapes. good urface:fiui hand good 
dimens1onaiaccuracy. 

120. Processing ceramics 
Example answer: 
Sel~tiv~ laser sime.ring (SLS) is usually used in lb.is rype of 
a_pplicat1on. SLS will allow the cost-effective production. of a 
s11:1gle proto~ component directly from a computer model 
wrthout the tnne and exi>ense required to manufacture a mould. 

12L Processing fibre-reinforced 
composites 
Example answer: 
GFRP is suitable for making a garage door as: 
• lt ~pro "de adei:iuate strength, rigidity and toughness for 

this non-load beanng application. 
• The glass.~bre and polyester resin materials are less expensive 

than tractitional alternatives for garage doors such as 
hardwood. 

• GFRP will not corrode or rot and has a long service life. 
A coloured gel coat or overpainting can provide a range of 
colour options. 

The spray-up proce s makes it quick and easy to manufacture laroe 
components.. ~eh as a garage door. using a simple and inexpensi:e 
o~ mou.ld; tt allows the door to be manufactured in one piece, 
which avoids the cost of additional joining and assembly proces es. 
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122. Effects of processing 
Answers might include: 
~o reinforce the component in a particular direction, re-orientate 
mgle fib.res or fibre tows along the line of action of the applied 

load. This provides additional strength in that pecific direction. 
A less efficient option would be to increase che ratio of :fibre 
to re in used in the composite. Using a greater proportion of 
woven matting will provide an overall increase in strength in all 
directions. 
ln some situations, laminating by adding additional lavers of 
~FRP !s a simple way to strengthen components. Ho,;ever, this 
1 unsuitable here as it would increase the ize and wei!Zht of the 
component. -

123. Scales of production 
Individual responses. For example: 
One-off: a prototype component. 
Small batch: 25 brackets 
Large batch: 800 gears 
Mass. production: cars (as embly); crankshafts (manufacturing) 
Conunuous production: machine screws 

124. Customers 
(a) Individual responses. For example, an on-site aluminium can 

manuf~cturing plant supplies the main bottling facility at a 
oft drinks manufacturer (incernal customer) and is asked to 

update the branding printed on the can . 
(b) Individual responses. For example, a machine tool 

man~act~er supplies a CNC milling machine to a company 
ma~~ bicycles (external customer) and is asked to provide 
s~alised work-holding clamp to enable the machining of a 
pan1cular c-0mponent. 

125. Product and service requirements 
Individual responses. For example: 
Consiaer the product requirements for a pocke1 calculator: 
• Performance specifications- processing peed sufficient to 

pro ide in tantaneous re ponses once a calculation has been 
entered. 

• Operating standards - calculations entered into the calculator 
must be processed in the tandard mathematical order defined 
by ~J?MAS (brackets, indices, djvision, multiplication, 
addioon. ·ubtraction). 

• M3?u~8:cturing quantity - high volume (100 OOo+). 
Reliability- user expectation for reliabillty is high. The 
caJ ulator must not make errors in calculations and remain 
fully functional for 10 years+ undernormal conditions. 

• ~oduct support - operating instruction will be required. 
• ~e cycle - users mnst have accees to replace product battery 

m order to extend the life of Lhe product. 
• Usability- keys should be laid out in a conventional and 

logical equence. with clear and easy-to-understand labels. 
• Anthropometrics and ergonomics - the size of the buttons 

and the distance between them must be sufficient to allow 
~perati~n of a single button with an adult index finger without 
mcerfenng with or operating surrounding buttons. 

126. Product design specification (PDS) l 
Individual responses. For example: 
Consider the PDS for a smartphone. 
L Cose - If based on a retail selling price of £500 then perhaps 

£100 hould be the target manufacturing cost. 
2 Quantity- high volume (100000+) 
3 Maintenance - other than the need for battery charging the 

product should be maintenance free. 
4 Finish - matt self-finish (unpainted) exposed surround high 

gloss black back and front screen surround. ' 
5 Materials - lightweight but tough and strong aluminium 

f~e, scratch and shatter-resistant glass back and screen. 
Weight - target weight <I SO g. 

7 Aesthetics - to match brand image for simple, elegant styling. 
8 Sustainability - use of clips and fixing screws instead of 

adhesives allow straightforward disassembly for recycling or 

repair and reuse. 

127. Product design specification (PDS) 2 
Individual responses. For example: 
To continue the example from page 126, consider the PDS for a 

smartphone. 
1 Reliability - user expectation of reliability is high. A life of 

5+ years without any reliability issues is expected. 
2 Safety - user expectation of safety is high. Recent issues 

with one model of smartphone in which batteries overheated 
causing fires led to that model being withdrawn completely at 
a cost of billions to the company involved. 
Testing - rigorous product testing will be required prior 
to product launch. That will include hardware functional 
testing, including battery charging, battery life, reception and 
tran mission capabilities. Also, ofcwarc testing is extremely 
important to ensure that this runs smoothly and functions 

correctly without bugs. 
4 Ergonomics I anthropometrics - physical size must sit 

comfortably in the hand. 
5 Usability - user interface should be intuitive so that users can 

navigate the functions and different features of the phone 
easily without having to make repeated reference to operating 

instructions. 

128. Commercial protection 
(a) Copyright 
(b) Design registration 
( c) Trademark 

129. Legislation and standards 
Individual respon ·e. For example: 
Having Lo make changes to meet ne'' regulation will provide 
the manufacturer with an opportunity lo mab.-e any additional 
improvements or refinements necessary to revamp the design 
and functionality of the product and/or reduce manufacturing 
costs.. If they can be first to market with a product that complies 
with the new standard. then this might also provide them with 
a commercial opportunity to increase sales of the updated model. 

130. Environmental and safety 
constraints 
Individual ro-ponse . For example: 
Continuing the example considering an aluminium drink can. 
Raw material processing - rolling the large ingots of aluminium 
(that are the product of the ore extraction and refinement) into 
thin sheets is an energy intensive proce reliant on fossil fuel to 
provide the electricity to run the large and powerful equipment 

involved. 
Manufacturing - _round blank for each can are pierced from a 
roll of thin aluminium sheet. The urrounding wasre material is 
recycled, minimising waste. These blanks are then shaped into 
can by cold forming in a series of cupping and roll-forming 
operations. Heating is not required during these processe_:;. 
m.mim.ismg energy consumption, and no waste or potenually 
harmful emissions or byproducts are produced. 
Packaging- can are themselves items of packaging. Cans are 
fa ten~d together using 4-pa k or 6-pack polymer rings. Bulk 
packs are further ecored on cardboard tray with polymer 
wraps. Polymer-based packaging is derived from oil, and thin 
films and bands are not widely recycled and often end up in 

landfill. 
Distributionffransport - empty cans have low weight but high 
volume and are easily damaged in transport. For this reason, 
can manufacturing plants are usually sited within or next to the 
bottling plants in which they are used. This also means that any 
environmental impact from transportation is avoided. 

Use/Reuse - cans are designed to be disposable. Once the ring 
pull is opened cans cannot be re-sealed. 
End of life - cans are designed to be disposable and have a very 

short life. 
Recycling - although some aluminium cans do end up in landfill, 
the majority are recycled after use. Unlike some polymers, 
there is no limit on the number of times aluminium can be 
recycled. Recycling uses only a fraction of energy used extracting 
and refining aluminium from its ore and so makes good 
environmental and commercial sense. 

131. Security constraints 
Individual response. For example: 
Consider the security features in your mobile phone. 
Mobile phones contain a large of amount of personal and :financial 
information about us that could be misused if it fell into the wrong 
hands. The software that operates smartphones has to be resistant 
to malicious attempts to access the contents of your phone, clone 
it, intercept messages and email, or listen in to your conversations. 
All smartphones have an access PIN or password that must be used 
to gain access to it, some have fingerprint recognition systems and 
others allow remote access, should they be lost or stolen, to either 

track their whereabouts or wipe their contents. 

132. Marketing 
Individual responses. For example: 
Consider the features of a pocket calculator. 
USP: It's specially designed for 16 years+ students and contains 
all the functions required in my A level maths course. 
Competition: It's manufactured by the brand leader in pocket 
calculators, which has an established reputation that I trust. 
Lifetime: At least five years, although it will probably last much 

longer. 

133. Form and functionality 
Individual response. For example: 
Any two of the following functional requirements: is 
freestanding in the upright position, has an internal chamber for 
collecting shavings that can be opened easily for emptying, is able 

to sharpen pencils easily and effectively. 
Any two of the following form requirements: it resembles a 
stylised beaver, has a highly polished decorative finish, is playful 
and humorous (beavers eat wood), the pencil is inserted into the 

beaver's mouth. 

134. Product performance 
Individual response. For example: 
Any two of the following characteristics: 
Low conductivity - the material must be a poor electrical 
conductor in order to insulate the electrical connections from 

each other and from the user of the plug. 
High toughness - cracks or breakages caused by dropping or 
other impact might expose the live conductors inside the plug, 
which would present a serious hazard to the user. 
Suitability for moulding processes - the complex curved shape of 
the case can be manufactured most efficiently using a moulding 

process. 
Stiffness - the case must be stiff in order to retain the three pins 
in the correct position and orientation during use. 
Fire/heat resistance - overloading or an electrical fault can cause 
overheating. The plug body must retain its stiffness and other 
properties at elevated temperatures. In extreme circumstances 
electrical faults can cause fires. The material used in the plug 
body must not be flammable or support combustion. 
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135. Manufacturing processes and 
requirements 
Example answer: 

Die casting. Manufacturing requirements will include the 
need for investment in complex cooling and equjpmenr, the 
manufacturing process is highly automated and requires Jow
skilled labour. allowing economical manufacturing only in high 
volume. 

136. Manuf actaring needs 
Milling 
Turning 

137. Generating design ideas 
Individual responses. For example: 

Responses migh1 include ketches and annotation con idering the 
following temporary olutions for carrying loads on the vehicle 
roof: iuliatable pads. foam pads. straps, elastic bungees. uction 
pads, hook and loop tape, netting, slings. detachable frames. 
corrugated card supports etc. 

138. Development 
Individual responses. Suitable areas for investigation might be: 
Material for the frame (to enable possible weight reduction), its 
type and sizing options 
Saddle type, size, and comfort 
Position and operation of brake levers 

139. Design information 
Resistivity of nichrome wire is in the region 1-1.5 x 10--0.nm. 
You could have found this information from a number of sources 
including: 

Mechanical Engineers Pocket Book 
Manufacturer's datasheet 
Online material database 

140. Freehand sketching, diagrams, 
technical drawings 

.---~~~~~~~~--- ~{, 

- --~,, 

_____ __, ___ __ _..::~· 

141. Graphical techniques 
Individual responses. 

-- ----- --~~ 

The best technique for enabling easy comparison of the data is 
the pie chart. 

• Welfare 

Health 

Pensions 

Education 

Defence 

142. Written communication 
Individual responses. A suitable response might be: 
The rear section of the plug housing suffered considerable 
damage caused by multiple brittle fractures when subjected to an 
impact with a hard floor. The material was too brittle and lacked 
the toughness required in this application. The materials should 
be replaced with an alternative with improved toughness to make 
it more impact resistant. 

143. Design documentation 
Example answer: 

1 If the component was no1 on the BOM then they would 
not have been ordered from the supplier prior to the start 
of manufacture I assembly. When t.he error was noticed on 
the production line there would be significant delay and 
disruption, as the completion of the products would not be 
possible. Any partially completed work would have to be 
tood off in a holding area until the component required 

to finish it were ordered and delivered. Customer delivery 
promise date would not be met the reputation of the 
company would uffer and future orders might be put at risk. 
The component would not fit as required during assembly. 
The component would have to be re-worked or crapped 
and made again . As in the previous example. there would be 
ignificant delay and disruption. Cusromer delivery promi c 

dates would not be meL 

144. Iterative development 
1ndividuaJ responses. Suitable examples would be electronic 
tablets, laptop computers, games consoles, software apps and 
operating ystems. 

145. Statistical data 1 
Discrete data: mean = 123. 75 
Continuous data: mean = 52.26 

146. Statistical data 2 
Standard deviation is the square root of the variance = 1. 799. 

147. Data handling and graphs 1 
Frequency distribution table 

Nwnber Frequency 
I l 
2 2 
3 0 
4 1 
5 2 
6 3 
7 l 
8 1 
9 3 

Fr~uency distribution histogram 
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148. Data handling and graphs 2 
Bar chart displaying discrete data on machine breakdowns per 
month between January and June. 

Machine breakdowns 
10 
9 
8 
7 
G 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

0 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

149. Frequency distributions 
99.7% of the values in a normal distribution lie between± 3 
standard deviations of the mean. 
So the lower limit = 48.8 - (3 x 0.17) = 48.29 
Upper limit = 48.8 + (3 x 0.17) = 49 .31 

150. Validating the design 

Evaluation criteria 
Weighting 

Score 
fromPDS (out of 10) 

Performance 0.1 9 

Comfort 0.4 4 

Aesthetics 0.2 6 

Weight 0.2 9 

Cost 0.1 8 

TOTAL 
joutof 10) 

Weighted score 

0.9 

1.6 

1.2 

1.8 

0.8 

6.3 

2 Comfort. This has the highest weighting but the lowest score. 

151. Benefits and opportunities 
Example answer: . 
Motherboard circuit redesign to accommodate new pm 
configuration. 
Power supply that must supply more electrical power. 
Cooling system that must extract more heat. 

152. Further modifications 
Example an \'er: . 
Due to the draft angle, the castings do not have parallel sides. 
Work holding in a standard machine vice (that has Jaws that 
move in parallel) might prove problematic. 

153. Your Unit 3 set task 
Your notes on the Unit 3 set task, always referring to the latest 
Sample Assessment Material on the Pearson website for an 
indication of assessment details. 

154. Reading a brief 
Individual responses from a wide range of relevant information 
sources that might include. for example: manufacturer 
catalogue industry magazine articles, product data sheets, 
product videos, engineering textbooks. 

155. Conducting research 
Individual responses. 
Manufacturing methods for metal brackets might include: 
• Die casting 
• Permanent mould casting 
• Sand casting 
• Forging 
• Fabrication (welded, brazed or using fixings) 

Investment casting 
• Powder metallurgy 
• Stock removal from a solid billet. 
If researching stock removal from a solid billet of material 
(e.g. mild steel, high carbon steel, stainless steel, aluminium) to 
manufacture brackets, for example, the following factors would 
be useful to note: 
• Although complex geometry is possible, there are limits t~ 

what can be machined by conventional methods (e.g. turnmg, 
milling, drilling). . 

• Automation can be used to speed up manufacturmg and ensure 
consistency (e.g. CNC). 

• Waste material (e.g. swarf) is easy to recycle. 
• It is not necessary to invest in custom tooling, moulds or 

patterns. . 
• Modifications to the design can be made easily. 
• Heat treatment can be used after machining to improve the 

mechanical properties of certain materials. 

156. Making notes 
Research sheet could contain information relevant to the 
following topics: 
Function of the product, Manufacturing methods and processes, 
Costs, Materials and material properties, Health and Safety 
issues, Sustainability and environmental factors, Releva~t 
numerical data, Aesthetics, Ergonomics, Anthropomet~1cs, 
Applied finish, Advantages or disadvantages of t~e design. . 
There may also be other information needed that 1s very specific 
to the topic (can crusher) being researched. 

157. Reading further information 
Example answer: 
1 The brackets are fracturing in service. 
2 The average life expectancy of bracket A is 24 years. 
3 Each mounting hole is 12mm in diameter. 

158. Interpreting an engineering 
drawing 
1 Overall length 95 + 8 + 100 + lO + 105 = 318 mm 
2 Overall width 94 + 12 + 94 = 200 mm 
3 Overall bei!!ht 105 + 10 = 115 mm 
4 Diameter of cable hole = 2 x radius = 2 x 32.5 = 65 mm 

159. Analysing data 
A 24 years, B 20.6 years C 15.9 years D 11.8 years E 8.3 years 

160. Creating a time plan 
The time needed for each of the stages will be in response to 
information on timing and marks from the Pearson website. 

161. Recording changes and action 
points 

Example answer: . . . 
Carbon fibre may be an improvement because 1t is resistant 
to corrosion. It may be more expensive and difficult to 
manufacture. It may be lighter but still strong enough . 
Carbon fibre may be cost effective in the long term. 

uggested actions needed: 
Establish cost of carbon fibre compared to steel. Comp~re 
manufacturing methods with those for steel. Research hfe 
span and suengt.h of carbon fibre compared to steel. 
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162. Interpreting a brief 
Interpretations of the brief should be similar to the examples 
below: 
Regulations: 
• The product must comply with The Sale of Goods Act 1979 if 

it is to be retailed in the UK. It must be fit for purpose. 
• The product must comply with The General Product Safety 

Regulations 2005 if it is to be retailed in the UK. The 
manufacturer has a general duty to ensure it is safe to use. 

Sustainability: 
• The product must be packaged only in biodegradable material. 
• The product must be manufactured from materials that are 

100% recyclable. 
Requirements: 
• The dispenser must be suitable for the standard 

24mm x 66mm roll of sticky tape. 
• The product must not scratch or deface the surface it is being 

used on. 
Constraints: 
• The dispenser must be no bigger than 150 x 100 x lOOmm. 
• The product should retail at less than £10. 
Health and safety: 
• It must not be possible for the user to injure themselves on the 

tape-cutting element of the product. 
• The product must be supplied with clear, multilingual 

instructions, explaining procedures for correct and safe use. 
Opportunity for improvements: 
• The designer should consider whether it would be feasible 

to accommodate other sticky tape roll sizes for use in the 
dispenser. 

• Consideration should be given to methods of holding the 
dispenser securely in position, on a desktop, without increasing 
the overall weight of the product. 

163. Interpreting numerical data 
To calculate the average life expectancy of each chain, simply add 
up the life cycle hours and divide by the number of tests for each 
chain: 
e.g. Chain A: 19 + 20 + 20 + 20 + 20 + 21 + 18 + 21 + 19 
= 178 total hours 
178 hours divided by 9 tests: 178/9 = 19. 7 hours 
Therefore chain A has an average life expectancy of 19.7 hours. 
A=19.7 B=8.2 C=14.l D=32.7 E=l0.7 

164. Producing design ideas l 
Learner's own ideas. 
Checklist: To make a contribution to the total of 9 marks 
available for a range of ideas, you must: 
• Produce an idea that adequately addresses the requirements of 

the brief. 
• Produce clear sketches with easy to follow annotations. 
• Use technical terms in your annotations. 
• Produce an idea that would work in the real world. 
• Suggest types of suitable material, suitable manufacturing 

methods, suitable engineering processes and perceived 
advantages/disadvantages of the solution. 
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165. Producing design ideas Z 
Learner's own ideas. A suitable sketch with basic information 
given; for example: 

166. Modified product proposal 
Learner's individual design proposal. 
Showing that you can optimise your design through a series of 
realistic design proposals will contribute to the 30 marks available 
for the overall development section of your assessment. 
Your designs for the stove legs should be easy to understand, clearly 
communicated, and be realistically achievable. You should also 
list the advantages and disadvantages of each proposal. You also 
need to justify your choice for the final design, and make informed 
decisions about material choice and manufacturing methods. 

167. Justifying a design 
Justifications might include: 
I have chosen the bottle opener design because it fulfils the 
requirements of the design brief better than other designs I have 
explored. 
• It is straightforward and cost effective to manufacture. 
• It is safe to use as I will specify the removal of all sharp edges. 
• It will open all bottles with a crown cap. 
• It will aesthetically match other kitchen I bar items. 
• It could be laser cut or blanked accurately in large quantities, 

for mass production of the product. 
• Stainless steel does not rust and is therefore suited to use with 

foodstuffs. 
• It can be stainless steel to enhance aesthetics and longevity. 
• Stainless steel is resistant to bending, which is useful in the 

application of a bottle opener. 

168. Justifying materials and processes 
Answers might include: 
Aluminium has low density (approx. 1/3 of steel), excellent 
strength to weight ratio, easy to machine, excellent corrosion 
resistance, easy to recycle, does not become brittle at low 
temperatures, extrudes easily into tubes, can be welded using 
traditional techniques, such as gas, TIG, MIG, friction welding 
etc., ideal for cycle frames. 

169. Developing sustainability 
Answers might include: 
Power source is natural sunlight: product i small but effective. 
thus k""eeping material use to a minimum: packs very small, which 
keeps packaging co a minimum: plastic can be recycled; designed 
for longevity; provides light without using non-renewable energy 
sources. 

174. Project boards 170. Validating a design proposal 
Validations for choosing the final design proposal might include: 
• Provides multiple door-opening positions 

Answers may include: 
• Development of the system will be quicker, as you do not have 

• Simple but reliable 
• Heat-resistant handle 

to connect components. 
• You do not have to consider interface requirements, as they are 

taken care of. 
• Positive closure 
• Easy to manufacture 

Size is reduced because connections between components can 

171. Evaluating with tools and 
techniques 

be on the printed circuit board (PCB). 
• The circuit may be more reliable, as there will be fewer 

Positive features could be: 
Easy to manufacture, sturdy and strong, a cost-effective solution. 

Negative features could be: . 
Not adjustable for uneven ground; do not fold away, thus makmg 
transportation difficult; the stove may be equally stable on three 
legs, which would be more cost effective. 

Unit 6: Microcontroller Systems 
for Engineers 
172. Microcontrollers and Unit 6 
Individual responses for priority areas of revision. 

temporary connections. 

175. Using flowcharts 
For example" 

ymbol M~aning 

cJ 
Manual input 

CJ 
Stored data 

LJ Internal storage 

CJ Display 

Symbol Meaning 

LJ Manual 
operation 

c=J 
Start of a 
loop 

I I Parallel 
mode 

' -- Off page vwoc> reference 173. Comparing different 
microcontrollers 
Individual revision of important properties of the chosen 

microcontroller. 

176. BASIC as a programming language 
Comments - convey information to a reader 
Commands - instructions that the program carries out 
Variables - used to hold values that the program manipulates 

Labels - identifies parts of the program 
Constants - fixed values 

177. C as a programming language 

/I 'Ihi" is an exampl.e of C program 
I /!1' wil.l be u"ed 100 highl.igh1' ~n feoxures of l:he ].anguage 

void/;"=(~ U:O pins "" out:ptit:s, t:he for() l.oop reduce" t:he nUllber of lines needed 

for (in1' pillJfmll>er = 2; pill!lllllber < S; pinNmlberH-1 { 

I 
I 

piDMode (piJlllmll>er, OUTFU'I) ; 

digi1'a1Wriu(p:i.nl!hmber. LOlil; 

~~i~:o~~ct! i:he AOC on pin AO and a""i<Pl" the value "° the inceqer variobl.e call.ed se=orVo.l 

in1' sensorVal = ano.l ogRead(A2l; 

int: lowVo.lue = SO; 

int: !llddleValue =200; 

11 Dli" define" i:he int;eger value below wllich U:O 2 vil.l t:urn on 
11 'Ihi• defines the int;ege.r val.ue aJ:>ove which LED 4 wil.l t:urn on 

11 nus t:eSt:s w see if the ADC value is le"" than SO 

if {~ei=U\'al. < l<:!i'/al>!el { 

:t..~ lii:=="' c2. ru 1~e1 ; 
~'T--- -.~e(3 , "'lf) ; 

d1g!=&:.1':r~::<! , . , :.D 'I ; 

l 

II :lI1.S ::U-'""" ar.. :.D ;: 
I I :0:..::. =03~~ 1Lll 3 
/ / ::t...,3= Ce ::!:'.l4 

11 
This ~ests to !Jee if the AOC vaiue is equal to or more than SO and le!Js chan 200 

else if (sewrorVal. >= lmNalne •• oensotll"al < middleValne) { 

...J.?1= !.lcn.2 12, :... ~ ; II~= of.! I£!l 
2 

do..q±e..... nu. (3, llIG!!l ; II ":"ni,.. ="~!.Ell 3

4 ~ !~- (4, :..cc) ; // -:tl.2 = c _! t:O 

I I This """"" to see if the AOC value is equal w 110re than 200 

else it. (oen..arVal. >= lliddleVal.ne) { 

'14-·: ~~- (2, :.:i:i) ; 

il:n:;;o.- - t;e (3, :"5i} ; 

1..1~ii~"" (4, .!I';'!); 

t:one (6, 200, 100); 

J 

II ~ =of! ::£!! 2 

/I== of! Ull 3 

//~=on!:E4 
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178. Input and output devices 
Example answer: 

The sensor compares the temperature of the environment to that 
set on the thermostat. If the environment temperature is belO\ 
the thermo tat. rhe heating turns on. If the temperature is above 
that of the thermostat. the heating turns off. 

179. Switches 
For example: 

Tilt swilct- - used as a safety feature- to cut power to a device if 
it tips over (e.g. a ponable electric fire) or used as an anti-Lamper 
alarm in devices such as vending machines. 

Micro-swiLch - used as a safety interlock on machine guards, or 
used as a burglar alarm trig,,oer on doors. 

180. Visible and inf rared light-sensing 
devices 
An >Wers must relate the change in light level to an output and 
explain its ad\1lnta.:,<>e ro the user. 
For example: 

Mobile phones and tablets adjust their bnghtness levels, 
depending on the ambient light. This means that the screen is 
readable in bright light and that the batiery use is reduced when 
darl. This makes it easier for the user to read the screen. 

181. Temperature and humidity sensors 
Specifications of thermistors, temperature and environment 
sensors to be located. 

182. Input interfacing requirements 
Answers should include examples of entertainment media: TY, 
CD, DVD, Blu-ray, mobile phones, internet, games machines, 
DAB. 

183. Ultrasonic and control 
potentiometer 
Answers may include, for example: 

It is easier to tell the position of the slide potentiometer than the 
rotary one. 

The slide potentiometer would take up more space than the 
rotary one. 

184. Optoelectronic output devices 
Answer must include a method used to generate a message on an 
LCD. 

185. Electromechanical output devices 
Answers may include, for example: 

Relays - commonly llSed to control electrical devices in ears. such 
as wind creen wipers. Used to switch on and off outputs for hi eh 
power audio amplifiers. ~ 

D.C. motors - children's toys, electric clocks 

S~rvo · - steering on remote control cars, DVD player to extend 
disc tray 

186. Audio output devices 
Answers may include, for example: 
Buzzer - alarm clock, children's toys 
Siren - burglar alarm 

Piezo transducers - greeting cards, mobile phones 
Speaker - TV. radio etc. 

187. Transistor output stages 
Gain= C/B = 50010.7 = 714 

188. Selecting hardware: input devices 
Indhidual responses. lnve ·tigatioas must include specifications 
for one of the component listed on page 189. 
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189. Selecting hardware: output devices 
Individual respon ·es. Investigations must include specifications 
for one of the components listed on page 190. 

190. Generating a system design 
Any five examples from the following: 

Reed switch 
XIJ_ Crystal MQ I\\ 32768kHz'T 

BU~ 
Signal lamp Ultrasonic ·$ range finder 

l6 '1jg ft\I 

150cm 

Photo 

Q'*~~ 
Opto-

Qo "~ transistor isolator soo1u,. 'i 

Mn$ Motor 

M~~ 
Servo 
motor 

RLO~-f \ 
Relay 7-segment fBJoo• display 

I , 
iButton 

not~ 
Flashing IN4~ LED DSl990A 

191. Safe use of typical electronic tools 
For example: 

The wire cutters could cause the cut-off part of the component to 
fly oUL Wear goggle . 

The wire strippers could cut fingers. Ensure fingers are kept away 
from the cutting edges. 

!he pliers could cause crush injuries. Keep fingers away from the 
Jaws. 

The screwdrivers could ea.use puncture injunes. Rest lbe object 
being worked with on a bench. Do not hold in the hand 

192. Assembling and operating a 
microcontroller system 
Any three example inputs from: 
Heat sensor 
Light sensor 
Touch sensor 
Infra-red I ultrasonic receiver 

Any three example outputs from: 
Buzzer 
Speaker 
Electric motor 
Relay 
LCD 
7-segment display 

193. PICAXE® and Logicator: program 
files and error checking 
Am.-..vers should mclude a description of syntax error and 
detection. For example: 

A symax error means that the wa}' a program has been written 
does not conform to the required format. For example, lhe use 
of a lowercase lener when an uppercase letter 1S required. Syntax 
errors can be detected in several ways. For the Microchip lDE 
errors are detected in an :interactive manner. This means as soon 
as a syntax error is entered by the system de iener. the software 
highlights where the error is and suggests pos~ble solutions. 
Another method is to wan until the program 1 complete and the 
s~tem designer either chooses ro check the program for errors or 
Ines ro send the program to the microcontmller. 

194. PICA.XE® and Logicator: 
simulation, compiling and debugging 
Example answer: 
Software compiling is the process of translating high-level 
programming languages that humans can read into the low-level 
instructions that microcontrollers can perform. 

195. Microchip, PICkit 3 and MPL.&B®: 
program files and error checking 
Example answer: 
When a program has multiple errors each one can impact on the 
other. This interaction can mean it is very difficult for the system 
designer to follow the cause and, hence, solution of the problem. 
By resolving any problems as soon as they arise the problems are 
not compounded, making resolution easier. 

196. Microchip, PICkit 3 and MPLAB®: 
simulation and debugging 
Example answer: 
The PI Ckit 3 hardware removes the need for a computer. This 
means that microcontrollers can be programmed in environments 
where a computer might get damaged, or not be able to work. 
As exactly the same program will be sent, the user can ensure no 
change have taken place. This c-0uld make the program more 
secure. The process of tran ferring the program will probably be 
quicker than when doing so through a computer, therefore the 
system designer will be more productive. 

197. GENIE®: program files 
Example answer: 
Advantage: 
The oftv.are translates flowchart symbols into code that can 
be sent to the microcontroller. This means the system designer 
does not have to worry about the syntax of the language, hence 
reducing this type of problem. 
Disadvantage: 
Flowchart symbols can take up more space than a text-based 
program. For more complex programs this can me~ that the 
system designer may find it difficult to follow the entire sequence 
of operation. 

198. GENIE®: simulation 
Example answer: 
Simulating the program before downloading it to the 
microcontroller saves time. If the program does not perform as 
expected modifications can be.made. The simulation will be free 
from hardware defects. For example., the hardware may have an 
LED that does not work. If the program is downloaded to the 
microcontroller and the LED does not operate, the fault could be 
with either the hardware or software. By simulating the program 
before use, a potential software cause of the problem can be 
eliminated. 

199. GENIE®: compiling and debugging 
Example answer: 
The Deboe. Live system allO\\S the user to view real-time 
i:nformati;n about the de\ ices C-Onnected to the microcontroller. 
This allows input I output actions to be accLLrately calibrated to 
perform as reqwrccL Potential unexpected interactions between 
component can be observed and appropriate adjuslments made 
if needed. 

200. Arduino .... Uno: program files and 
error checking 
Example answer: 
A library is an additional set of functions I commands th~ 
extend the capability of the one built into the programmmg 
envrron.ment. For example. a manufacturer of a modular sensor 
can supply users with routines to make it easier to use the sensor. 

201. Arduino"' Uno: simulation and 
testing 
Example answer: 
Interactive simulations are not built into the Arduino™ platform. 
This means that a separate piece of software will be required. 
There are a range of free options. In order to use these, the system 
designer assembles the required hardware virtually on-screen, 
enters or loads the program and observes the outcomes. 

202. Flowcode and E-block: creating 
and managing program files 
Example answer: 
Each type of rnicrocontroller will have specific performance 
c.apahililies: for exam pi~ the number of inputs or its speed of 
operation. Depending on the situation the rnicrocontroller is 
being used in, the system designer may need to .select one from a 
particular platform. As Flowcode works over multiple platforms, 
the system designer wiJJ have to develop only one sei. of skills and 
knowledge to be able to make use of more than one platform. 
This increases their productivity. 

203. Flowcode ancl E-block: simulation 
Example answer: 
Advantage: 
A 2D or 3D representation clearly shows people what the system 
will do. This means a person nol familiar with rnicrocontroller 
development will be able to understand the operation of the 
system without having any prior programming knowled.:,ae. 
Disadvantage: 
The ystem depends on having models of the input or output 
device to display. This may mean some devices will not be 
available to the user. 

204. Flowcode and E-block: simulation 
and debugging 
Example answer: 
An oscilloscope provides a graphic display that shows how a 
voltage changes over time. The user can determine the maximum 
and minimum voltages to be displayed, as well as how frequently 
the display updates. When required, the display can be paused to 
allow fast-changing events to be viewed. 

205. Coding practice and efficient code 
authoring 
Individual responses. Answers must include: 
File name 
A description of the purpose of the file 
A list of the files used by the program 
Who the program was written by 
When the program was written 
Where the program was written 
The version number of the program 
How the program has been updated 

206. Coding constructs: inputs and 
outputs (BASIC and C) l 
Answers must include one situation where the format of the 
PICAXE® command would be easier to use and one where the 
format of the Arduino™ C command would be easier to use. 
Example answer: 
In the PlCAXEli> command, the user enters the information 
for all eight bits. even if only one is going lo be turned on. This 
means the command will be good for working with multiple bits, 
but is probably more complicated than the ~d u.ino nt co~and 
when working with single bits. For example. m PICAXE:l if the 
user wants to rum on only pin 0. the following command would 
need to be entered: 
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Let pinsA = %00000001. The user will need to know which digit 
relates to which output pin. From left to right. the first digit links 
to p~n. 7. and the last to pmO. For the ArduinoTM the pins arc 
explicitly referred to. e.g. pin Mode( J 3, OUTPUT), which makes 
understanding their function easier. However, if several pins 
needed to be turned on the command would have to be entered 
multiple times; for example: 
pinMode(J3, OUTPUT); 
pinMode( 12, OUTPUT); 
pinMode( 11, OUTPUT); 
The more lines that need to be entered into the program the 
greater the risk for error~ to occur. 

207. Coding constructs: inputs and 
outputs (BASIC and C) 2 

PWMOUT..,. 

C2 

~5tltr.lo500D00Hz): 

tllml I 
~lllX1o111111): 

!so 

D ldd""981Coclec.n.nn 

I PeiiodVabl: 

;99 

--~(Hz): 

~ 

The P~ Wtzard generates the appropriate code to copy and 
paste into the program by entering the desired values into menu 
boxes. This means the code produced, shown above in the Resull 
box. will be free from syntax errors. This method will reduce the 
time it takes to develop a functional program. 

208. Coding constructs: inputs and 
outputs (GENIE® flowchart) 1 
Example answer: 
Advantage: 
This makes it easier for the system designerto use, as they do not 
have to configure the pins to be inputs or outputs. 
Disadvantage: 
This makes the microcoatroller less flexible compared to other 
types of microcontrolter. 

209. Coding constructs: inputs and 
outputs (GENIE® flowchart) 2 
Using GENIEi to construct a flowchart that sends a single pulse 
of lOOms duration: 

Pulse Properties x 
Translrit a dgilal oulpJt pU5e si!Jlal: 

T~ ®SS9e 0Patmn OPWM 

Ime: ~ nAleaJnds 

:i91ill: G ~anlCl*!7 

QiplDI: !Send a 100ms si'9e ptise I 
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210. Coding constructs: logic and 
arithmetic variables and arrays 
PICAXE® makes use of the table command. This allows the 
s.ystem designer to store byte constants (0-255) in an array
hke structure when the program is downloaded onto the 
microcontroller. These values cannot be changed as part of the 
program. 
The Genie® microcontroller uses the commands put and get 
to enter and retrieve data from an array. The format of the put 
command is put value, index 
The format of the get command is get result, index 

211. Coding constructs: logic and 
arithmetic 
Individual answers, which must include AND, OR and NOT 
truth tables for a range of input conditions. 

212. Coding constructs: program flow 
and control I 
Example answer: 
The void key word is used only in function declarations. It 
indicates that the function is expected to return no information to 
the function from which it was called. 

213. Coding constructs: program flow 
and control 2 
Individual answers, which must include how delays can be 
achieved on a chosen platform. 

214. Program flow: iteration 
Individual answers, which must explain the differences between 
loop while and loop until on a chosen platform. 

215. Control of program sequence: u 
eJse 
Individual answers, which must explain the use of the if else flow 

control functions on a chosen platform. 

216. Control of program sequence: 
switc:.la 1 
if condition then 

{code} 
elseif condition then 

{code} 
else 

{code} 
endif 

Instead of an 'else' command it is possible to use an 'elseif' 
command and specify another condition. If the first condition 
is true the code between the 'if condition then' and 'elseif 
condi;ion then' command will be executed, otherwise the 'elseif' 
condition will be evaluated and, if true, the code between 'elseif 
condition then' and 'end if' will be executed. 
An 'else' command can be added to an 'if' and 'elseif' command 
sequence, which will be executed if no previous 'if condition then' 

or 'elseif conditon then' has evaluated as true. 

217. Control of program sequence: 
switc:.la 2 
Like if statements, switch ... case controls the flow of programs by 
allowing programmers to specify different code that should be 
executed in variou conditions. ln particular, a switch statement 
compares the value of a variable to the values specified in case 
statements. When a case statement is found whose value matches 
that of the variable, the code in that case statement is run. 
The break key word exits the swird1 statement, and i typically 
used at the end of each case. Without a break statement, the 
switch statement will continue executing the following expressions 
('falling-through') until a break, or the end of the switch 

statement is reached. 

218. Structured program design 
Individual answers, which must include a flowchart to run an 

alarm system. 

219. Number systems: decimal to 
binary 
Decimal to binary: 10000011, 10101100, 01011110 

220. Number systems: binary to 
decimal 
Binary to decimal: 141, 62 

221. Project analysis 
Individual's own design brief that includes requirements and 

restrictions. 

222. System design and program 
planning 
Individual answers, which should identify input/output components 
to be familiar with. An example response may be 'I have not used 
an electric motor before, this is something I will investigate.' 

223. System assembly, coding and 
testing 

224. System testing and operation 
Individual answers, which should include a feature of a system 
developed and a description of its operation. 

225. Production of evidence 
Answers should be in the form of a simplified guide, such as this 

example: 
l Produce a technical specification 
2 Produce a test plan 
3 Select and justify input and output devices 
4 Define system connections 
5 Produce initial design for program structure 
6 Produce annotated copies of code 
7 Record test data and analyse 
8 Record audio-visual of system operation 
9 Maintain a structured project log throughout 

226. Your Unit 6 set task 
Your notes on the Unit 6 set task, always referring to the latest 
Sample Assessment Material on the Pearson website for an 

indication of assessment details. 

227. Reading a brief 
£.xample answer: 
Safety would be a key factor when a product is used by children. 
Depending on their age risks. such a swallowing, small parts 

could be sil!llificant. 
The ergon;mics of the product should take into account the 

anthropometry of the intended users. 
Interactions between the users and the control systems of the 
product should be of an appropriate complexity for the target 

age of the users. 

228. Creating a task plan 
The time needed for each of the stages will be in response to 
information on timing and marks from the Pearson website. 

229. Monitoring progress 
Example sensor list: 
Active buzzer 
Passive buzzer 
Vibration switch 
Photo resistor 
Tilt switch 
Infrared emission sensor 
Temperature sensor 
Infrared sensor 
Microphone 
XY-axis joystick module 

Example output list: 
Piezo sounder 
Loudspeaker 
Servo 
Electric motor 
Stepper motor 
LCD screen 
Range of size and colour LEDs 

230. Monitoring changes 1 
Example answer: 
From version l of the program, lines 42 and 43 have been broken 

An!>-weTS should e.."l."})lam why coloured wires are an advantage. For 
example: On a typical breadboard circuit. wires will be placed 
\-erv dose to each other and ma; overlap. By havmg the \\'U'e a 
duferent colour. the sy · tem designer will be able to follow more . 
easih where tbe) start and where they end. The only problem with 
this is there i a limit to tbe range of colours available. 

into two parts, as shown by lines 45-48 in version 4. The change 
to the structure makes the program easier to follow for the reader. 
In version 2 of the program, an additional output, C.5, was 
included. It was discovered that this command was duplicated 
elsewhere and therefore was not required. It is removed from 

versions 3 and 4. 
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Version 3 of the program includes two 5 second delays. Again. 
these were duplicated in other parts of the program and were not 
needed. 
The final version of the program performs as required and would 
be clear for a competent third party to read. 

231. Monitoring changes 2 
Example answer: 
The text on the switch panel (yes/no and question answered) is 
obscured oy the user's hand. If the text was moved above the 
switches and the user operated the switches from below it would 
make it clearer to operate. 
Where text currently reads Answer. Correct, [ncorrect it would be 
clearer if the text read correct answer and incorrect 3.JlS\\'er. 
Instead of the text saying players it could be amended to 'The 
light indicates which player has answered the question'. 
All of these modifications would enhance user experience for an 
improved response. 

232. Analysing a brief for product 
requirements 
Example answer: 
A buzzer or piezo sounder would give an audible indication of 
when the time is up. 
An LED would be a simple method to provide a visual indication 
of the tim.e bemg up. 

233. Completing a test plan 
Example answer: 
Currently. :he system uses a sound ro indicate when the 10s have 
clap ed. The players will get no warning regarding how much 
time has elap ed until the Lime is up and then it would be too late 
for them to answer. A system could be incorporated that would 
count down the time remaining. For example, a LCD display 
could display a countdown from 10 to 0 seconds. This would 
prompt the player to respond before the time has run out. 

234. Formulating a system design 
Example answer: 
I will use LEDs to indicate player responses and outcomes. LEDs 
are Jow cost. which will allow me to use my allocated budget for 
other things. As LEDs require a low current they can interface 
directly with the microcontroller. My centre also has LEDs in 
stock. which means they are available for me to use without any 
delay. 

235. Proposing system connections 
Example answer: 
I would add a label to each LED that names the player the LED 
is associated with. For example, D l could be labelled 'Play-er 1 
LED·. 

236. Planning a program structure 
Example answer: 
The program tructure does oot consider what would happen jf 
no player pushed their bunon. Another situation the program 
tructure does not con ider is what would ilappen if a player 

pushes their button but then docs not provide an answer that is 
either correct or incorrect. 
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237. System assembly and 
programming 
Example answer: 

1f p1..nC, 0•1 Chen 

tu.vh B.3 
Qo.ub "Cc._ •econda _ aJUNer 

1.r pine .1-1 "Cheo 
fligll B.~ 
IJC)8ub 'CeD secc:mda an.aver 
end if' - -

'Ca'2l_MCCIHS9 _~r: 
pan.• 100 
if pinC.1•1 ~hf:l:I 

MOil a.~ 

·~ p1aycr 1 ~hed Che.1.r b\.lceon 
'l.f ~h•y have .liQh't. 'C.heJ.I u:n 
'Give ~bell 10 se~ t:o &n.:Ne::r; 

'Move 't.o :ci~ pla~ 

•Balli player 2 pu.he.d the1r tmi::eon 
'If t;he:\' have: ll..qht: ~be'ir U.I> 
'Give 't.bem 1 O .seeon~ co an:1ver 
'l!ove -eo next pl..a~ 

•UJ.ow.s pJ..aye:x 10 ~.eeotl43 't.o &ft.'Ve% 

'lfai'C. .. l ·:l ae.corui.9 

'w&.ie fQc Uie: quia&:1'ter to 'turt>. on ehc bu..1•%er 
•so:i:ui. a buzzer ~ 'Cl:le 'Cur. i:o aa.sver .u1 up 

238. System testing 
Example answer: 
I An audible signal could be produced by a loudspeaker. buzzer 

or-piezo sounder. If each player is associated with a dllferem 
frequency, a single source of sound could be used for all 
players. 

2 This code turns on the correct indicator light, as required 
by the design brief. to show which player has -pushed their 
button. His clear and easy to read the output indicator. 

if pi!lC. O•l than 'J:l.a.s pl.ayar 1 pn~b•d. th.air butt.or. 

239. Results analysis 
Example answer: 
A po sible unexpected event that could occur would be failure 
of one of the LEDs. possibly due to excessive current. In order 
to test this. a working LED could be replaced with one that was 
broken. Then, by pushing the appropriate player button linked to 
the LED. the system ·s response couJd be observed. 

240. Recording a system in operation 
Example answer: 
Recording of the evidence could be paused during the ·waiting· 
time. If th.e video recording included a clearly visible timer. there 
would be sufficient evidence to show the critical event : i.e. Ute 
buttons being pushed and the correct I incorrect LED coming on 
without the wait being recorded-while nothing was happening. 
Another approach would be lo record the video in real time and 
edit out the waiting time between each event. 

24L Recording a commentary 
Example answer: . . 
When player 1 activates their button the voltage on mput pm 
C.O will change from O volts to +SV The microco~tro_ller has 
been programmed to respond to this cha°:ge. Until this change 
occurs the program will loop around, testmg the .state of the four 

players' input pins. The if command perfo~s this t~st. 
When the button is pressed the output on pm B.3 will chan~e . 
from OV to 5V. This will energise the LED connected to this pm. 
This informs the players and quiz master that player 1 was the 

first to respond. . 
As the next section of the program that runs is common to all 
players, it has been written as a _subr~utine called ten_seconds_ 
answer. This is an efficient way m which to structure the program. 
This subroutine waits for 10 seconds before s~tti°:g ~he ?utpu~ of 
pin B.5 high. A the buzzer is connected to tl~ pu;i it wtll begm 
to sound. The program will keep the output high (or 2 second 
and then tum it off. The wait command has been used to set the 

duration to 2 seconds. . 
From this subroutine the program goes to the_Qmz_~aster 
subroutine. This subroutine loops around until the quiz master 
indicates if the player's answer is correct or incorrect. If the 
voltage on pin B.6 is high the progr~ inteiyr~ts this as a correct 
answer and sets the output pin B.6 high. This is the correct 
answer LED indicator. If the voltage on pin B.6 is low the 
program interpret this as an mcorrect answer ~d _sets the output 

pin B.7 high. This is the incorrect answer ~ED n:idicator. 
These actions meet the demands of lhe client bne[ . 
Al this stage the design and implementation of th~ quesll~n. 
answered button does not function in an er~ono~1cally efficient 
manner. This is not a significant issue as, given tlIDe, a better 

solution could easily be designed and installed. 
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